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Opening Statement

1. MaREI Analysis (1) using our detailed European gas and electricity model examined the impact
on the European Energy System of a major supply interruption from Russia. We found that Ireland
could sustain an interruption period of up to 10 months without the need for LNG infrastructure
in Ireland. This analysis was for the year 2030.
2. Ireland’s gas system is strongly linked to the UK gas network. In the year to date, LNG imports
(primarily from Qatar and Russia) met approximately 20% of UK full gas demand. LNG imports of
‘fracked gas’ from the USA are approximately 1% (of full UK demand). It is impossible to
determine how many fracked gas ‘molecules’ come into Ireland via pipelines from the UK,
similarly to determining how many nuclear ‘electrons’ enter Irelands power system from the UK.
3. Natural gas is used for electricity generation and heating in Ireland. MaREI Analysis (2) found that
the addition of the Celtic electricity interconnector from Ireland to France will reduce future
natural gas needs in power generation by approximately 7% in Ireland.
4. Analysis (3) with colleagues in European examined 150 future visions of the full EU power system
in 2030 found that while gas demand in power generation will reduce, natural gas provides an
important backbone for the reliable and secure delivery of electricity in Europe and Ireland.
5. Indigenous natural gas production in Ireland contributes to energy security in Ireland. However,
we do not know what the implications are from a full greenhouse gas emissions perspective of
indigenous versus imported gas/oil. Using global average figures, we estimate the indirect GHG
emissions (extraction and transport) of Ireland’s gas imports at 1 million tonnes and oil import at
2.7 million tonnes for 2017.
6. Ireland has potential to produce clean renewable gas, enhancing energy security and reducing
emissions. Colleagues in MaREI (4) demonstrated that this can meet strict new EU sustainability
criteria when used for renewable transport. SEAI demonstrate that gas from animal manure, food
waste and grass could provide 28% of Ireland's gas needs, cutting carbon emissions by as much
as 2 million tonnes a year and could lead to 3,000 permanent jobs.
7. Energy Poverty is a significant issue in Ireland and across Europe (5). Measures to address energy
poverty will also reduce Ireland’s reliance on imported fuels. A typical Irish home built in 2005
with a gas fired boiler will reduce gas demand by 50% if thermally insulated to todays A-rates
level.
8. MaREI analysis (6) on Ireland’s energy security shows that, prior to 2017, Ireland’s energy security
was decreasing. This was primarily due a decrease in security of supply of imported fuels. Most
imported fuels come from the UK, but the UK is increasingly importing more oil and gas and the
security of our primary energy supply has been declining. Ireland’s infrastructural security (our
electricity and gas infrastructure) and demand security (due to improvements in energy
efficiency) are increasing but this has not been sufficient to offset the decrease in fuel supply
security.

9. Looking ahead, diversification of fuel types, diversification of fuel suppliers, and increasing
indigenous production of energy can increase Irish energy security. MaREI analysis (7) on future
low carbon scenarios shows an increasing trend in energy security as energy efficiency and
indigenous renewable energy grow over time, thereby decreasing our import dependency. This
analysis focuses on the national ambition to achieve an 80% reduction in CO2 emissions. I attach
a paper on this that focuses on the energy security dimensions of our national ambition.
10. MaREI’s Energy Policy and Modelling Group in UCC is the only research team nationally that has
developed scenarios to explore long-term possible energy futures for Ireland, exploring the
context of climate mitigation and energy security.
11. MaREI
produced
Ireland’s
first
low
carbon
energy
roadmap
in
2013
(https://www.esri.ie/pubs/BKMNEXT292.pdf). It focussed on the challenges of meeting an 80%
and a 95% reduction in carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions by 2050 relative to 1990 levels. This
analysis informed the discussions as the climate action legislation was going through the different
stages.
12. MaREI recently also looked at emissions reduction scenarios that go beyond the current national
position (8,9). This was undertaken to inform Ireland’s response to the Paris Agreement, in which
almost all countries signed up for deeper levels of emissions reduction than previously
considered. This requires very significant changes to our energy system with a lot of implications
that are still not fully understood. I also attach a recent paper on this work. We specifically
focussed here on exploring what might be required for Ireland’s ambition to be consistent with
the Paris Agreement. We can draw out some relevant points from that analysis.
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a b s t r a c t
The EU dependence on imported gas is increasing, rising to 67% in the year 2014 with 30% of total gas
consumption used for electricity generation that year. With such a dependence on imported gas, gas supply interruptions can have significant impacts on the EU energy system and economy. This points to the
need for integrated electricity and gas modelling tools to fully explore the potential impacts of gas supply
interruptions. This paper builds and applies a detailed publically available integrated electricity and gas
model for the EU-28. We use this model to examine a number of hypothetical scenarios where gas supply
routes are interrupted for yearly periods and the impacts on power system operation and gas flow in
Europe observed. Model results show that interruption of Russian gas supply to the EU could lead to a
rise in average gas prices of 28% and 12% in electricity prices. When supply from North Africa was
removed all Southern European states were affected heavily, Spain in particular saw large increases of
30% in gas prices with a corresponding rise of 18% in electricity prices as a result. In addition to supply
interruptions, all gas storages were removed from the model to examine the importance of gas storage
infrastructure. This resulted in an average increase in power prices of 6% across Europe. These additional
insights offer an increased understanding of the interplay between the gas and power systems and identify challenges which may arise when seeking to understand energy systems as a whole.
Ó 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The current global energy system is almost entirely dependent
on hydrocarbons [5,33,56]. In the coming decades, global energy
markets will face many challenges, such as emission restrictions,
infrastructure restructuring and supporting renewable technologies in addition to maintaining reliability and security of supply
[25]. The planned deployment of renewable electricity generation
represents a significant change in electricity system operation.
The impact of variable renewables on the electrical power system
is well documented and researched [8,14,34,53,54]. The output
from variable renewables such as wind, wave, and solar PV are vari⇑ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: jp.deane@ucc.ie (J.P. Deane).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apenergy.2017.02.039
0306-2619/Ó 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

able with associated uncertainty in forecasting. While variability
and uncertainty in electricity systems are not a recent phenomenon, their impact on the associated gas infrastructure is generally not well examined. The inherent variability of a renewable
resource like wind requires a power system to be sufficiently flexible to cope with the changes in production. Both Open Cycle and
Closed Cycle gas plants (CCGT and OCGT) have to cycle on and off
and may have to ramp sharply over various timescales to accommodate this variability [32]. Depending on the specific power system
portfolio this variability can be passed to the gas system and its
associated infrastructure i.e. electric-driven compressors.
It is important to understand and quantify these associated
impacts on the gas system in order to assess its resilience. Most
gas infrastructure was built and deployed in times with low levels
of variable renewables and will need to be expanded to deal with
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large temporal fluctuations in demand/generation [26]. While this
has issue has been raised in the existing literature [16,40], the
model presented here aims to analysis the impact of supply shortages on a large scale system with high levels of renewables. The
work presented here provides a platform to analyse the interaction
between gas and power across the EU for the year 2030 under a
variety of scenarios effecting the gas system. The model has been
constructed to highlight the interplay between the power and
gas systems and examine the added value of such an approach.
The model determines gas and power prices endogenously as well
as the least cost generation and production mix to meet exogenous
power and gas demands. The model developed is for the snapshot
year of 2030 and results are not intended to be forecasts or predictions but instead are used to gauge the value of an integrated
approach.
Following a summary of the relevant literature on this topic the
methodology used is detailed, as well as the key findings from various scenarios that were applied to the model. In all scenarios, only
the gas portion of the model was altered and the impact on the
power sector studied, each variation highlighting the cascading
effect that the operation of the gas network has on the power system in terms of cost, fuel mix, and operational flexibility.
The model, associated data and select hourly results have been
made freely available for academic research and are online at link
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/sfbc2tde6xi3cwe/AAA5KSTAcmGmTIvCHT2cCoTQa?dl=0.

2. Existing literature
Interest in integrated modelling has been growing over time
with the challenges associated with a non-integrated approach
being highlighted in literature [37,38]. From a research perspective, the interplay between the power and gas systems is important
so as to understand how operational limitations on one system
affects the other. Natural gas and electricity systems have certain
similarities in terms of their topology, as both systems have transmission and distribution networks. Both networks are subject to
physical laws that can limit the energy transmitted (electrical current or gas flows) and cause losses (electrical losses or pressure
decreases). The systems, however, are very different in term of
timeframes; power systems dynamics after a fault can travel much
faster through the electrical system while disturbances are generally much slower in the gas system. The ability to store gas in linepack or conventional gas storages is also a major difference and in
general, the gas system is thought to be a more ‘forgiving’ system
in terms of balancing.
The paper addresses a gap in the literature on the issue of integrated gas and electricity modelling at EU level and presents an
applied methodology and model to examine natural gas supply
interruptions and consequential impact on electricity impacts. Previous EU wide studies such as [30] use probabilistic Monte Carlo
techniques to examine supply interruption from North Africa but
do not examine the power system or associated impact on electricity prices. Similarly at EU wide level [51], examine the impact of
disruption scenarios of Russian natural gas to Europe however
the study is limited to the gas system impacts. Integrated power
and gas models exist across the literature that look at different
aspects of the European energy system. Abrell and Weigt [1] present an integrated mixed complementarity problem (MCP) model
of the European region in 2005. This model is used to show how
upstream loss of gas supply from Russia could propagate throughout Europe leading to higher electricity prices. Indeed the loss of
supply from Russia has become a highly topical issue with many
articles discussing its likelihood as well as its potential impact
[29,36,46]. In a detailed report by Dickel et al. [18] an overview

of the problem is presented with projections for those countries
highly dependent on Russian gas, mainly Central & Eastern Europe,
becoming even more so. This is compounded when considering
projections for indigenous European supply [18,27].
From a European perspective, the importance of the gas system
to the stability of the power system is a topic found frequently in
literature [1,4,42]. For example, in [39,40] a least cost optimisation
model of the European power and gas networks was built using
PLEXOS. The PLEXOS software package allows for both gas and
power objects within its framework. The model was then used to
analyse the robustness of the European system for the base year
2013, with that system being stressed by an increasing share of
variable renewables. Similarly, Ahern et al. [2] use another PLEXOS
model to investigate the possible role of power to gas systems in
the context of Ireland.
On an individual member state level, there are several models
which consider in greater analytical detail the interplay between
the gas & power networks. While the more regional issues of security of supply mentioned are still important, these models instead
look at a more local picture with the specific topologies and characteristics dominating the analysis. A model of the UK power and
gas system developed and presented by Chaudry et al. [7] considers the local importance of gas storages and their usage to maintain
system pressure. The findings point to certain gas generation
plants that depend on the injection from stores to operate. This
demonstrates the importance of storages in the context of whole
system stability and local linepack management. A similar
approach was taken by Devlin et al. to investigate the impact of
stochastic renewables on the Irish power and gas system [16]. Here
the Irish Single Electricity Market (SEM) was modelled with a
detailed representation of the gas network i.e. regional transmission lines and real geographic placement of power stations. Again,
this methodology allows for analysis of localized linepack management under normal and stressed operation and allowed Devlin
et al. to demonstrate the high dependency of the power system
on gas supply to maintain prices.
This aforementioned model by Chaudry et al. is adapted [48] to
determine the impact of large-scale renewables on the UK power
system. As the UK government attempts to generate more of its
electricity from renewable sources, the contribution of wind, both
onshore and offshore, is going to increase if the mandatory target
of 31% electricity from renewables [13] is to be met (see [12]. With
both pressure and linepack being considered, this model was well
suited to analysing this problem and indeed showed how curtailment of CCGT plants could occur due to lack of sufficient pressure
in certain lines due to external stresses. In an extension of their
previous work Devlin et al. include the UK and develop a larger
context for the Irish systems findings [15]. The integrated power
and gas model of the UK and Ireland presented by Devlin et al.
points to an increase of 40% to the short run costs of generators
during periods of congestion and further demonstrated the interplay of gas and power systems by showing that gas storages can
mitigate the total generation cost increases by 14%.
A number of models reviewed have been developed for specific
purposes such as wheeling charges. In [41] different approaches
were used to include wheeling charges in an integrated gas and
electricity model of Brazil. This detailed study examines options
for modelling wheeling charges based on data availability and
shows the impact each has when looking at the best location of a
new gas generator. In [52] a model for the USA is introduced where
different technical, economic and policy scenarios are presented.
One of the case studies undertaken using the proposed model is
the impact of gas prices on CCGT competitiveness. A result of the
sensitivity analysis carried out was the susceptibility of CCGT plants
to gas price volatility, even with such high efficiency. In [35] similar
conclusions are drawn when examining the Chinese systems.
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Several of the models reviewed had the physical equations for
model components (i.e. gas flows) embedded within the model
to allow for detailed studies of the physical impact one system
can have on the other. For example in [24] both the physics of
the voltages across AC lines and the pressure drops along gas
pipelines are included. A study was conducted on a fictional network topology with random faults introduced to determine the
significance of their propagation from one system to the other. This
level of detail is not usually modelled due to complexity as is the
case in [48]. In the model proposed by Qadrdan et al. the simplifying assumption is made that by accounting for the changes in average pressure across a pipe the can be calculated. This is then used
to locally determine supply and access shortage caused by large
CCGT plants ramping up in response to falling wind generation.
In the future scenario proposed the UK’s power demand is met primarily by wind and CCGT plants, with the base load provided by
coal and nuclear. An interesting outcome of this analysis is the
stresses that low levels of wind put on the gas network. This scenario is a particularly interesting case as Europe moves towards
generating more of its power from variable generation sources.
Some model developments take a more stylised approach to modelling the real gas flows, either simplifying the governing equations
or omitting them. In [57] the argument is made that from a system
operator’s perspective ignoring these physical realities can lead to
significant errors. Damavandi et al. gas velocities and distances
travelled are considered, giving a sub-hourly view of the system
and its associated dynamics, leading to a highly divergent scenario
to the static model used.
Qadrdan et al. [47] use a combined gas and electricity network
model (CGEN) of the Great Britain 2030 system to investigate the
impact of integrating a large capacity of wind generation on the
combined system. It was found that the deployment of grid-scale
electricity storage achieved the highest reduction in the operational cost of the integrated system. Qadrdan et al. [49] again used
the CGEN model to quantify the combined benefits of demand side
response in a future UK energy system. Diagoupis et al. [17] present a planning approach to the combined natural gas and electricity system in the Greek system which considers failures on the gas
network. The study also presents a methodology for the location of
natural gas storages. An interval gas flow analysis is presented in
Qiao et al. [50] in a system with high levels of wind power production. The study highlighted the importance of a combined gas and
electricity approach and demonstrated the significant of wind
power production uncertainty on the impact on the steady-state
operation of natural gas systems. The injection of hydrogen into
the natural gas network is analysed in [31] and impact in terms
of composition, flow rate and pressure profiles with comparison
to the reference natural gas case are presented. The analysis presented in this paper does not include hydrogen and instead presents an applied methodology to explore the EU wide system
and examine gas supply interruptions with a focus on associated
impacts for electricity prices and emissions.
The model presented in this work adopts many of the techniques and methodologies detailed earlier to build a full simulation
model of the European gas and power systems. This is then tested
under extreme conditions to give a robust analysis of how the system might behave under low risk, high impact scenarios.

3. Methodology
The model was constructed using power plant portfolio and
existing gas infrastructure data. The software used to develop the
model is PLEXOS1 which is a commercial modelling software that
1

http://energyexemplar.com/

is provided free of charge by Energy Exemplar for academic noncommercial research purposes. The model and associated model
data are available for download. This integrated gas/electricity
model is not intended to perform the function of a gas pipeline flow
model. Rather, it uses a transportation algorithm to model gas flows.
The software co-optimises gas delivery, hydro production, thermal generation and renewable production using mixed integer linear programming that aims to minimise an objective function
subject to the expected cost of the system and a number of constraints. The model was constructed following the methodology
presented in [11,9] and populated with data, power plant portfolios and prices from the EU PRIMES energy system model [20]. This
scenario known as the EU Reference Scenario is consistent with
European energy and climate policy but should not be seen as a
forecast.
The objective function of the model (detailed below with further equation in [10]) is a sum of the various costs of the power
and gas systems. Start costs, production costs, emissions costs
and any possible penalties are combined with any wheeling
charges to account for generation costs. For the gas portion of
the model production costs, transport (i.e. pipeline) costs, any
penalties for a loss of supply and the cost of using gas storages
are added together. These two totals are balanced and minimised
together to provide a least cost supply to the integrated system.
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The power system costs are comprised of start-up costs (SCj) scaled
by the unit commitment state (USjt) of each plant j at time t and production costs (PCj) plus emissions costs (ECj) scaled by the amount
of output (Pjt). Wheeling charges (WC) are also added for the
amount of power flowing through an interconnector (IFt). A penalty
for any loss of load (PenLol) is imposed for every period with
unserved energy (UEt). The gas system costs consider the production costs (GPClt) at each gas field and LNG terminal l, the transport
costs (GTCkt) for each pipeline k and the storage costs (GSCst) for
each storage facility s. A penalty is incurred if the system is unable
to supply gas (PenLoS) for each time period with unserved demand
(UDt).
In chronological mode the software solves for each period and
maintains consistency across the full problem horizon. Temporal
resolutions settings in relation to solving are flexible and in this
study we use hourly resolution. To avoid issues with intertemporal
constraints at the simulation step boundaries a ‘look ahead’ period
is used similar to [10]. Look ahead means that the optimiser is
given information about what happens ahead of the period of optimisation and solves for this full period (i.e. simulation period
+ look ahead period) however only results for the simulation period are kept. At simulation run time PLEXOS dynamically constructs the linear equations for the problem using AMMO
software and uses a solver to solve the equation. In this work a
duality gap set to 0.5% is used. These setting were chosen based
on previous PLEXOS simulations on large systems. All simulations
were checked for correct completion.
A separate gas and electricity node was used to represent each
country within the EU with non-EU gas suppliers seen only as gas
nodes. Each node has an electrical and gas demand profile with
electrical generation and gas production capacity and their associated infrastructure. Both systems interact solely through gas generators that can draw gas from the country-specific node and
create a demand (see Fig 1). It should be noted here that while
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Fig. 1. Pipeline capacity map (Node size is proportional to total annual gas demand figures).

there is a fixed gas demand to capture non-generation uses, the
amount demanded by generators is also determined within the
model.
3.1. Power sector
The methodology used to develop the gas and electricity model
draws on techniques developed in [9] which harnessed information from energy systems models (in this work EU PRIMES) to build
a power system model. Generation aggregate capacities for the target year are obtained from the energy system model for all fuels
types, (wind, solar, hydro, biomass, natural gas fired, coal fired
etc). To disaggregate these single capacity figures for any one mode
of generation (except for natural gas fired generation of which 10%
was assumed to be OCGT and the rest CCGT), nominal plants for
each mode were created by populating the model with ‘‘standard”
generators, and each mode of generation having its own characteristics (ramp times, min/max capacities, start costs, minimum stability levels etc.). To account for outages a randomly generated
profile was created for each mode of conventional generation with
the same profile applied to every scenario for comparison. By using
nominal plants as opposed to some countries where operational
data was available any resultant bias was avoided. The only characteristics that were defined by member state were the heat rates
which originated from the PRIMES figures.
Interconnectors between EU member states are aggregated
resulting in single interconnectors between countries. Current
net transfer capacity figures were taken from ENTSO-E and projected to 2030 using ENTSO-E’s 10 Year Development Plan [21].
The data taken from the PRIMES reference scenario gives overall
electrical demand at a yearly resolution and had to be broken
down to hourly values for this model. This was done by setting
2012 as a base year and obtaining demand profiles from ENTSOE for member states and scaling these to the 2030 figures.
Each member state with hydro generation is modelled using
monthly targets imposed via generation profiles from ENTSO-E.
These targets act as constraints on the model and are decomposed

to hourly targets. For each country with solar capacity, the hourly
generation profiles were established using NREL’s PVWattsÒ Calculator [44]. PVWatts determined the generation of solar PV panels
under in a customizable manner for each location [19]. The hourly
profiles generated are then normalized and scaled to match the
annual figures from PRIMES. All member states with wind generation capacity were issued hourly wind profiles to decompose the
annual figure from PRIMES. The assumption was taken that all turbines had a hub height of 80 m the multi-turbine layout detailed
by Norgaard and Holttinen [43]. Using these details data was taken
from MERRA data [55].
During simulations all fuels are maintained at fixed prices with
a carbon price of €40 per tonne was used, the one exception was
natural gas which has its price determined endogenously. The
price of natural gas varies from state to state depending on the
supply mix (indigenous production, imports, LNG or storages)
allocated.
The power system model integrates and interacts with the gas
system model at country level. Each country is represented as a
separate node with the model and the optimisation is undertaken
across all nodes together.
3.2. Gas sector
The exogenous gas demands and indigenous production capacities of each EU member state were built using annual figures taken
from the same EU reference scenario as the power system. As with
the power system, it was necessary to decompose annual figures to
hourly values where appropriate. The gas infrastructure was modelled using data taken from the ENTSO-G 2015 development plan
[22], specifically, Annex D [23] which listed yearly capacities for
all major projects in Europe to 2035 under 3 scenarios, High, PCI
(Projects of Common Interest) and Low. Of these 3 scenarios PCI
was used. This scenario contains existing projects, projects that
have achieved FID (Financial Investment Decision) status and those
projects which are deemed to be projects of common interest by
the European Commission [28].
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Total gas demand was disaggregated into 5 sectors, Residential,
Services, Agriculture, Industrial and Transport. The gas demand for
each sector in the year 2030 from the EU Reference Scenario is a
yearly figure but for this model, it is necessary to disaggregate this
by sector to daily and hourly resolutions. The method used
depended on the data available for that sector and its inherent
characteristics. For the transport sector, it was assumed that 75%
of the demand would occur between 8 am and 8 pm every day.
The industrial, commercial & agricultural sectors were given flat
profiles as data was unavailable.
For the residential sector, hourly gas demand data was obtained
for Ireland from a study completed by the Commission for Energy
Regulation (CER) from 2010 to 2012 [6] and an initial Fourier analysis was performed on the time series so as to identify what trends
were present. From this data, an average hourly consumption profile was established. From the amount of daily HDD’s (Heating
Degree Days) a linear trend was extrapolated and used to estimate
daily gas demand (90% correlation). Using this trend a profile for
daily gas demand was created and scaled to meet the annual EU
Reference Scenario figures. Each daily value is then decomposed
over the day according to the aforementioned hourly gas demand
profile with the total daily value maintained. Due to the large variability in residential load, it was decided that the Irish scaling
would be applied across the EU to capture the variation. By coupling the aforementioned relationship with daily degree day data
for each capital city, hourly demand profiles were generated for
each country and scaled by the EU Reference Scenario yearly figure
to estimate the demand in 2030. Each set of degree day data was
specific to one meteorological station in the capital city of each
country and assumed to be indicative of the entire country.
Data on minimum and maximum flow constraints were taken
from ENTSO-G 2015 development plan [22]. All pipelines in these
documents are given in terms of where they enter the European
Union first rather than the source or destination country. This led
to pipelines being relabelled as coming from the supply country
as opposed to the first country of contact with the EU to avoid confusion in the results. For example, the YAMAL-Europe pipeline connects to the EU at Kondratki on the border of Poland and Belarus
but it provides gas to Germany from Russia’s Yamal peninsula in
western Siberia. All the pipelines between countries were aggregated to give a single representative line between each country
node with a single maximum daily value for flow and backflow.
Note: For simplicity, all pipeline capacity from Western Asia
was aggregated due to a lack of clarity in upstream supply and allocated to Turkey.
Gas is produced in 3 areas within the integrated model; indigenous EU production, non-EU production, and the LNG terminals.
Non-EU countries and LNG terminals are assumed to have infinite
reserves but are constrained by interconnector flow limits and the
aforementioned operating characteristics. Indigenous EU production is based on the yearly figures from the EU Reference Scenario.
For each country allocated production capacity, the supply is constrained by a maximum daily production limit otherwise the
model is free to allocate as an endogenous variable. LNG sendout capacities were taken from the PCI scenario from ENTSO-G’s
2035 Network Development Plan.
Gas Storages were aggregated by member state resulting in a single storage operating with the combined characteristics of all units.
The gas storages start half full and follow an endogenous profile
based on the real aggregated storage levels of the respective storages obtained from ENTSO-G. This profile enforces weekly targets
that must be reached. This is done to capture the seasonality of
gas storages which tend to be filled during the summer and emptied
during the winter strategically based on gas prices. From the literature, the importance of adding wheeling charges, even under a simple scheme, was clear and a fixed charge was placed on each line.
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3.3. Further additions and considerations
3.3.1. Note on linepack
Linepack refers to the gas stored in the pipeline network and is
an important component for the short term pressure management
of the network. While data on linepack levels is reported by some
TSOs, it is not reported by all and was not included so as to not bias
the model. From studying the existing literature it is clear that linepack would allow for a more detailed and accurate study of the
dynamic response of pipelines, showing possible inadequacies
within the system. Adding linepack into the model may also lead
to a ‘‘smoothing” of imports to any one country as they use the
linepack gas as a pseudo gas storage.
3.3.2. Note on dynamics
Within the model, both gas and power are transferred instantly
from one node to another without accounting for the actual physics of the flows. With the power system this simplification is more
easily justified but for the gas network on a European level, the
reality of actual gas flows may be significant. As detailed above
Yazdani et al. presents a comparison of static (not considering
the real physics) and dynamic (accounting for the physics) models
and demonstrates the problems that can’t be seen with a static
model. These arise from the pressure limitation of the pipelines
involved and highlight the importance of storages in the system
to equalize the pressure locally. By constructing a pan-European
model dynamically time-lags would be introduced into a spatially
consistent representation of the gas system. Even at the aggregation of one node per member state, a far more detailed image
would emerge and further emphasise how crucial gas storages
are for the stability of a large gas network.
3.3.3. Note on resolution
For the model presented here an hourly step size was used due
to data and computational limits. With additional resources, a
greater resolution could be achieved and it could be expected to
add further value the results detailed below. A key feature of the
interactions between gas-fired plant and renewables that was
highlighted in the review of existing literature, is the sharp ramping of generation induced by the stochastic output of renewables. It
should be noted however that the costs associated with ramping
are not estimated nor is the potential extent to which plants are
forced to ramp up and down due to the hourly step size.
3.3.4. Note on uncertainty
Like any forward looking exercise, careful consideration must
be given to the model assumptions and associated uncertainty.
Gas markets in Europe are influenced by many factors such as
geopolitics, investments decisions, weather and national and European legislation. This paper makes no attempt to quantify or assess
these uncertainties. Results are presented for one set of deterministic scenarios, however we do presents a methodology and available model data that may be used by different stakeholder to
explore these uncertainties. A historical overview of development
in Europe can be seen in [3] or potential developments in future
markets such as [45].
4. Scenarios & results
In total 5 scenarios were applied to the model including the reference scenario with normal operation to gain insight into the
interactions between the power system and gas system. The integrated model was then tested by removing the gas storages and
stopping supply from North Africa, Western Asia, and Russia in
turn. In all scenarios, only the gas system was perturbed and the
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resulting effects on both the power and gas sectors were analysed.
Below, Table 1 details top level results across all scenarios. Indigenous supply is utilised to the full extent in every scenario as this is
assumed to be the cheapest method for producing gas and meeting
the almost constant level of gas demand (25% endogenous for
power generation & the remaining for the exogenous gas demand).
Note that even with these annual averages there is a relationship
between gas and power prices.
Given the size of the model and regions covered, it is difficult to
present a discussion on all results. Detailed hourly results are available in excel format as supplementary material. Annual summary
results are available for each Member State in Appendix A in Tables
4–7.
4.1. Reference case scenario
As one would expect the lowest average wholesale electricity
market prices are seen in the reference scenario with just over

27% of total gas demand going to power generation. Table 2 details
the contribution of gas to electricity generation, the wholesale
electricity price, gas prices and resultant power sector emissions
for each EU-28 member state. The wholesale costs of electricity
is defined as the shadow price of the electricity supply demand
constraint and an uplift component is added to the Shadow Price
to recover no-load cost and start up costs. Wholesale electricity
costs therefore do not capture elements such as capacity payments,
ancillary services, taxes etc. Wholesale electricity prices are
strongly influenced by gas prices and efficiency of gas plant rather
than gas volumes, as gas is often the marginal fuel across regions.
The highest wholesale electricity prices are seen in Spain and Portugal as both these countries in particular have to import LNG at
times during the year when the demand for gas exceeds the import
capacity from North Africa and limited import capacity from
France is saturated. This is also reflected in the high gas price for
these regions. Power sector emissions are determined by each
member states portfolio and fuel type with larger member states

Table 1
Annual gas supply, demand & average power and gas prices.
Reference scenario

Indigenous production
LNG
Imports
Non-EU Pipeline Imports
Exogenous Demand
Endogenous Demand (For Generation)
Average Gas Prices
Average power prices

% Change vs reference
% Share of supply
% Change vs reference
% Share of supply
% Change vs reference
% Share of supply
% Change vs reference
% of Total demand
% Change vs reference
% of Total demand
$/GJ
$/MW h

–
31%
0.27%
69%
72.29%
27.71%
12.95
95.05

No gas storages

0%
31%
22%
0.33%
0%
69%
2%
73.42%
4.08%
26.58%
13.50
100.74

No supply from:
North African

Western Asia

Russia

0%
32%
1884%
5.32%
8%
63%
2%
73.42%
4.09%
26.58%
13.99
100.19

0%
31%
3%
0.26%
0%
69%
0%
72.38%
0.34%
27.62%
13.18
95.90

1%
32%
244%
0.92%
2%
67%
3%
74.37%
7.52%
25.63%
16.61
106.04

Table 2
Annual summary results for reference scenario for each member state.

Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Lithuania
Latvia
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom

Annual electricity generation (%)
from natural gas

Annual whole sale prices
(€/MW h)

Annual gas prices
(€/GJ)

Annual power sector emissions
(Mt)

7%
61%
8%
44%
61%
0%
4%
2%
0%
2%
16%
40%
2%
56%
32%
3%
19%
1%
50%
26%
3%
6%
4%
2%
8%
20%
0%
34%

89.98
102.51
84.94
95.38
98.17
86.80
82.00
77.87
79.70
93.79
93.92
97.58
97.34
84.27
112.71
83.41
83.08
90.66
105.89
92.99
91.38
128.08
89.47
89.62
93.19
139.37
86.06
111.27

13.06
12.77
12.53
13.24
11.13
13.13
11.42
11.77
12.13
13.54
12.38
12.54
12.54
13.51
12.89
12.22
11.22
13.38
13.89
11.84
12.33
18.30
12.06
12.74
13.38
17.80
12.42
12.51

3.86
20.03
21.37
4.58
2.15
34.01
8.08
8.49
14.61
5.20
255.12
18.33
1.64
10.10
93.75
0.15
0.49
0.00
0.76
47.10
138.65
6.36
23.57
1.69
5.07
93.47
3.14
73.31
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and member states with coal generation (Germany and Poland)
having the highest emissions profiles.

4.2. No storages scenario
With all gas storages removed for the whole year, average gas
demand for the power sector fell by 4% and average gas prices rose
by 4% relative to the reference scenario. Across Europe, electricity
prices rose by 6% on average and the yearly capacity factor of CCGT
plants fell by 16% on average owing to the higher cost of gas. The
largest increases in gas prices (see Appendix A for full table) were
seen by those member states with higher percentages of gas-fired
generation in their total generation capacity, for example, the UK
and increases are also seen in the Baltic Member state of Latvia
which utilises storage capacity in the reference scenario. The
absence of storage in Latvia has a consequential impact also in
Lithuania which imports more gas from Russia in this scenario.
Gas demand fell and prices rose in this scenario because there were
no storages to supply gas at peak times and the model was forced
to draw on LNG imports to supply CCGT plants at critical moments
during the year to maintain system stability. In Fig. 2 it can be seen
how CCGT generation is used to match peak loads in Spain. This is
common among all countries in the model. Without high levels of
renewable generation (primarily onshore wind in Spain) so many
CCGT plants are used that all pipelines into a single country
become congested at peak times and the model must use LNG to
meet the demand and gas prices rise sharply as a result.
Relative to the reference scenario, the total volume of gas transported within the EU fell by 3% but levels of congestion (as measured in days) were reduced by 50% on internal European lines.
The effect was less pronounced on the large pipelines from nonEU supplier states which experienced a reduction of 20% in congestion levels as compared to the reference scenario. Noting that there
is no shortage of gas within this scenario, the relatively small
change in total gas transported is expected due to the enforced
profiles starting the storages at 50% of total capacity and returning
them to approximately the same by the end of the simulation. Gas

storages act to store additional gas at off-peak times and release
during peak times. This extra layer of demand is removed in this
scenario and we see the hours of congestion fall as a result since
the model doesn’t have to maximise pipelines more frequently to
maintain storage levels. The more substantial fall in congestion
internally coupled with the fact that the countries forced to use
LNG imports (Ireland, the UK, France and Spain) are furthest from
a range of large non-EU gas sources shows that gas was imported
to the EU at peak times and used by those member states where
it first entered and not allowed to propagate through.

4.3. No North African supply
Within the model, it is assumed that only 2 North African countries supply gas to Europe, Libya, and Algeria. Of these Algeria provides the vast majority, supplying levels similar to Russia in the
reference scenario. When the supply of gas from these countries
is interrupted there are very large effects on the Iberian Peninsula
(Spain and Portugal) and other changes to the integrated systems
of the other Mediterranean states (see Table 3).
Portugal is impacted to a greater extent than Spain because it is
at the end of a supply line running from central Europe through
France to Spain. The vast majority (97%) of the gas flowing from
France is used by Spain with only the remaining 3% passing to Portugal. Imports of LNG into the regions also increased significantly
with LNG supplying 5% of all gas used in this scenario. This was
due almost entirely to LNG imports to Spain and Portugal where
LNG provided 70% of Spain’s full gas demand and 85% of Portugal’s
gas demand. Both Spain and Portugal experienced high levels of
unserved energy in the power system over 3 days between 7 and
11 pm (peak demand) which account entirely for the annual totals
of unserved energy (35 GW h &17 GW h respectively) during this
scenario. These periods of unserved energy occurred on days where
a mix of generator outages and minimum down time constraints
acted to limit dispatchable capacity. These factors had a greater
influence than other scenarios since due to the high gas prices, conventional generation was being utilised to meet demand as
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Fig. 2. Generation and gas prices for Spain over 3 weeks.

Table 3
% Changes relative to the reference scenario.

Gas price
Power price
Total generation costs

Portugal

Spain

Italy

Greece

EU average

26
13
22

30
18
8

17
14
9

13
10
9

8
5
4
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opposed to CCGT plants. This meant that those plants switched off
during the lull in demand between 2 pm and 7 pm were unable to
come online when needed later the same day.
Flows on the gas pipelines between France and Spain that was
fully utilised for the entire year apart from 6 days in the middle
of the summer when French gas demand rose to its peak to fill
its gas storages. This demand was so severe that it was the sole
time during this simulation that France was forced to use its own
LNG terminal.
It should be noted in the above table that the total generation
costs for Italy fall during this scenario when all the costs for all
other countries rose. Italy, during this scenario, reduced its total
generation by 9% relative to the reference scenario which resulted
in import levels of 18% of its electrical demand. These imports
effectively achieve what the CCGT plants in other member states
provide i.e. peak and upper-mid loads. Accounting for these
imports we see that the true cost of supplying Italy’s power
demand rose by 13% versus the same metric in the reference
scenario.
4.4. No Western Asia supply
This loss of supply had relatively little impact on Europe. Russia
and the North African states increase their production to account
for this loss and overall supply drops only marginally. Average
electricity prices rose by 1% and gas prices rose by 2% across Europe with the Eastern Balkans seeing the sharpest rises. Both Bulgaria and Romania saw electricity prices rise by approximately
10% with gas prices rising by 10% & 6% respectively. Greece also
saw a large increase, where the price of a MW h rose by 10% relative to the reference scenario and gas prices rose by 14%. The
higher prices in the Eastern Balkans lead to a fall in generation
and an increase in imports and the generation of neighbouring
states to account for the shortfall. Power generation fell by
between 1% and 4% in this region and increased in Slovakia, Slovenia, and Hungary by 1–2%. The impact of this scenario was felt
most keenly by Greece (see Fig. 3) due to the high percentage of
gas generation in the Greek generation capacity (38% while Romania and Bulgaria had 6% and 5% respectively). This was compounded by the low electrical interconnection to surrounding
countries with only 10% of peak demand available through imports
(the EU average was 65%). This low level of interconnection was
also visible in the number of hours of congestion which rose by
30% in this scenario relative to the reference.
4.5. No Russian supply
For this scenario, no gas flowed from Russia or Ukraine for the
target year. Average gas price increased 28% with the Baltic coun-

tries and Finland seeing dramatic increases of over 50%. Countries
at the edge of Western and Southern Europe (Ireland, Spain, Italy
etc.) also saw increases in electrical prices above the mean demonstrating the consequences of long term supply interruption from
European main supplier to gas. While countries on the periphery
of European may not import gas directly from Russia, the interconnected gas and power systems response by increasing exports of
power when available (for example Ireland increases coal generation and increases exports to the UK). In this scenario nearly all
countries with LNG capacity utilised their LNG terminals to some
degree, however, LNG still did not provide even 1% of the total supply of natural gas. This was responsible for most of the price
increases but there were also much larger levels of gas moved
through pipelines which increased costs due to the additional
wheeling charges incurred. The average electricity price across
the EU rose by 12% with some countries seeing a much sharper
rise. Looking at countries containing a high percentage of CCGT
plants (Germany, the UK, the Netherlands) the increases in the
electricity price were over 20%. Gas demand for power generation
fell by 10% with the balance made up by coal generation which had
an increase of 5% of capacity utilisation on average when compared
to the reference scenario. This, coupled with a rise in the amount of
oil-fired generation, led to the average increase of 2% in emissions
intensities.

5. Discussion and conclusion
For each scenario where supply was removed, the severity of
the impact was proportional to % supply each region provided in
the reference scenario. Loss of Russian supply saw the greatest
increases in total systems costs, emissions and electricity and gas
prices. However, it wasn’t the larger share of solids-fired generation that prompted a price increase in the electricity market of
12% on average across Europe. Even when gas became much more
expensive countries still needed to run CCGT plants to match fluctuating renewables and this was the primary cause of price
increases across both systems. This is clear when comparing all
scenarios and noting how endogenous gas demand remained relatively constant at 26% of total demand.
Natural gas was able to flow freely within Europe and total system costs increased most during the loss of supply scenarios as
opposed to the no storage case. This points to the extensive transport infrastructure that allows gas to flow easily within the model.
It should be noted that across all scenarios there was never any gas
shortages within the model for the exogenously prescribed
demands. While gas flows freely and instantaneously between
nodes the model doesn’t take pressure based considerations into
account but rather looks at the long-term ability of the predicted
system to meet predicted demand.

Southern EU Power Imports
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Portugal
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Russia

Fig. 3. Power imports to Spain, Greece, Italy and Portugal by Scenario.
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When looking across all results several trends begin to become
clear. Across all the scenarios the importance of Norway to the
European energy system emerged with Norway consistently provided 30–40% of the natural gas supply to Europe. In all scenarios,
gas-fired generation acted to balance the variability of renewable

generation and this was done regardless of prices. The only other
method to offset sudden falls in renewable generation was to
import power from neighbouring countries but this led to those
secondary countries increasing their CCGT generation and exporting it and was further limited by interconnector capacity. By this

Table 4
Annual summary results for ‘No Storage Scenario’ each member state.

Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Lithuania
Latvia
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom

No storage scenario
Electricity generation (%) from natural gas

No storage scenario
Whole sale prices (€/MW h)

No storage scenario
Gas prices (€/GJ)

No storage scenario
Power sector emissions (Mt)

2%
62%
7%
41%
61%
0%
3%
2%
1%
2%
14%
40%
1%
54%
33%
1%
3%
1%
50%
26%
2%
5%
4%
0%
4%
19%
0%
33%

97.64
106.50
93.79
105.58
100.95
93.44
88.24
84.22
87.05
95.57
100.08
106.76
104.49
86.70
118.11
88.70
87.25
97.48
107.19
99.15
100.09
131.53
97.96
95.29
100.92
137.49
91.47
117.13

13.57
13.20
12.96
14.04
11.12
13.87
11.96
12.56
12.56
14.05
12.90
13.15
13.55
14.09
13.07
13.56
12.56
13.94
14.07
12.17
12.96
18.39
12.64
13.63
13.80
17.54
12.96
13.11

2.81
21.57
21.97
4.22
2.15
36.40
7.94
8.55
14.43
4.47
255.28
18.33
1.38
9.69
97.31
0.05
0.07
0.01
0.76
47.78
142.53
6.22
23.69
0.90
4.84
93.80
3.20
72.55

Table 5
Annual summary results for ‘No Western Asia Supply Scenario’ each member state.

Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Lithuania
Latvia
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom

No Western Asia Supply
Electricity generation (%) from natural gas

No Western Asia Supply
Whole sale prices (€/MW h)

No Western Asia Supply
Gas prices (€/GJ)

No Western Asia Supply
Power sector emissions (Mt)

7%
61%
6%
43%
61%
0%
5%
2%
0%
2%
16%
38%
2%
56%
31%
3%
18%
1%
50%
26%
3%
6%
5%
2%
11%
19%
0%
34%

97.64
106.50
93.79
105.58
100.95
93.44
88.24
84.22
87.05
95.57
100.08
106.76
104.49
86.70
118.11
88.70
87.25
97.48
107.19
99.15
100.09
131.53
97.96
95.29
100.92
137.49
91.47
117.13

13.13
12.82
13.74
13.64
11.13
13.17
11.51
11.79
12.14
13.55
12.43
14.33
12.64
13.58
13.35
12.23
11.23
13.44
14.35
11.89
12.43
18.36
12.76
12.79
13.57
17.84
12.51
12.58

3.93
20.39
21.78
4.40
2.16
33.84
8.12
8.49
14.75
5.56
256.01
17.80
1.79
10.12
91.63
0.14
0.46
0.01
0.76
47.20
138.88
6.33
23.67
1.94
5.31
93.51
3.22
73.43
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method, the model minimised total system costs but it implies perfect cooperation between member states. Interconnection and
cooperation minimise the impact of peak demand and supply
shortages but without these, a much more severe picture would
likely emerge for specific countries.

The integrated approach adopted here highlights the importance of the gas system for the stability of the power sector. Each
scenario, whether the removal of gas storages or a specific supply
region, had a substantial effect on the behaviour of the power sector and added real value to the overall analysis. In response to

Table 6
Annual summary results for ‘No North African Supply Scenario’ each member state.

Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Lithuania
Latvia
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom

No North African Supply
Electricity generation (%) from natural gas

No North African Supply
Whole sale prices (€/MW h)

No North African Supply
Gas prices (€/GJ)

No North African Supply
Power sector emissions (Mt)

4%
61%
8%
44%
61%
1%
3%
2%
1%
3%
16%
40%
3%
56%
24%
4%
19%
0%
49%
26%
3%
4%
5%
2%
14%
15%
1%
35%

96.43
106.60
87.35
99.67
98.04
89.83
84.02
78.57
81.58
99.35
97.07
107.63
101.77
89.06
128.60
85.28
84.17
93.67
114.59
96.89
93.26
144.82
91.43
92.04
98.68
164.65
85.82
114.39

14.13
13.26
13.30
14.13
11.13
13.88
12.13
12.19
12.50
14.18
13.05
14.20
13.12
13.58
15.12
12.63
11.63
14.05
16.12
12.28
13.04
23.03
12.54
13.26
14.51
23.16
13.13
12.58

3.46
20.18
21.58
4.57
2.15
35.73
8.09
8.62
15.51
7.54
258.52
18.36
2.23
10.21
83.17
0.19
0.51
0.00
0.76
47.24
140.54
7.46
23.86
2.41
5.54
95.96
3.70
76.11

Table 7
Annual summary results for ‘No Russian Supply Scenario’ each member state.

Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Lithuania
Latvia
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom

No Russian Supply Scenario
Electricity generation (%) from natural gas

No Russian Supply Scenario
Whole sale prices (€/MW h)

No Russian Supply Scenario
Gas prices (€/GJ)

No Russian Supply Scenario
Power sector emissions (Mt)

3%
53%
9%
44%
61%
0%
2%
1%
0%
3%
10%
40%
3%
55%
33%
2%
7%
2%
49%
17%
2%
5%
3%
2%
10%
19%
0%
33%

103.04
117.52
89.20
105.94
97.72
96.61
94.74
86.12
87.29
107.41
112.12
110.15
108.09
97.35
126.92
92.48
91.51
107.61
114.47
111.94
100.55
136.22
93.52
96.95
103.76
151.67
97.09
131.03

16.91
16.47
13.90
15.48
11.13
17.22
15.96
19.20
19.76
17.25
16.36
14.63
15.57
16.61
15.41
18.14
18.57
17.25
16.41
15.55
17.13
20.26
13.97
17.48
16.15
19.71
16.96
15.68

3.42
18.32
21.80
4.61
2.15
37.18
8.12
8.83
17.87
7.75
249.75
18.44
2.46
10.42
98.35
0.08
0.21
0.01
0.76
44.51
143.27
6.63
23.75
3.04
5.25
94.58
3.62
73.80
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these scenarios the European interconnected grid, if looked at
holistically, responds to local problems in gas supply by altering
the entire electrical system to mitigate the impact. Alterations to
the gas network caused fuel switching, changed electrical and
gas flow patterns, unserved energy, and shifts in how gas was procured. Another key insight was the interplay between renewable
generation and CCGT plants and how their inherent characteristics
complement each other. Overall these insights and effects would
not have been possible with a stand-alone power systems model
and demonstrate the possibilities and value of such an approach.
Appendix A
Note full model, model data and detailed results are available
from link (see Tables 4–7).
Appendix B. Supplementary material
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apenergy.2017.
02.039.
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Abstract
The all-island electricity market in Ireland has been in operation since 2007. Existing electricity interconnection between the Republic of Ireland, Northern Ireland
and the United Kingdom is small but plays an important role in current electricity market operation in the region. A 700 MW Electricity interconnector between
Ireland and France was proposed in 2009. In June 2016, the UK voted to leave the
European Union and this has refocused political attention on Ireland’s limited interconnection capacity and the need for geographic diversification of interconnector
options. We provide the first publically available detailed welfare impact of a new
interconnector from Ireland to France and use an EU wide power system model
(PLEXOS-EU) to simulate one vision of the 2030 EU electricity market based on
European Commission analysis under varying fuel price assumptions. We demonstrate, that varying fuel prices has limited impact on welfare for the scenarios examined and the project has the potential for a positive impact on welfare in Ireland if
low project interest rates are achieved. Our results show that the investment in interconnection reduces wholesale electricity prices in France and Ireland as well as the
net revenues of thermal generators. The owners of the new interconnector between
France and Ireland see positive net revenues. France is only marginally affected by
the new interconnector. Renewable generators see a modest increase in net revenues.
Great Britain may see welfare losses associated with the additional interconnection
primarily driven by lower net revenues from existing Irish-British transmission line
and higher costs of electricity generation.
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List of symbols
Indices
j	Generation unit
J	Total number of generators
l	Interconnector line
L	Total number of interconnector lines
t	Time period
T	Optimisation time horizon
stor	Index related specifically to pumped storage unit
RESup	Upper storage reservoir
RESlow	Lower storage reservoir
Variables
Vjt	Integer on/off decision variable for unit j at period t
Xjt	Integer on/off decision variable for pumped storage pumping unit j at
period t
Ujt	Variable that = 1 at period t if unit j has started in previous period else
Pjt	Power output of unit j at period t (MW)
Hjt	Pump load for unit j at period t (MW)
Flt	Power flow on interconnector line l at interval t between market nodes
(MW)
Wint	Flow into reservoir at time t (MWh)
Woutt	Flow out of reservoir at time t (MWh)
Wt	Volume of storage at a time t (MWh
Parameters
vl	Penalty for loss of load (€/MWh)
vs	Penalty for reserve not met
use	Unserved energy (MWh)
usr	Reserve not met (MWh)
D	Demand (MW)
obj	Objective function
njt	No load cost unit j in period t (€)
cjt	Start cost unit j in period t (€)
mjt	Production cost unit j in period t (€)
estor	Efficiency of pumping unit (%)
pmaxj	Max power output of a unit j (MW)
pminj	Min stable generation of unit j (MW)
pmpmaxstor	Max pumping capacity of pumping unit
Jj	Available units in each generator
Jstor	Number of pumping units
MRUj	Maximum ramp up rate (MW/min)
MRDj	Maximum ramp down rate (MW/min)
MUTj	Minimum up time (hrs)
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Ap	Number of hours a unit must initially be online due to its MUT constraint (hrs)
qf	Wheeling charge on interconnector line (€/MWh)
Fmax	Maximum power flow on interconnector line (MW)
eline	Efficiency of interconnector line (%)
WINT	Initial volume of reservoir (GWh)
W	Maximum volume of storage (GWh)

1 Introduction
In Ireland, security of supply is coming under increasing political scrutiny, as “Ireland’s situation as an island on the periphery of Europe renders it particularly vulnerable to disruptions to the supply of oil, gas or electricity.”1 The Brexit vote in the
UK has refocussed political attention on this issue.2 While much has been written in
the media on Brexit and the uncertainty that it generates across multiple sectors of
the economy, its potential impact on the electricity market is like many other sectors, unclear.3,4 Given that existing infrastructure will remain in place, cross-border
trading of gas and electricity will likely continue irrespective of any Brexit scenario. Interconnectors will still be used to carry electricity from low-priced to the
high-priced bidding areas. The introduction of border tariffs for energy products is
unlikely5 however a greater uncertainty is whether the UK will remain within the
EU’s internal energy market (IEM6). The framework for the EU internal energy market is contained in the Third Energy Package along with a detailed set of directives.
The goal of the IEM is to promote efficient trading between price zones through
increased electricity interconnection. Nonetheless, there is a chance that the EU network codes aimed at fostering the efficiency of trading cease to apply post-Brexit.
In August 2017 in a UK position paper on Northern Ireland and Ireland,7 the UK
government noted that negotiations with the EU will need to cover how best to avoid
market distortions within the single electricity market of Ireland following UK exit,
and ensure that future legal and operational frameworks do not undermine the effective operation of an integrated market. Unpacking all the challenges of Brexit is
beyond the scope of this paper, but it is important to acknowledge the uncertainty
they bring.
In this analysis we presume a market fundamental approach, assume that current IEM perspectives apply and use an electricity production cost model to study

1

https://www.taoiseach.gov.ie/eng/Publications/Publications_2015/2015_05_15_Draft_NRA_.pdf.
https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-britain-eu-ireland-energy/ireland-looks-to-lng-france-supply-line-inpost-brexit-era-minister-idUKKBN16624H.
3
http://www.insightenergy.org/system/publication_files/files/000/000/064/original/HET20_Brexi
t.pdf?1485766265.
4
https://www.ft.com/content/5e330540-784a-11e7-90c0-90a9d1bc9691.
5
For WTO members the EU has no tariff on electricity or gas imports.
6
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=LEGISSUM:en0016&from=EN.
7
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/northern-ireland-and-ireland-a-position-paper.
2
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welfare impacts of a new 700 MW interconnector between Ireland (The Republic and Northern Ireland) and France on wholesale electricity prices, generators’
profits, and welfare changes.8 We acknowledge that welfare impacts are but one
dimension of understanding the complex challenge of a greater interconnected
Europe. The validity of these assumptions may only be revealed after the fact but
this analysis provides a useful counterfactual and starting point.
Many studies investigate the effects of interconnection on parts of the EU electricity systems. Newbery et al. [14] provide a survey on the benefits of market coupling in Europe and discuss extensively the benefits of interconnection on balancing
market integration. Konstantelos et al. [11] focus on the North Sea region and analyse the costs and benefits associated with interconnection expansion in the Scandinavian countries. It was found that increased transmission allows for better integration of renewables as it usually lowers the rate of curtailment, but can also lead to
lower prices. Egerer et al. [8] evaluates the welfare effects for the North Sea region
of a grid expansion across Europe. The authors use a welfare-maximization algorithm to examine the impacts on consumers and producers of a European meshed
grid. It was found that meshed grids may improve welfare at the European level but
may not always provide positive effects at the country level. Pellini [15] examine the
impact of increased interconnection between Italy and central Europe on consumers,
producers and congestion and find that market coupling is welfare improving if both
demand and fuel prices increase.
Specifically, on electricity interconnection between the island of Ireland and
Great Britain, Irish Single Market Committee [16, 17] show that potential welfare gains associated with interconnection were in the order of approximately
30 €/million per year, without considering the investment costs associated with
interconnection. Malaguzzi-Valeri [12] investigated the welfare effects associated with an additional interconnector between Ireland and Great Britain. It was
found that price convergence was achieved with interconnector capacity greater
than 500 MW and that incentives for interconnection increase when technological differences between the two countries are large. Diffney et al. [7] and Foley
et al. [10] examine how wind generation in Ireland could be better integrated
with new interconnection between Ireland and Great Britain. They also find that
incentives in new interconnection decrease if technologies in the two countries
are similar.
The novelty of our research is that we investigate the welfare impact of 700 MW
of additional interconnection between the island of Ireland (hereafter referred to
as “Ireland”) and France on the European electricity system considered as a whole
in 2030 and not just France, Great Britain and Ireland in isolation. We examine 3
fuel price scenarios and 2 scenarios on interconnector cost to determine impact. All

8

The Irish Single Electricity Market (SEM) is dispatched considering the two jurisdictions together
(the all-island system). More information on the Irish SEM can be found here: https://www.semcommitt
ee.com/.
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other elements (power plant portfolios, renewable profiles, demand, hydro flows) are
held constant. This is the first detailed publically available analysis of the project.
We examine the impact on a future EU power system with a vision consistent with
current EU policies. A limitation of this work is that one vision of the future EU
electricity market is examined and we do not consider uncertainties or changes due
to the future uncertainty of Brexit. Our results, therefore, should be interpreted in
the context of these limitations in addition to the impacts of increased or reduced
renewable electricity deployment, regulatory changes in electricity markets or policy changes may impact results. Equally, this study allows insight into the impact
of improved connectivity on one pan European generation mix and thus any potential benefits from the new interconnector in terms of better planning of capacity
expansion, and avoided costs in existing network maintenance and operation are not
considered.
Our results show that without considering the capital investment costs, the
additional interconnector between France and Ireland increases welfare for Irish
consumers and reduces profits for thermal producers. French consumers or producers are not significantly impacted. When the capital cost of the interconnector is considered, and an interest rate of 3.7% is assumed, the welfare gains in
both regions reduce and the project is above or near cost neutral. When estimating the impact of the additional interconnector on the returns to all interconnector operators, we assume that any costs or benefits will be evenly split between
the two connected countries. In Ireland, on average net benefits are positive
for interconnector owners. In France, there is a limited impact on consumers
and producers and the owners of the transmission lines between France and
other EU countries (including the additional line with Ireland) increase their
net revenues.
The paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 presents the methodology, Sect. 3 presents general results while Sect. 4 presents detailed results. Finally, Sect. 5 draws the
main conclusions of this study.

2 Methodology
We simulate the full EU interconnected electricity market for 1 year (2030) at hourly
resolution considering both variable renewable and thermal generation plants. Like
all modelling exercises, the results of this study have to be interpreted in the context
of the modelling assumptions underpinning them. First, 1 year of wind and solar
profiles have been used and therefore inter-annual variations in generation output
have not been captured. Renewable generators have standard technical characteristics for each Member State.9 Second, we use a static model, focusing on 2030 only.

9

Maximum capacity, minimum stable factors, ramp rates, maintenance rates, forced outage rates, start
costs etc.
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Third, hourly demand profiles used are kept constant across the different scenarios
we explore. Finally, our results are driven by our assumptions on fuel prices, demand
profiles, portfolio and assumed interest rates. The proceeding section describes the
power system model used, the data inputs, the power plant portfolios and details on
interconnection capacities. Note, that while modelling is undertaken at a pan EU
level for 2030, for brevity inputs presented focus on Ireland, UK and France.
This following section explains the methodology used and presents the power
system software and the input data used to populate the model.
2.1 2030 power system model
The software used to model the EU electricity market is PLEXOS Integrated
Energy Model.10 The PLEXOS software is available from Energy Exemplar.
PLEXOS is a tool used for electricity and gas market modelling and planning. In
this analysis, the focus is limited to the electricity system, i.e. gas infrastructure
and delivery is not considered. The methodology used to develop this European
model is as presented in Collins et al. [2]. Model equations are shown in Appendix 2 and Deane et al. [4]. In brief, the model optimises (using mixed integer programming) the dispatch of thermal and renewable generation and pumped hydro
storage. It does so subject to operational and technical constraints at hourly resolution while holding the installed capacity constant. The model seeks to minimise the overall generation cost across the EU to meet demand subject to mix of
installed generation fleets and their technical characteristics such as ramp rates,
start costs, minimum up times etc. This includes operational costs, consisting of
fuel costs and carbon costs; start-up costs consisting of a fuel offtake at start-up
of a unit and a fixed unit start-up cost. In these simulations, a perfect market is
assumed across the EU (i.e. no market power or bidding behaviour and power
station bid their short-run marginal cost) and only a day ahead market is considered. No minimum synchronous inertia or detailed transmission constraints are
imposed in the model.
Our assumption of perfect markets does not allow us to investigate the
potential beneficial effects of competition in mitigating anti-competitive
behaviour in the two markets, as noted by Neuhoff et al. [13]. However,
the regulation of the Irish Single Electricity Market (Ireland) guaranteed
that the outcome of the market was quite close to the outcome with the
hypothesis of perfect competition, as shown by Walsh et al. [18]. The
electricity system of Ireland is currently under transformation, in order to
become compliant with the EU targets for the IEM [3]. Here we assume
that the transformation of the market structure does not affect market

10

http://energyexemplar.com/. The full model and data used are available via https://www.dropbox.com/
sh/1xhjk3e19xc7xdq/AACS8ln_sjt3Aa_zSj7nzRYoa?dl=0.
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competition, but concerns in this regard have been reported by Di Cosmo
and Lynch [6].
2.2 Data inputs
2.2.1 Power plant portfolio data
The analysed power system portfolio is based on recent European Commission modelling of the EU Reference Scenario for the future European Energy system and we
consider one fuel price scenario in our main analysis and another two possible scenarios as a sensitivity check.11
The Reference Scenario is one vision of what the European power system
might look like in 2030 based on business-as-usual assumptions, including full
implementation of European climate and energy policies adopted by December 2014
to achieve a renewable electricity penetration of 42.5% in 2030 up from 27.5% in
2014.12 This pathway can be interpreted as a lower bound on the emission reduction
ambition within Europe, as we expect that further emission-abatement policies
will be implemented prior to 2030. Approximately 2220 individual thermal power
plants are included in the model. Nuclear power has the largest share of the market
in France, whereas in Ireland natural gas is the main source powering thermal
generation. Wind capacity is high in both countries, with 6.1 GW of capacity
installed in Ireland and 30.7 GW installed in France. However, once the percentage
of capacity is considered in relation to the overall capacity installed, the impact of
wind is much higher in Ireland than in France, as shown in Fig. 1.13
The penetration of variable renewable generation as a percentage of total generation is highest in Ireland and is approximately 45% of generation for the scenario
considered. Table 1 compares modelled levels of variable renewable generation to
actual 2015 levels.

11

The EU Reference Scenario Is generated using PRIMES. PRIMES is a partial equilibrium model that
provides “projections of detailed energy balances, both for demand and supply, CO2 emissions, investment
in demand and supply, energy technology penetration, prices and costs”. The projections are set up in
order to meet the EU targets on emissions for 2030://ec.europa.eu/environment/archives/air/models/
primes.htm.
12
The generation mixes of Switzerland and Norway were developed based on ENTSOE [9] and
Energiewende (2015).
13
On the absence of market power in the Irish SEM see Walsh et al. [18].
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Fig. 1  Installed capacity on total capacity (MW), Ireland, Great Britain and France, 2030

Table 1  Annual variable
renewable electricity generation
and renewable electricity
generation levels for 2015
(actual) and 2030 (ModelledMain Scenario No IC)”

2015
(actual)
(%)

Variable renewables 2030 (%)

All renewable
electricity—2030
(%)

Ireland

21

45

49

France

5

17

30

13

24

33

Great Britain

2.2.2 Fuel and C
 O2 prices
Annual carbon dioxide permit costs (equivalent to ETS price) are set at €37.1/ton
in 2030 (in 2010 prices), consistently with the EU Reference Scenario 2016 results.
Short run electricity generation costs across the scenarios are summarised in Table 2
based on fuel costs, emission costs and the average heat rate of plants in each
country.14CO2 emission rates are 93.6 kg/GJ for coal, 55.9 kg/GJ for gas and 77 kg/
GJ for oil. Fuel costs are 2030 projections are from the UK Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy.15

14
Production costs for power plant type i, inclusive of CO2, are
ProdCost_i = FuelPrice_i ∗ HeatRate_i + ETS ∗ (HeatRate_i ∗ CO2EmissRate_i)
15

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/fossil-fuel-price-assumptions-2016.
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Table 2  Short-run marginal
costs of electricity generation-€/
MWh (€2010). Data source:
DECC [5]

Low fuel
Main scenario
price scenario

High fuel
price scenario

Ireland Gas

€ 53.4

€ 72.0

€ 98.4

Ireland Coal

€ 68.5

€ 74.9

€ 83.8

Great Britain Gas

€ 52.9

€ 71.5

€ 97.6

Great Britain Coal

€ 68.5

€ 74.9

€ 83.8

France Gas

€ 53.2

€ 71.9

€ 98.2

France Coal

€ 69.3

€ 75.8

€ 84.9

Exchange rate €/GBP = 0.858

Gas and coal prices increase from low to main to high price scenarios, however,
the merit order between the fuels is preserved for the low and main scenarios, and
switches in the high fuel price scenario. We then present the main results of our
analysis together with two robustness checks: in the first sensitivity analysis we
consider low fuel prices, and in the second robustness check we take into account
high fuel prices.
2.2.3 Wind and solar data
Hourly wind power generation for each Member State taken from Aparicio et al.
[1] and is was based on the year 1989 as was found to be the most representative
weather year in Collins et al. [2] based on a long-term dataset. Localised hourly
solar profiles for each Member State were developed using NREL’s PVWatts® Calculator web application, which determines the typical hourly electricity production
of photovoltaic systems based on system location, basic system design parameters
and long-term conditions.
2.2.4 Network data
Interconnection between Member States is modelled as net transfer capacities
and no transmission lines within the same country are considered. The electricity
network expansion is aligned with the latest reference capacities for the year 2030
from the 10 Year Network Development Plan from ENTSOE [9], without making
any judgement on the likelihood of certain projects materialising, as shown in Fig. 2.
Figure 2 also shows that France is extensively interconnected with other European
countries, as we consider interconnection lines between France and Spain (4 GW),
Italy (4.3 GW), Great Britain (5.4 GW), Germany (4.8 GW), Switzerland (3.7 GW),
Luxembourg (0.3 GW) and Belgium (4.3 GW), for a total amount of 28.8 GW.16
Ireland is only interconnected with Great Britain, with two interconnectors with
a total capacity of 900 MW. As a result, the new interconnection project between
France and Ireland will almost double the interconnector capacity for Ireland, but
will only represent the 4% increase in interconnection capacity for France.
16

Some transmission lines have different export and import capacity. The full data set is available as
supplementary information.
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Fig. 2  Interconnection as modelled with the EU28 (plus Norway and Switzerland) Power System ModelNote that arrows are for illustrative purposes only

2.2.5 Electricity demand
Hourly demand for 2030 for each member state was developed by taking the historical
2012 hourly profiles reported by ENTSOE for the EU-28 plus Switzerland and Norway
and scaling it to 2030 from the total aggregate electricity demand for each Member
State as determined in the EU Reference Scenario. We assume that the peak demand
increases by 10% in 2030 relative to 2012 across all Member States, and we linearly
scale the demand accordingly. This is broadly in line with the average national increase
in peak demand in the scenarios of the scenario development report that underpinned
ENTSO-E’s 10-year network development plan 2016. In the EU Reference Scenario,
electricity demand across the EU rises by 12% between 2012 and 2030. For the purpose
of this study, demand is assumed inelastic with respect to price; as a result, we use the
same demand independent of changes in price across all our scenarios.
Comparing Fig. 3a and b shows that the variation between the days of the
week is more stable in Ireland than in France. Also, the seasonal variation in the
consumption of electricity for Ireland is lower than in France. This reflects the shape
of electricity demand in 2012 in these two countries. In Ireland, there are no spikes
in summer as the use of air conditioning is very low. The French system has a higher
level of electrification in heat, as a result, spikes both during the winter and during
the summer are more frequent than in Ireland.
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Fig. 3  Electricity demand, Ireland and France, MW, 2030, hourly averages

3 Results: general overview
For context, high-level results for each scenario are presented initially with detailed
results presented in Sect. 4. For perspective the impact on neighbouring member
states are also presented but the immediate focus is on Ireland, UK and France.
A evaluation matrix is presented in Table 3 highlighting the scenarios used and
detailed results are presented in Sect. 4 for IE, FR and the UK.
Note that across all scenarios the resulting wind and solar curtailment rates are
low, with levels below 2%. This is because the level of variable renewable generation
is relatively modest and a flexible power system is assumed with no transmission or
inertia constraints. The cost associated with these constraints is not considered.
In the main scenario (MS), the cost of generating electricity with coal and gas
(inclusive of carbon costs) is similar for all the countries. Coal and gas prices are
close with gas being marginally cheaper than coal. In this scenario, German coalfired power plants have a capacity factor of 78% reducing the dependence on overall
imports from France. Exports from France to Germany, however, are approximately
22% of total French exports and with strong exports to Italy from France (24%). The
UK is the 3rd largest importer of power from France in this scenario with 16% (11.3

Table 3  Evaluation matrix highlighted results extracted from analysis
Scenario\results

Wholesale
electricity
prices

Consumer
surplus

IC flows Revenues Welfare
changes

Main fuel price scenario

*

*

*

*

*

Low fuel price scenario

*

*

*

*

*

High fuel price scenario

*

*

*

*

*

Main fuel price scenario wt low interest rate

*

*

*

Low fuel price scenario wt low interest rate

*

*

*

High fuel price scenario wt low interest rate

*

*

*
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TWh) flowing from France to the UK. When the IC to Ireland is added, there is
little change to the IC flow dynamics between France and other countries. In Ireland,
natural gas CCGTs plants see a 3% reduction in annual capacity factor from 51 to
48% with the inclusion of the IC. Ireland tends to export to France in winter months
when wind generation is high and import from France at other times.
3.1 Robustness checks
In the first sensitivity analysis, we examine lower fuel costs. However, in this scenario, the cost (inclusive of C
 O2 costs) of electricity generating from coal is higher
than generating with gas. Movements of the price of coal have a significant impact
on how coal plants operate. In this scenario, German coal-fired power plants have a
capacity factor of 40% increasing the overall dependence on imports from France.
Exports from France to Germany double (relative to the main scenario) and exports
of power to Italy and the UK reduce. When the IC to Ireland is added, there is little change to the IC flow dynamics between France and other countries. In Ireland,
natural gas CCGTs plants see a 1% reduction in annual capacity factor from 53 to
52% with the inclusion of the IC.
In the second sensitivity analysis, we consider higher fuel costs. In this scenario, costs of producing with coal are lower than gas costs across Europe. Germany increases coal plant output up to a capacity factor of 85% in, and imports
from France are reduced further relative to other scenarios, instead, France exports
to neighbouring countries with high levels of gas-fired plant and low levels of coal
capacity. Overall net exports from France increase compared to the main scenario
and the low fuel price scenario (+ 14% in the high price scenario with respect to the
main scenario). In Ireland, natural gas CCGTs plants see a 5% reduction in annual
capacity factor from 39 to 34% with the inclusion of the IC.
The following section analyses consumer surplus, the producers’ and interconnector owners’ net revenues and the welfare changes from the “Without IC” scenario (without 700 France-Ireland interconnector) and the “With IC” scenario.

4 Results: detailed overview
4.1 Wholesale electricity prices and consumer surplus
Resulting wholesale electricity prices for all scenarios with the additional
interconnection (“With IC”) of 700 MW between Ireland and France, and without
the additional interconnection (“Without IC”) are shown in Fig. 4.17 The addition
of the new interconnector reduces the wholesale electricity price in Ireland by
approximately 3%. French wholesale prices and British wholesale prices are only

17

Prices are calculated as load weighted averages: p{year} =

ph ∗Lh
∑8760
h=1 Lh

where h is the hour and L is the load.

In the Tables, the delta between “With IC” and “Without IC” is shown.
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Fig. 4  Annual wholesale electricity prices for all scenarios

marginally impacted. In the British market, there is a small decrease in wholesale
prices associated with a decrease in total generation costs in the low price scenario.
The added interconnector between Ireland and France decreases the imports of
electricity into Great Britain from France. However, the trade between Great Britain
and the other countries (such as Norway and the Netherlands) slightly increases,
making the indirect effects of the new interconnector between France and Ireland
very small for Great Britain.
The total expenditure in wholesale electricity (€m) Ireland, Great Britain and
France for all scenarios is shown in Table 4. The difference in the expenditure levels
from the “without IC” to the “with IC” scenario is the consumer surplus associated
with the investment in the new 700 MW interconnector, defined as:
8760

CSi =

∑

Δ(pi,h ∗ Li,h )

(1)

h=1

where h are the hours of the year, pi is the load-weighted average price either in
each country (i) and L are the total loads. Δ means the difference between the two
scenarios. If CS is greater than zero, it means that the expenditures in the “with
IC” scenario are lower than in the “without IC” scenario, so consumers are better
off when the 700 MW line between Ireland and France is built. Jurisdictions outside Ireland, France and Great Britain are only marginally affected by the additional
interconnection.
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24,125

GB

2452

23621

34222

96

504

31

− 3.8
− 2.1

− 0.1

3222
30,188

41,357
30388

41513

3141

With IC
81
− 200

− 156

CS

0.7

0.4

− 2.5

% change

4012
38,457

52,889

38384

52717

4013

With IC

High price scenario
Without IC

Without IC = no added interconnection; CS = consumer surplus; %change: calculated between “with IC” and “without IC” scenarios

2548

34,253

Ireland

% change

Main scenario

CS

Without IC

With IC

Low price scenario

Without IC

France

Country

Table 4  Consumer surplus for main scenario (Million Euro) 2030

73

172

−1

CS

− 0.2

− 0.3

0.0

% change
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In the Main Scenario, the introduction of the interconnector between Ireland and
France allows gas-fired generation in France to increase output. As a result, thermal
producers (and CCGT generation in particular), are displaced in Ireland when the
new interconnection is added. As shown in Table 4, consumers in Ireland benefit
from the interconnection and French consumers are not significantly affected by
the new interconnection line (i.e. changes in consumers’ surplus are lower than
1%). Consumers in Ireland benefit most (i.e. consumer’s surplus is largest) when
coal generation costs are higher than CCGT generation costs as in the low fuel
price scenario, as the difference between the cost of coal and nuclear is higher than
the difference between the cost of gas and nuclear. Also, the operation of CCGTs
in Ireland is least impacted in the low price scenario with respect to the other
scenarios, and imports from France tend to replace more expensive coal generation.
This is not the case in the main scenario and in the high fuel price scenario where
smaller margins and an inversion of costs between coal and gas leads to a larger
displacement of CCGT generation in Ireland.
4.2 Net revenue
In order to understand who benefits from the investment in interconnection, the net
revenue is calculated for generators for the interconnection owners. Here a perfect
competitive energy-only market is considered, so capacity payments or ancillary services are not taken into account in this analysis. Costs associated with the investment in the interconnector between Ireland and France are not considered here and
counted separately in Sect. 4.4.
4.3 Renewable and thermal generators
The generators’ net revenue 𝜋Gen is the sum of the net revenue made by each generator types (coal, biomass, wind etc.) either in Ireland or France (i) for each hour h of
the year. The generator’s net revenues πGen in country i in each scenario (“Without
IC” and “With IC”) are defined as:

𝜋Geni =

N 8760
∑
∑
(pi,h ∗ Gens,h,i ) − TCs,hi

(2)

s=1 h=1

where pi,h is the electricity price in country i, Gens,h,i is the generation in MWh for
each of the N generators in each country, TCs,h,i are the total costs of each generator-type s in country i for hour h, defined as: TC = (StartUpCosts + EmissionsCosts + FuelCosts). We then calculate the difference in yearly net revenue (∆π)
between the two scenarios with and without additional interconnection:

Δ𝜋 = 𝜋Gen(i)WithIC − 𝜋Gen(i)WithoutIC

(3)
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Table 5 shows the net revenues aggregated over all generators in each jurisdiction,
and Table 6 disentangles the net revenues between renewable and thermal
generators.
Electricity generation by plant type both in the “Without IC” and in the “With
IC” scenarios is shown in Tables 10 in Appendix 1.
When the interconnector is added, thermal generators in Ireland receive lower net
revenues, in all the scenarios as the system imports more electricity from abroad and
thermal plants are used less. Coal-fired plants (relatively cheaper than CCGTs in this
scenario) are displaced to a lesser extent than gas-fired plants. In France, net revenues do not change significantly (i.e. less than 1%) neither for nuclear nor renewable generators from the “Without IC” to the “With IC” scenario. Net revenue for
thermal producers reduces for France for different reasons: In the main scenario,
wholesale prices decrease (as shown in Fig. 4). In the low price scenario production
declines and in the high fuel price scenario generation costs are higher in the “With
IC” scenario than in the baseline.
Table 5  Generators net revenue for all Scenarios (€m)
Low price scenario
Without IC Delta
Ireland

1347

32

% change

1666

− 56

− 3.5

2019

0.1

35,793

220

0.6

48,394

− 156 − 0.3

− 528 − 3.8

17,624

190

1.1

22,268

− 54 − 0.2

16

14,298

High price scenario

% change Without IC Delta % change Without IC Delta

− 58 − 4.5

France 28,236
GB

Main scenario

1.6

Without IC = no added interconnection; delta = with IC − without IC

Table 6  Thermal and Renewable generators, net revenue for the main scenario (€m)
Low price scenario
Without
IC

Delta

Main scenario

High Price scenario

% change Without IC With IC % change

Without IC

Delta

% change

(a) Renewable generators
Ireland

1121

14

1.2

1457

1465

0.5

1810

60

3.2

France

11,332

19

0.2

13,877

13,973

0.7

17,980

− 51

− 0.3

9203

− 262

− 2.9

11,559

11,620

0.5

14,816

−3

0.0

GB

(b) Thermal generators
Ireland

226

− 72

− 46.6

209

− 63

− 43.4

209

− 28

− 15.4

France

346

−9

− 2.7

261

− 11

− 4.5

489

− 12

− 2.6

16,557

7

21,655

135

0.6

29,925

− 93

− 0.3

GB

1451

− 134

− 10.1

1081

87

7.4

600

− 34

− 6.1

GB (nuclear)

3645

− 132

− 3.8

4984

42

0.8

6852

− 16

− 0.2

France(nuclear)

0.04

Without IC = no added interconnection; delta = with IC − without IC
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4.4 Interconnectors
The new interconnector allows electricity to flow between Ireland and France. In
particular, in the main scenario, Ireland imports 2.3 TWh from France, as the new
interconnector displaces the Irish thermal generation: the higher the fossil fuel costs,
the higher the imports of electricity from France to Ireland. With the Irish-French
interconnector in place, exports from France to the other EU countries decrease. The
interconnector operator’s net revenue aggregated over all the interconnectors in a
country is calculated as:
8760

𝜋ICi =

∑

(4)

(
)
abs pi,h − pj,h ∗ abs(NetImportsj,h )

h=1

in which i is either Ireland, France or Great Britain and j are the countries interconnected with them. In the scenario without additional interconnection with France,
Ireland is only interconnected with Great Britain whereas France is interconnected
with several EU Member States (Great Britain, Germany, Spain, Italy and Belgium).
abs is the absolute value of the price differential between the two countries considered and h is the hour. Net revenues of French and Irish interconnector owners
are shown in Table 7.
Table 7  Interconnector’s net revenues-Main Scenario (€m)
Low price scenario

Main scenario

High price scenario

Without
IC

Delta % change Without
IC

Delta % change Without
IC

Delta % change

France–
other
EU

836

− 24

− 3.0

592

−4

− 0.8

714

−5

− 0.7

Ireland–
GB

29

− 17

− 131

23

− 13

− 125

23

− 14

− 142

Ireland–
France

0

20

100

0

22

0

24

GB–
138
France

− 16

− 12.8

135

1

183

−9

− 4.9

121

− 11

− 10

68

−2

66

−4

−7

46

(a) By line

GB–
other
EU

100
0.8
−3

100

(b) By country
Ireland

29

6

19

23

10

43.0

23

11

France

973

− 20

−2

726

19

2.6

897

11

GB

273

− 27

− 10

225

− 14

− 6.0

288

− 43

1.2
− 15

Net revenues of interconnector’s owners have been split evenly between the interconnected countries
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When calculating welfare changes by jurisdiction, half of the IC costs and returns
are assigned to the interconnector owner in each jurisdiction.18
As shown by the Table 7, the net revenues of the Irish-French interconnector owners are positive, and equal to approximately 22 €/M for each country, assuming the
countries split the revenues evenly, as the total net revenue made by the interconnector is of 45 €/M. The effects of the new interconnector on the other interconnection
lines is not significant for France. The small effect of the additional interconnection
in France can be explained considering that the capacity of the new transmission
line (700 MW) represents only 1% of 2030 French peak demand. The new interconnection reduces gains for Ireland on the existing interconnector line with Great
Britain, but these losses (in absolute values) are offset by the gains made on the new
interconnection line to France, as shown by the second row of Table 7. The scenario
without interconnection for France is different across the three fuel price sensitivity scenarios because of the complex dynamics of European interconnection flows
linked to gas and coal costs. As described in Sect. 3, the relative price between gas
and coal changes the role of France (from net exporter to net importer) for countries like Germany and Spain. Great Britain sees reduced interconnection flows with
France in the sensitivity scenarios when interconnection is added between France
and Ireland, but in the Main Scenario there are no significant changes between flows
with and without interconnection.
4.5 Welfare changes and project costs
It is possible to draw conclusions on the total welfare changes in Ireland, Great
Britain and France for the scenarios considered. Welfare analysis allows the revenues and the losses associated with the interconnection project to be disentangled
between the several actors that participate in the project. In particular, welfare analysis provides insight on who benefits from the project. In order to determine the net
welfare benefit we compare the overall welfare change with the capital cost of the
project.
In order to economically evaluate the economic impact of the new project we follow Malaguzzi-Valeri [12]. The welfare in country i (Ireland or France) in scenario j
(without or with interconnection) is calculated as:

Δ(Wi) = ΔCSi + Δ𝜋Gen, i + Δ𝜋ICi
(5)
where CS is the consumer surplus defined in Eq. (1), πGen,i is the generators’ net
revenue defined in Eq. (2) and πICi is the interconnector’s owner net revenue as
defined in Eq. (4). Note that the net revenue for the IC owners in each country is the
total net revenue divided by 2, as we assume that interconnection’s costs and profits
are split equally between the interconnected countries. For simplicity, in the “IC”

18

For simplicity, Moyle and EWIC interconnectors between Ireland and Great Britain are considered
together. As a result, we split evenly also the net revenues of these interconnectors between the Irish
and the British TSOs. This is a lower bound estimates of the net revenues of the Irish TSO, which owns
100% of the EWIC interconnector.
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scenario we also include the profits made on the Irish-French interconnector by both
countries.
4.5.1 Interconnector costs
ENTSO-E’s 10-year Network Development Plan for 2016 is used to obtain estimates of the costs associated with interconnector investment.19 The total costs of the
700 MW project are estimated between €900 and €1200 million in 2014 values.20
These costs include the costs of materials and assembly, the expected environmental and consenting costs, the costs of devices that have to be replaced during the
lifetime of the interconnector and the dismantling and maintenance costs at the end
of the lifetime of the interconnector. As our analysis is based on 2010 prices, we
convert the 2014 values into 2010 prices using the consumer price index published
by Eurostat and obtain total costs of the project, between 840 and 1120 million of
euro.21
Following Malaguzzi-Valeri [12], we calculate the annual costs of the interconnector assuming that the two countries split the costs evenly and an interest rate of
6.6%. For a 15-year loan, the yearly cost of financing the interconnector for the year
2030 varies between 90 and 120 millions of euro per year. Assuming that Ireland
and France share the costs evenly, the annual investment cost for the additional interconnection is between 45 and 60 million of euro/year.
As a robustness check, we also calculate the costs associated with 3.7% interest
rate, which is the rate applied for a state run interconnector. With this interest rate,
the costs associated with the project are between 35–47 million of euro/year. Net
welfare and cost calculations are shown in Table 8:
Consumer surplus increases (i.e. consumers spend less) in Ireland when the new
interconnector is added. Variation of consumer surplus are not significant in France
and in Great Britain. Moreover, there are no significant variations in consumer surplus across Europe. The net revenue of generators decreases in Ireland, and there are
no significant variations in France and in Great Britain. The same result holds across
Europe. The main variation is related with the net value for interconnectors’ owners,
which increase significantly in France and Ireland, and decrease in Great Britain.
Across Europe, the net revenue of interconnectors’ owners decreases by more
than 10% when the new interconnection is built between France and Ireland.
At the European level, consumer surplus slightly increases and producer net
revenue slightly decreases. The two effects almost compensate each other. The
decrease in net revenues of interconnectors’ owners that follows the new project

19

The report was accessed on 14 June 2017 at: https://www.entsoe.eu/publications/ systemdevelopment-reports/tyndp/Pages/default.aspx. We also checked the published reports of the 2016
network plan but in the published works available for 2016 the numbers for 2014 are confirmed.
20
See pg. 149.
21
The data can be found here: http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/tgm/table.do?tab=table&init=1&langu
age=en&pcode=tec00118&plugin=1.
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Table 8  Welfare changes (€m) Main Scenario
France
Without
IC

Ireland

GB

Delta % change Without
IC

Delta % change Without
IC

Consumer 41,357
surplus

156

− 0.4

3222

− 81

2.5

30,188

200

− 0.7

Net value
generators

35,793

220

0.6

1666

− 56

− 3.3

17,624

190

1.1

Net value
IC

726

19

2.6

23

10

225

− 14

− 6.0

Delta
welfare

83

43.0

36

Delta % change

− 24

Costs:
6.58%

45–60

45–60

Costs:
3.73%

35–47

35–47

between France and Ireland leads to an overall decrease of European welfare of 500
€/million.
However, comparing the net gains associated with interconnection (the delta welfare row) and the net costs (we consider both an interest rate of 6.58% and 3.73%)
shows that the new interconnector is profitable for France. In Ireland, the interconnection project is welfare improving however the net benefit may depend on project
cost and interest rate in this scenario.
The monetary savings associated with lower emissions in both countries are
already included in the producer profits so we do not take them into account explicitly in the welfare analysis.
For France, the investment in the new interconnector with Ireland is welfareimproving with both interest rates and project costs.
Welfare analysis for the two sensitivity scenarios with low and high fuel prices is
shown in Table 9.
The sensitivity analysis highlights that the impact of fuel prices is smaller than
the impact of interest rate on the overall welfare analysis. The losses seen by thermal generators because of the added interconnector are offset by gains for renewable
generators and to a greater extend by gains for the IC owners. In both the sensitivity
analysis, a low-interest rate is required to make the investment attractive.
Finally, the investment made by Ireland and France in a new interconnector, may
have a negative effect on the British welfare. Great Britain does not have to directly
bear the costs of interconnection, but in both the sensitivity analysis Great Britain
see negative welfare due to the increased costs in generation and electricity imports
that follow the investment in new interconnection between Ireland and France.
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Table 9  Welfare changes (€m): sensitivity scenarios
France
Without
IC

Ireland
Delta

% change Without
IC

GB
Delta % change Without
IC

Delta

% change

(a) Low fuel prices
Consumer
surplus

34,253

31 0.1

2548

96

Net
value
generators

28,236

16 0.1

1347

− 58

29

6

Net
value
IC

973

− 20 − 2.1
27

Delta
welfare

3.8

24,125

504

2.1

− 4.3

14,298

− 528

− 3.7

273

− 27

− 9.7

19.4

44

− 50

Costs:
6.58%

45–60

45–60

Costs:
3.73%

35–47

35–47

(b) High fuel prices
Consumer
surplus

52,889

172 0.3

4012

−1

0.0

38,457

73

0.2

Net
value
generators

48,394

− 156 − 0.3

2019

32

1.6

22,268

− 54

− 0.2

23

11

45.5

Net
value
IC

897

Delta
welfare

11 1.2
26

42

288

− 43 − 15.1
− 24

Costs:
6.58%

45–60

45–60

Costs:
3.73%

35–47

35–47

5 Conclusions
This paper investigates how increased interconnection impacts on welfare
in Ireland, Great Britain and France in 2030 for three scenarios of fuel prices.
The European power system analysed is one vision of how the power system in
Europe may develop. Results show that, considering an interest rate of 3.7%,
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welfare increases in both Ireland and France when a 700 MW interconnector
is added between the two systems. Consumers, interconnector owners and
renewable generators gain in this scenario, whereas thermal generators in Ireland
will see reduced revenues because of increased imports from France. Consumers
in Ireland will pay lower wholesale electricity costs. Assuming that the costs
of investment in additional interconnection are paid by the consumers in each
jurisdiction with their electricity bills, Irish consumers have a positive surplus
in some of the scenarios considered (main and low fuel prices), but their surplus
may not compensate the losses made by thermal generators. In France, net welfare
gains are not very large and they are offset by (half) the cost of building the IC.
In all scenarios, thermal producers in Ireland, particularly gas fired producer
see losses in net revenue and lower running hours. Renewable generators see
increases in net revenues in all scenario considered.
The addition of the new interconnector between Ireland and France will see
reduced flows (both import and export) on the existing interconnectors to Great
Britain from Ireland with an associated reduction in profits on this line. The proposed interconnector allows Ireland to diversify its geographical import and export
electricity options. In the context of Brexit, it is unclear how electricity policy will
evolve over the next number of years. In this analysis, assuming current market fundamentals and IEM perspectives, the added IC from Ireland to France may bring
welfare losses to Great Britain mainly driven by lower net revenue from the IrishBritish transmission line and higher costs of electricity generation that is produced
locally instead of imported from neighbouring countries.
There are multiple uncertainties in the development of the EU power system that
will cause future projections to deviate from the limited scenarios examined here. The
increased or reduced development of renewable electricity in Member States, the build
out of thermal power plant, the phase out of coal and the impact of changing electricity
demand would impact the volume and direction of flows across European interconnectors. These uncertainties are not examined here but are important avenues for further
research. From a policy perspective we unpack two elements of future uncertainty in
terms of fuel price and interest rates.
We show that interest rates are the main drivers in uncertainty around project welfare while fuels prices based on a spread of future estimates have a lower impact. This
is due to the relatively homogenous fuel price variations across the member states for
the scenarios examined. While policy makers have limited ability to control fuel costs,
a low interest rate improves the financial performance of the project.
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Appendix 1: Generation
Table 10 show generation from thermal and renewable sources for Ireland, Great Britain and France.
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159,239

390,870

159,263

390,896

86,133

Great Britain

Nuclear (FR)

Nuclear (Great Britain)

86,113

23,911

19,257

24,067

Ireland

France

18,546

155,876

(b) Thermal generation

Great Britain

155,876

19,703

193,551

19,674

193,529

Ireland

France

(a) RES generation

− 0.02

− 0.01

− 0.65

− 3.83

0.00

0.01

0.15

86,127

390,870

135,518

14,671

19,257

155,876

193,587

19,684

Without IC

% change

Without IC

With IC

Main scenario

Low fuel prices

Table 10  Thermal and RES generation, GWh

86,121

390,870

135,371

14,946

18,546

155,876

193,569

19,705

With IC

− 0.01

0.00

1.84

− 3.83

0.00

− 0.01

0.11

% change

86,117

391,004

117,434

32,818

20,355

155,876

193,573

19,666

Without IC

High fuel price

86,113

391,062

117,204

33,305

18,530

155,876

193,575

19,705

With IC

0.00

0.01

1.46

− 9.85

0.00

0.00

0.20

% change
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Appendix 2: PLEXOS detailed equations
Operation Constraints on Interconnectors
This equation describes the basic operational constraint that limits power flow on interconnector lines:

Flt − Fmaxlt ≤ 0
Objective function
∑ ∑
OBJ = Min
cjt ⋅ Ujt + njt ⋅ Vjt + mjt ⋅ Pjt + qf ⋅ Flt + vl ⋅ uset + vs ⋅ usrt
∀t ∈ T
∀j ∈ J
∀l ∈ L
The objective function in PLEXOS is to minimise the start-up cost of each unit (start
cost (€)* number of starts of a unit) + the no load cost of each online unit + production costs of each online unit + cost of flow on interconnector lines + the penalty for
unserved load + the penalty of unserved reserve.
The objective function is minimised within each simulation period. The simulation
solution must also satisfy the constraints below:
Energy balance equation
∑ ∑
Pjt − Hjt − Flt ⋅ (1 − eline ) + uset = Dt
∀t ∈ T
∀j ∈ J
∀l ∈ L
Energy balance equation states that the power output from each unit at each interval—pump load from pumped storage units for each interval—efficiency losses on
interconnector lines + unserved energy must equal the demand for power at each
interval. As the penalty for unserved energy is high and part of the objective function, the model will generally try to meet demand.
Operation constraints on units
Basic operational constraints that limit the operation and flexibility of units such
as maximum generation, minimum stable generation, minimum up/down times and
ramp rates.

−Vjt + Ujt ≥ −1∀t = 1
Vjt − Vj,t+1 + Uj,t+1 ≥ 0
These two equations define the start definition of each unit and are used to track
the on/off status of units.

Pjt − P maxj ⋅Vjt ≤ 0
Max export capacity A units power output cannot be greater than it maximum
export capacity.
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Pjt − P minj ⋅Vjt ≥ 0
Minimum stable generation A units output must be greater than it minimum stable generation when the unit is online.

Hjt − Pmp maxStor ⋅Xjt ≤ 0
Pumping load must less than maximum pumping capacity for each pumping unit

Vjt + Xjt ≤ 1where j ∈ stor
Vj ≤ Jj Xj ≤ JStor

j∈J

These constraints limit a pumped storage unit from pumping and generating at
same time.

Ap,j ≥ Vj,t − Vj,t−1 ∀t ⋅ t − MUTj − 1
t−MUTj +1

∑

Vj,t ≥ Ap,j −

Vj,t ∕MUTj ∀t

t

Minimum up times22 (Note the following text is directly from the PLEXOS Help
files). The variable Ap tracks if any starts have occurred on the unit inside the periods preceding p with a window equal to MUT. i.e. if no starts happen in the last
MUT periods then Ap will be zero, but if one (or more) starts have occurred then Ap
will equal unity. The MUT constraints then sets a lower bound on the unit commitment that is normally below zero, but when a unit is started, the bound rises above
zero until the minimum up time has expired. This fractional lower bound when considered in an integer program forces the unit to stay on for its minimum up time.

Ap,j ≥ Vj,t−1 − Vj,t ∀t ⋅ t − MDTj + 1
t−MDTj +1

Vj,t ≤ 1 +

∑

Vj,t ∕MDTj − Ap,j ∀t

t

Minimum down times The variable Ap tracks if any units have been shut down
inside the periods preceding p with a window equal to MDT. i.e. if no units are shutdown in the last MDT periods then Ap will be zero, but if one (or more) shutdown
then Ap will equal unity. The MDT constraints then set an upper bound on the unit
commitment that is normally above unity, but when a unit is stopped, the bound falls
below unity until the minimum down time has expired.

Pjt − Pj.t−1 − MRUj ⋅ Vjt − P minj ⋅Uj ≤ 0
Pminj ⋅ Pjt + Pjt − Pj.t−1 − Pjt ⋅ (MRDj − Pminj ) ≤ 0

22

PLEXOS Help Files.
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Maximum ramp up and down constraints These constraints limit the change in
power output from one time period to another.
Water balance equations
These equations track the passage of water from the lower reservoir to the upper
reservoir. In this set-up there is no inflow and water volume is conserved.

WtR + Wout.tR − Win.tR = WINT,R

∀t = 1, R ∈ RESUp, RESlow

Wt.RESup + Wout,RESup − Win,RESup = 0
estor .Hjt.RESup − Win.tRESup = 0
Pstor.t − Wout.t.RESup = 0
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Ireland has a significant potential resource to decarbonise natural gas through producing green gas for renewable heat and transport. Key resources for anaerobic digestion include food waste, slurry from farming, and grass
silage. This paper establishes production pathways for consideration in a certification scheme. Certification is
required to ensure guarantee of origin and sustainability. This paper also identifies potential challenges relating
to sustainability and end use. Analysis in this paper shows that biomethane must effect 14.4 g CO2-eq/MJ for
renewable heat and 32.9 g CO2-eq/MJ for transport fuel to be deemed sustainable according to the recast
Renewable Energy Directive. A sample calculation for grass biomethane shows that the emissions criteria for
renewable transport are significantly easier to satisfy compared to renewable heat. Grass biomethane can
achieve an emissions saving of 76% for transport, meeting the 65% emissions saving criteria. For use as heat, the
saving achieved is 66% against criteria of 80%. As such, these criteria push renewable gas production towards
transport as an end use rather than heat. This will have implications for the development of the industry in
Ireland.

1. Introduction
1.1. Rationale for renewable gas
The EU Renewable Energy Directive 2009 (RED) was introduced to
increase the share of renewable energy in the EU energy system.
Renewable Energy Supply Targets were set for the EU28, individual
member states, and for energy type [1]. In 2015, the overall share of
renewable energy in Europe was 16.4% and considered on track to meet
the target of 20% of energy from renewable sources at Community level
by 2020. In the EU, the greatest share of renewable heat is solid biomass. For renewable electricity, the greatest increase in renewables is
attributed to increased deployment of onshore wind energy. In transport, biodiesel contributes most to meeting the target. Biogas does
contribute to all three energy vector targets, albeit in a smaller share
[2].
Green gas or renewable gas is gas that is produced mainly from
biological material [3] and is often termed biomethane. In this paper,
Biogas refers to the gas prior to upgrading, which contains approximately 55% CH4 [4]. Biomethane refers to the upgraded gas, containing

∗

approximately 97% CH4 [5]. It is also possible to produce gas from nonbiological origins such as from electricity; this is often termed e-gas [6].
In Ireland, the initial sources of biogas should be wastes and residues such as animal slurry and food waste. Over time, energy crops
such as grass, willow and seaweed may be introduced. Biogas can be
upgraded to natural gas standard and injected into the existing gas
network. It is a form of renewable energy that can be used for electricity, heat and transport. In Europe, traditionally biogas has mainly
been used for electricity generation or Combined Heat and Power
(CHP). Since 2013 there is a significant increase in facilities which
upgrade biogas for grid injection and for use as a transport fuel. In the
EU in 2015, biogas production was equivalent to 4.4% of natural gas
use [7]. In Denmark, 10% of the gas in the natural gas grid was considered green [8]. In The Netherlands, 3.24 PJ per annum of biomethane is injected into the grid [9]. Seven European gas infrastructure
operators (Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, the Netherlands,
Sweden and Switzerland) have signed up to have 100% renewable gas
by 2050 under the Green Gas Initiative [10].
A green gas certification scheme is proposed for Ireland, an island
economy in Northern Europe. The principal aim of the scheme is to
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enable a green gas market, facilitate production of biomethane and
injection into the national gas grid, and trading of the gas. The certification scheme will track and verify the MWh of green gas traded and
certify the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions saved. In Europe, 6 countries now have a green gas certification scheme. These are Austria,
France, Germany, Hungary, Italy and the UK. These are not all official
government approved schemes. The administration is sufficient however to provide recognition, and has acceptance by the relevant industry. Certification schemes are normally developed in response to an
incentive to produce renewable energy. In Germany, there are three
separate certification schemes to reflect the different end uses of the
gas, either electricity, heat or transport. In the UK, green gas certification is related to the Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI). The UK scheme
is not formally recognised by the government, and there are therefore
two separate schemes run by interested parties [11]. A secondary aim
for the Irish scheme is that the certification scheme will be compatible
with other schemes in the region and as such, would allow for international trading. Ireland is a small island economy, with a population of
approximately 4.9 million people. A single certification scheme is
therefore desirable for simplicity.
During the course of this research, the Renewable Energy Directive
has been recast. The sustainability criteria changed as new draft editions were released and again with the final version that has been
adopted [12]. The analysis in this paper was initially based on emissions savings required in the 2016 Proposal for a new RED and Annexes
[13,14]. The new recast EU RED was adopted as of 11 December 2018
[12]; this followed much discussion and proposals on revised sustainability criteria. In this paper, the original 2009 Renewable Energy Directive will be referred to as the RED [1]. The 2016 draft edition that
part of the analysis was based on will be referred to as the draft RED
[13,14], and the final adopted version will be referred to as the RED
recast [12].
All EU countries are required to report their share of Renewable
Energy Supply (RES) for each energy vector under the RED and RED
recast [1,12]. Certifying the amount and use of renewable energy
produced and used will assist Ireland in this reporting requirement. In
some cases, a multiplier is applied to the energy use. For transport using
advanced feedstocks listed in Annex IX of the RED recast, the RES resource is counted twice [12].
Ireland may meet or at least approach its national target for renewable electricity. Meeting heat and transport targets will be unlikely.
Solid biomass is proposed to meet renewable heat targets and an increased share of biofuels is proposed for transport [15]. Both of these
solutions would rely heavily on imports. While green gas can be deployed as any of the three energy vectors, in Ireland it would be more
usefully deployed as renewable heat or transport, given the requirement to meet EU RED targets and avoid potential fines. A certification
scheme for green gas would enable a market for selling to industry as
renewable heat, or to haulage and public transport companies for renewable transport. A support scheme for renewable heat (SSRH) has
been introduced for Ireland. Biogas for combined heat and power installations is included in the current phase but not biomethane for grid
injection. This is expected to be included in a subsequent phase.
Feedstock for biomass and anaerobic digestion must meet sustainability
criteria [16]. The Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) is already in operation in Ireland.

were assessed at 19% of energy in transport in Ireland. Applying factors
in the RED the resources would be equivalent to 40% RES-T (Renewable Energy Supply – Transport) [20]. This demonstrates that the resource is sufficient to introduce a green gas industry to this economy.
The potential resource could be used for renewable transport [20] or
heat [21]. More recently O'Shea et al. have assessed the practical resource and potential build order of biomethane plants in proximity to
the national gas grid [22,23]. The profitable resource found adjacent to
the gas grid from anaerobic digestion systems only was estimated as
12 PJ of biomethane (equivalent to 5.6% of transport fuel).
Emissions from bioenergy systems can be higher when compared
with other non-combustion renewable technologies (such as wind and
PV). Biogas and biomethane systems however, can be part of the circular economy system, and as such have benefits outside the energy
system, such as in waste treatment [24], production of biofertiliser,
improvement of water quality and reduced smells in the environment
[25–27]. Anaerobic Digestion is considered mature technology. Current
research is focused on optimising methane yields through pre-treatment
of the biomass [28,29], Direct Interspecies Electron Transfer (DIET)
[30] or the addition of trace elements [19,31].
The primary commercially available resource of green gas is from
wastes, residues and grass silage. These feedstocks were included in an
“Increased biomethane scenario” in a report produced by the
Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI). This scenario assumes
that food waste, slurry waste streams, and grass silage will the main
feedstocks for Ireland. The biomethane produced from this resource
would then be injected into the grid at 42 above ground installations
[32]. The “Increased biomethane scenario” would supply approximately 8.5 PJ of energy by 2030 and 13.3 PJ by 2050. This is approximately 4% and 6.2% respectively of projected 2020 energy demand in Transport [33]. Additionally, an ‘All AD feedstocks’ scenario
assumes maximum use of grass silage and other resources with additional injection points, and an ‘Exploratory’ scenario included gasification technology. The ‘Increased Biomethane’ scenario of 12.5 PJ of
renewable energy by 2050, is considered the most likely biomethane
scenario for Ireland by the authors. This scenario makes maximum use
of food wastes and slurries and some of Ireland's large grass silage resource.
Seaweed has been proposed as a feedstock for AD in Ireland [34,35],
however this is unlikely to be developed to an industrial level in the
short term and as such need not be part of a certification scheme prior
to 2020. Gasification of woody biomass has also been proposed [21] but
there are very few plants producing biomethane from gasification
globally, due to the high cost and low technology readiness level [TRL]
of the technology [36]. Again, this would not be considered for a certification scheme prior to 2020.
Gas generation through Power to Gas technologies, has been found
to be potentially an extremely important means of storing renewable
electricity in the form of green gas [37]. Combining Power to Gas
technology with anaerobic digestion has the potential to increase the
methane output by a factor of close to two and to have circular
economy benefits [38]. This technology is not deemed to be at a sufficiently high Technology Readiness Level (TRL), however there are
numerous demonstration facilities in place, with a facility in Wertle,
Germany, operated by Audi integrating a 6 MW electrolysis system
producing hydrogen from wind electricity with the CO2 from a food
waste digester to produce renewable methane for use as a transport fuel
in natural gas vehicles (NGVs). Including sustainability criteria in the
certification scheme is relevant to ensure the long-term viability of the
industry. The RED recast has sustainability criteria of up to 65%
greenhouse gas emissions savings by 2030 for transport and 80% for
heat [12]. Thus, it is plausible that a particular green gas system may
provide a sustainable renewable fuel for use as a propellant (in transport) but not as a source of renewable heat. For example, Korres et al.
[39] demonstrated that a grass biomethane system for transport can
have a range of potential emissions savings. If carbon sequestration is

1.2. State of the art in renewable gas
A large body of research has been carried out to assess the theoretical resource of various feedstocks for Anaerobic Digestion (AD) in
Ireland. Browne et al. have identified the potential resource for food
waste as 2.8% of energy in transport [17]; Smyth et al. [5,18] and Wall
et al. [19] have examined grass biomethane. Taking into account renewable fuels produced from electricity, anaerobic digestion of wastes/
residues and grass, and gasification of woody crops, these resources
2
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not included the GHG savings were assessed as 54.2%; allowing for
carbon sequestration of 0.6 t Soil C ha−1 annum−1 the GHG savings
were assessed as 75%; sequestration of 2.8 t Soil C ha−1 annum−1 can
lead to GHG savings of 150%, [39]. An assessment of a pre-commercial
seaweed biomethane system associated with fish-farming demonstrated
up to 61% GHG savings when compared with compressed natural gas as
a transport fuel and 70% when compared with gasoline [40].

There are two waste-to-energy facilities in Ireland based on incineration. This is not considered the best way of processing organic
waste. The high water content reduces the Lower Heating Value [LHV]
of the biomass and can negatively affect the incineration process whilst
minimising the energy return. Based on life cycle assessment methodology, the waste treatment technologies are recommended in proper sequence from anaerobic digestion, heat-moisture reaction technology, composting, incineration and finally landfill [43].
Household organic waste is an important resource for Ireland. The
associated gate fee allows sustainable financial sustainability without
the requirement of large subsidies [22]. Some biogas plants using a
similar resource are already in operation using waste from industrial
food processing. This potentially profitable resource could therefore
encourage and stimulate the green gas industry in Ireland.
Food waste digesters will most likely be based in urban areas, where
the resource availability will be higher than rural areas. Even with this,
the distance travelled by the waste is likely to be higher compared to
on-farm digestion of agricultural products. This would result in higher
emissions due to transport in the certification process. Food waste and
municipal organic waste is already collected and transported significant
distances to treatment/disposal systems: as such transport is not the
critical parameter in the viability of such biogas systems [22].

1.3. Gap in the state of the art and innovation in paper
The criteria for sustainability is different for heat and transport, and
differs in the future from what is proposed for now. The criteria that
have been adopted differ from what was proposed in previous draft
versions of the Directive. The fossil fuel comparators (FFC) in the
Directive are different for electricity, heat and transport. As such, there
is no definitive research that considers how biomethane systems can
meet the new sustainability criteria for different end uses. There is no
literature that addresses how sustainability criteria for different sources
and uses of renewable gas can be met within a single certification
scheme. As an example, Korres et al. [39] carried out extensive work on
Life Cycle Analysis for grass biomethane as a biofuel for transport. This
would need to be updated to reflect the latest recommended GWP100
values, and the fossil fuel comparators and emissions savings criteria for
different end uses. The innovation in this paper is to consider the
practical implications of a green gas certification scheme for different
energy uses, with an emphasis on sustainability criteria and EU reporting mechanisms for national energy use. While there is substantial
literature available on the resource potential, in the search undertaken
by the authors there is no paper that combines resource, production
process, sustainability and use of said resource into a single document
that could be included in a certification scheme.

2.1.1. Collection and processing
Realising the potential for food waste depends on effective source
segregation of waste. Contamination of waste with other household
waste materials is a commonly cited as a challenge in the waste management industry [44]. These contaminants can have a negative impact
on the digestion process.
Irish legislation requires that food waste producers segregate food
waste for collection or treatment to ensure the waste does not contain
potentially polluting wastes, products, materials or packaging [45]. At
domestic level, local authorities must provide a brown bin collection
service for food waste. At household level, waste must be either segregated, composted or brought to an authorised facility. Segregated
collection services were required to be available in all population agglomerations greater than 500 people by July 1st, 2016. These have
been established in most, but not all counties in Ireland [46].
Catering waste is considered Category 3 material under the Irish
conditions for Approval and operation of biogas plants transforming
animal by-products and derived products in Ireland. The waste must be
processed according to this standard by heating, mixing and minimising
particle size to 400 mm. The digestate can only be supplied for use in
the Republic of Ireland [47]. Heat and processing energy demand
within the system should be a standard element of the certification for
this pathway. There are no transformation requirements for domestic
food waste.

1.4. Objectives
The objectives of this paper are to:

• Establish a range of viable biomethane pathways that would be
suitable for certification in the short term:
• Establish the key production processes that would need to be considered in the certification scheme;
• Evaluate the ability of the biomethane systems to achieve the EU
emissions savings targets for heat and transport in the RED recast;
• Consider alternative pathways that would meet heat sustainability
criteria;
• Highlight the challenges relating to the interaction between policy,
reporting and national infrastructure.

2. Establishing the main AD pathways for Ireland
This section introduces the main AD pathways for Ireland, identifying the resources that are most viable for Ireland and the key considerations in the production process. Understanding the production
process is important to identify where GHG emissions will occur, and
the potential energy yield from the anaerobic digestion system. These
can then be quantified for certification.

2.1.2. Sustainability
From a greenhouse gas perspective, digesting food waste or more
broadly the organic faction of municipal solid waste (OFMSW) has a net
benefit. This is related to the circular economy nature of the treatment
of OFMSW and the mitigation of fugitive methane emissions that would
have resulted from landfill of OFMSW. The typical and default GHG
savings for biogas from municipal organic waste as compressed natural
gas in the RED are 80% and 73% respectively [1]. The typical value is
an estimate of the greenhouse gas emissions for a particular pathway;
default values are where factors are applied to parts of the pathway
with relatively low emissions. Where the pathway is available in the
RED, the default values can be used in lieu of a detailed assessment.
This can reduce the administrative requirements of a certification
scheme. Otherwise, the actual emissions value based on the formula
provided in Annex C Part V are used. The current default value would
meet the emissions saving requirement of 65% for Transport in the RED
recast, but not the heat requirement of 80% by 2026 [12].

2.1. Food waste
Food waste has a potential to provide 2.65 PJ/a in Ireland, approximately 1.4% of expected energy in transport in 2020 [17]. Implementation of the Landfill Directive [41] has led to more biodegradable waste diverted to energy recovery. However, in 2016,
approximately 64% of biodegradable waste disposed to landfill was
from household and commercial brown bin systems. It is recognised
that treatment infrastructure is required in the state in order to manage
this waste [42].
3
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2.1.3. Potential yield
The composition of OFMSW has an impact on biomethane yield. For
example, samples of OFMSW without garden waste gave higher biomethane yields per unit of volatile solid (VS) than samples which included garden waste [43]. This could inform whether a default value is
used for certification or the full pathway. Catering waste samples were
also found to have a higher methane yield compared to household
waste streams [48]. The biomethane yield of food waste from a university canteen tested in Cork, Ireland was assessed using small batch
Biomethane Potential (BMP) tests and larger scale continuously stirred
tank reactors (CSTRs). The small scale test used the automatic methane
potential test system (AMPTS™), which consisted of 15 number 500 mL
glass bottles. The larger scale tests were carried out in CSTRs with a
working volume of 5 L. The stoichiometric equation of a sample used
was C16.4H29O9.8N, which had a theoretical maximum yield of 549 m3
CH4/tVS. The BMP assays for a range of food waste samples yielded
results in the range 314–529 mn3CH4/tVS food waste [17]. These values
compare well with a large scale commercial digester in Shropshire, U.K.
processing mainly domestic food waste, which generated 642 m3 biogas
t−1 VS and a specific methane yield of 402 m3 CH4/tVS at a methane
content of the biogas of approximately 62% [49]. Both countries have a
similar diet so a similar methane yield can be expected in Ireland.
Table 1 summarises the potential food waste yield for Ireland [17]. The
biomethane production of 70 million m3n yr−1 is equivalent to
2.65 PJ yr−1, or 1.06% of energy in Transport in 2015 [15].

Table 2
Overall Energy Balance for one year of operation of Shropshire Digester treating
3372 t/a of waste - adapted from Banks et al. [49].

148,500 t VS yr−1
470 mn3 CH4 tVS−1
70 million mn3 yr−1
2.6PJ/a

2629
718
1911
4547
1377
3170
57
106
4919
1.45

Includes heat energy generated but not used at the time of the study.

2.2. Slurry
Slurry has a lower biomethane yield compared to other feedstocks.
It is advantageous for anaerobic digestion for a number of reasons.
Primarily it is abundant. Ireland, a state with a population of 4.9 million people, has a significant dairy industry with a national dairy herd
of approximately 1.4 million cows [51]. Co-digestion of manure and
organic feedstocks increases the biological stability of the AD process,
when compared with mono-digestion due to the microbial fauna in the
slurry [3]. Slurry is normally stored in open tanks releasing methane to
the atmosphere. An advantage of using slurry for biogas production is
that these fugitive emissions do not occur and as such biogas from
slurry can be assessed as greenhouse gas negative. The Joint Research
Centre (JRC), the European Commission's science and knowledge service has estimated that according to Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) guidelines, an emissions credit of 17.5% of the
methane produced, can be accounted for in greenhouse gas calculations
[52]. Thus co-digestion of a substrate with slurry can be used to increase the GHG savings of the biomethane. This is an essential parameter for inclusion in a certification scheme.
Manure and digestive tract content are considered category 2 waste
and can be transformed according to EU standards by heating to 70 °C
for 60 min, with a particle size less than or equal to 12 mm prior to
conversion to biogas. If biogas is produced from slurry, with imported
amounts of slurry of less than 5000 tonnes per annum, there is no need
for pasteurisation [47].
2.2.1. Potential energy yield
The slurry yield can vary throughout the year depending on the diet
and lactation stage of the animals; this variation should be considered
when designing a biogas facility to ensure a reliable economic return
[53]. For slurry collected from an Irish farm the Dry Solids (DS) content
varied from 57 to 96 g/kg depending on the time of year; with a Volatile
Solids (VS) content on average of 75 g/kg DS [54]. Dairy slurry tested in
Ireland has been assessed as having a biomethane potential (BMP) in
the range of 175–239 L CH4 kg−1 VS [53,55]. The higher value is
equivalent to 16 m3 CH4 t−1 fresh weight (FW). For certification, the

Table 1
Bioresource of OFMSW beyond 2016 – adapted from Browne et al., 2013 [17].

Quantity of VS (29.4% DS of which 95.3% VS)
BMP range 467–520mn3 CH4/tVS
Biomethane production
Energy yield at 37 MJ/mn3

CHP net electrical output
Parasitic electrical requirement of process plant
Net energy output as electricity
Recoverable heat output from CHP
Parasitic heat requirement of plant
Net energy output as heat
CHP natural gas used
Energy required for digestate transport and application to land
Total potentially recoverable energy (heat and electricity)a
Total potentially recoverable energy per wet tonne of food
waste

produced in the energy market and the differentiation between primary
energy and final energy. Without biogas production in a “do-nothing”
scenario, energy is required to treat waste. Biogas production satisfies
this energy demand in treating waste and leaves surplus energy for
other uses which displace fossil fuel use. If as in the case of the
Shropshire a 32% electrical efficiency is obtained and if only electricity
is sold and no heat, then final energy will be 32% of the primary energy
in the biogas. This highlights the need to maximise the use of biogas in
particular exploitation of the heat market. The more final energy produced from the biogas the more the carbon footprint is diluted per unit
of energy; this is essential from a certification perspective.

2.1.5. Food waste digestate
Digestate from source segregated food waste can be used on tillage
land as a soil improver (after pasteurisation) or made into garden
compost [50]. The digestate from the Shropshire plant had an average
nutrient content of 5.6, 0.4 and 2.3 kg/tonne wet weight for Total
Kjeldhal Nitrogen (TKN), Phosphorous (P) and Potassium (K) respectively. A nutrient mass balance taking into account water additions
showed outputs equal to 86.1%, 32.8% and 96.4% of the input values of
TKN, P and K [49]. Data from Table 2 suggests a net yield of 1.25 GJ of
energy from 1 tonne of food waste. In an Irish context with
530,000 t yr−1; this can supply a net energy yield of 662,500 GJ yr−1 in
the form of electricity and heat. The differentiation between gross energy yield from wastes (2.6 PJ/a from Table 1) and net energy yield
post treatment of waste (0.663PJ/a based on Table 2) is explained by
the energy required to treat waste, the optimum use of the energy

530,000 t/a

Value (GJ yr−1)

a

2.1.4. Energy balance and processing
The digester in Shropshire included for a 900 m3 tank mixed by
continuous gas recirculation and maintained at 42 °C by external heat
exchangers. During the study period of 426 days, 3372 t/a of waste was
processed, 95% of which was source-segregated domestic food waste.
The average organic loading rate was 2.7 kg VS m−3 day−1, based on
the average volume of the digester contents. The biogas output was
156 m3 tonne−1 wet weight. The waste was first shredded and then
macerated to mix the waste and reduce the particle size to less than
12 mm, which is in line with the EU pasteurisation standard. The associated Combined Heat and Power (CHP) Unit was a 195 kW MAN unit
with assumed electrical conversion efficiency of 32% at full load and a
potential of 53% recovery of heat. The overall energy balance has been
adapted to allow for comparison with other systems [49].

Food waste in Ireland (4.8 million people * 110 kg food
waste/head)

Parameter

4
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variation in composition and energy yield from the slurry should be
accounted for.

grass-based biofuel scenario assessed the gas production conservatively
as 300 m3 CH4 tVS−1 [18]. This was based on based on a theoretical
137.5 ha farm with a grass yield of 12 t DS ha−1 yr−1 at 90% volatile
solids. The gross energy per hectare was 122.41 GJ ha−1 yr −1 [5].
Subsequent testing in the lab demonstrated higher yields for grass
mono-digestion of up to 400 m3 CH4 tVS−1 [55]. Further testing at a
larger scale obtained a specific methane yield of 405 L CH4/kgVS [54].
This value was used by O'Shea et al. [23] to assess the total theoretical
grass biomethane resource for Ireland as 128.4 PJ.
It is unlikely that grass will be digested on its own. At high loading
rates, the biomethane yield from mono-digestion of grass can reduce
over time. This can be mitigated by co-digestion with slurry, or by
adding trace elements to the mix. Wall et al. reported on the role of
trace elements in negating a drop off in biomethane yield and illustrated a specific methane yield for mono-digestion of grass silage with
trace element addition of up to 404 L CH4 kg−1 VS at an organic loading
rate of 4.0 kg VS m−3 day −1 [19]. The BMP is considered by some as a
reliable estimate of the methane yield of a substrate [60], while others
suggest that is unlikely that the result of a BMP assay can be achieved at
full-scale production [44]. Hollinger et al. recommended an extrapolation coefficient of 0.8 should be applied to avoid overestimating the
methane production from a BMP [61]. In Table 4 a conservative factor
of 0.9 is applied as the lab testing by Wall et al. [19,54,55] on grass
silage was undertaken in a continuous digester over long periods of
time, as opposed to a BMP over a 30 day period of time.

2.2.2. Slurry digestate
Current practice is to spread slurry on land as a biofertiliser. If slurry
were to be used for anaerobic digestion it is recommended to return the
same amount of digestate by mass back to the farm. This ensures that
farmers are not deprived of the fertiliser value from the cattle slurry
they supplied to the anaerobic digestion facility [23]. If slurry (prior to
AD) is compared with digestate (post AD) the availability of nutrients is
significantly increased due to mineralisation of the nutrients in the
digestate [50]. A comparison of digestate with pig slurry and dairy
slurry has shown that digestates have a different chemical composition
to the slurries, but without posing a higher risk with respect to their
impact on soil microbial activity [56]. Additionally, the results suggested that digestate may be a more suitable fertiliser for soils with high
clay and carbon content, and that slurries may be more suitable for
sandier soils containing less organic carbon.
2.3. Grass silage
Grass has long been mooted as a potential feedstock for biomethane
in Ireland. Farmers in Ireland are already familiar with managing grass,
and there is no need for land use change due to the high availability.
Compared to first generation biofuels such as ethanol, in which alcohols
must be evaporated off stillage, the parasitic energy demand for grass
biomethane is low [57]. Grass is considered an advanced biofuel and
the feedstock is classed as ‘non-food cellulosic material’ under the RED
recast [12]. It has been identified as the most significant resource for
Ireland for Anaerobic Digestion and could produce up to 35 PJ energy
supply by 2035. This is 22% of the 2015 natural gas supply [32].

2.3.3. Energy balance
The gross energy per hectare and energy balance of a grass to biomethane system, based on a theoretical 137.5 ha farm adapted from
Smyth et al. [5] is presented in Table 4, and updated to reflect the
higher methane yield as assessed in the lab [54].
The emissions savings from using grass biomethane for transport
were assessed as 75% [39], including for soil carbon sequestration of
0.6 t soil C ha−1 yr−1. It should be borne in mind that the reactor type
can result in a variation of energy production and emissions savings;
variations of 15% in the emissions savings have been suggested [62].
The certification process needs to be cognisant of these variables.

2.3.1. Grass cultivation and yield
Grass is theoretically cultivated on an 8-year cycle with two cuts per
year following the first year of cultivation. An Irish resource assessment
by Smyth assessed a theoretical 137.5 ha farm with a grass yield of 12 t
DS ha−1 yr−1 at 90% volatile solids. The fertilisers applied [5] are
annualised and summarised in Table 3.
Teagasc, the Irish Agriculture and Food Development Authority is
promoting a grass cultivation strategy known as Grass10. This aims to
increase the number of livestock grazings per paddock to 10 and the
amount of grass utilised to 10 tonnes grass dry matter per hectare [58].
Typically the available grass for cattle in a pasture situation (allowing
for trampling by cattle) is 6 tonnes grass dry matter per hectare. This
strategy can also benefit farmers growing grass as a feedstock for
anaerobic digestion. Farmers participating in a grassland measuring
system run by Teagasc have increased average grass yields from 12.2 t
DM ha−1 yr−1 in 2013 when the database started to 14.1 t DM ha−1
yr−1 in 2015 [59]. Thus with no additional land take farmers can increase yields by between 16% and 67% allowing for both food and fuel
production. The grass silage yield per hectare is an important input for
certification calculations; more efficient yield of grass silage and associated biomethane per hectare should reduce the carbon footprint per
unit of biomethane.

2.4. Future energy systems
This section outlines the future resource of green gas in Ireland. This
is unlikely to be realised in the short term, given lack of policy and
incentivisation drivers and the required improvements in biogas systems including for enhanced cultivation methods and novel technology
systems as outlined below. The certification systems need to be aware
of these innovative pathways for Ireland's future energy mix.
Table 4
Energy balance of a grass to biomethane system (Smyth et al.) [5] with data
from Wall et al. [54].
Energy

2.3.2. Potential energy yield
The composition of biogas from grass is typically 55% methane
[57]. This is reinforced by the stoichiometry of grass silage when assessed using the Buswell Equation. Theoretical assessments of an Irish
Table 3
Annual fertilisers applied for grass cultivation.
Substance
Quantity (kg ha

−1

yr

−1

)

Nitrogen

Phosphorous

Potassium

Lime

250

38.75

308.75

1500

5

(Smyth et al.)
GJ ha−1 yr −1

(Wall et al.) GJ
ha−1 yr −1

(Wall et al.) * 90%
GJ ha−1 yr −1

Gross energy
production

122.4

SMY
404 L CH4 kg−1
VS
163.2

SMY
404 L CH4 kg−1 VS
*0.9
146.9

Parasitic demand and
heat loss
Biogas for upgrading
Upgrading losses

17.1

17.1

17.1

105.3
1.56

146.1
2.19

129.8
1.95

Gross Biomethane
Production

103.7

143.9

127.8
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2.4.1. Algae biomethane
Both micro and macro-algae (also known as seaweed) can be converted to biomethane. Micro-algae have been assessed as an unlikely
source of biomethane in Ireland, given the extensive requirement for
land for cultivation and unfavourable climatic conditions [63]. It is
suggested by the authors that extensive micro-algae cultivation could
be more suited to tropical climates rather than temperate oceanic climates such as Ireland.
The opposite is true for macro-algae such as kelps whose growth is
optimised in temperate climates such as in waters off Ireland. Ireland
has extensive sea-based kelp forests. It would not be sustainable to
harvest these, as it would damage existing ecosystems. Instead, it is
proposed to cultivate seaweed for anaerobic digestion along with a fish
farming industry, in a system known as integrated multi-trophic
aquaculture (IMTA). The seaweed would mitigate the eutrophication
caused by fish farming, which would in turn-improve the yields of the
seaweed; an example of a circular economy system.
In a European context Jacob et al. (2016) suggested that 1.25% of
the current energy in transport demand of the EU, or 206 PJ/a, would
require annual production of 168 Mt of seaweed integrated with 13 Mt
of farmed salmon. This was deemed to require 2603 number seaweed
digesters each digesting 64,500 tonnes of wet weight of S. latissma (also
known as sugar kelp) [64]. A sample Life Cycle Analysis of such a
system, using renewable wind energy, has demonstrated GHG savings
of 70% when compared with gasoline fossil fuel [40]. This reduces to
60% when displacing compressed natural gas as a propellant.

whereby both CHP and gas grid injection systems co-exist. At times of
peak demand for electricity the biogas system would incorporate demand driven biogas concepts to produce enhanced levels of electricity.
Conversely at times of peak production of, and low demand for, electricity, excess electricity could be converted to hydrogen and this hydrogen could be used to upgrade biogas to biomethane (4H2 + CO2 =
CH4 + 2H2O) and injected to the gas grid. This model is dependent on
an established biomethane industry. More recent research by McDonagh et al. posits that e-gases need not depend on curtailment [69] but
rather tools such as wind forecasting and pricing can ensure use of
electricity at times of low carbon intensity, thus improving the sustainability of such gaseous fuels. Plant cost may be a limiting factor on
realising this technology in the near future but with maturation of the
industry electrolysis and methanation systems should reduce in price.
There are commercial applications of this technology, notably in
Wertle, Germany where a plant is run by Audi, generating e-gas for
transport fuel [6].
3. Environmental sustainability
The main sources of food waste are domestic brown bin waste,
canteen waste from restaurants, and waste from industrial food processing. Anaerobic digestion means that this waste resource can have a
value. Biogas created from any wet organic waste product is highly
sustainable; as the waste would otherwise go to landfill, and/or generate high levels of fugitive methane emissions. In the case of slurry, it
is assumed that there is an emissions saving of 17.5%, associated with
open storage of slurry, before any other processes are considered [52].
Considering grass which covers 91% of Irish agricultural land, Cross
Compliance rules of the Common Agricultural Policy limit the amount
of land that can be converted to other uses beyond grass. Ireland already has a significant amount of grassland, which could be used for
anaerobic digestion. As discussed Teagasc have a model in place
(Grass10) facilitating improved cultivation techniques increasing the
yield of grass by 16–67% [58]. This would create a significant resource
in excess of feed requirements for AD that is both abundant and compliant with EU legislation.
Willow can be grown on marginal land, so that arable land is retained for food cultivation and other uses. Particularly for Willow, this
marginal land includes peatland, so this crop could be grown on land
that has been stripped for electricity generation from peat, thus retaining the land use of energy supply. Willow can remove heavy metals
from soil. It is commonly planted next to domestic septic tanks to reduce contamination. An interesting use of this crop would be to clean
toxic sites and then be used in turn to generate energy. The char and ash
may be contaminated as a result. Harvesting willow on soft lands may
be more expensive due to requirement for specialist machinery.
The concept of using renewable electricity that would have otherwise been curtailed or constrained and combining with captured carbon
leads to extremely sustainable Power to Gas systems. Power to Gas, has
the potential to almost double the output of a biogas plant, as it converts CO2 in biogas to CH4. Indeed using the CO2 from a bioenergy
system such as upgraded biogas in a cascading bioenergy circular
economy system especially when the digested substrate is a slurry or
residue can put P2G into GHG negative category.
Micro-algae can also be used in a cascading system capturing CO2
from bioenergy systems [38]. Such algae biofuels can be very sustainable but are at a low technology readiness level (TRL) and are not expected to be commercialised for a number of years yet.

2.4.2. Willow biomethane
Short-rotation coppice willow (SRCW) has been proposed as an alternative to importing woody biomass. It is estimated that eleven
number 50MWth gasifiers could supply a total of 10.4 PJ p/a with an
area of land required of 6800 ha per 50MWth gasifier [21]. Willow has
the advantage that it can be grown on marginal land and cultivated in
the vicinity of the bioenergy facility. SRCW would be converted to
biomethane using gasification followed by methanation.
It is assumed that plant cost and required scale of cultivation of
willow will be a limiting factor on realising the gasification resource in
2030. The gasification resource is constrained by technology. While
biomass gasification is an established technology for combined heat and
power, the commercial application of syngas methanation is as yet
limited [65]. The GoBiGas demonstration project in Gotenburg is an
example of such a process [66]. This 20 MW facility has now ceased
operation.
2.4.3. Gaseous fuel from non-biological origin
Power to Gas (P2G) technology uses electricity to perform hydrolysis to split water into Oxygen and Hydrogen. The Hydrogen in turn
can be combined with CO2 to produce biomethane (4H2 + CO2 =
CH4 + 2H2O). To be economically viable these systems require cheap
electricity and a cheap concentrated source of CO2 [67]. Curtailed and
constrained electricity would be essential elements in the production of
cheap electricity. However, systems that operate for a few hours a day
to avail of cheap electricity do not optimise the capital investment of
the facility. Much work is required in optimising the whole Power to
Gas system. Waste CO2 from industrial processes, CO2 from ethanol
facilities and distilleries, and CO2 from biogas upgrading are cheap
concentrated sources of CO2. Both the hydrogen produced from electrolysis and methane produced from methanation are considered renewable gas. There is some confusion on the naming of these gases;
often they are called e-gases as they are sourced from electricity. The
EU RED and RED recast uses the term gaseous fuel of non-biological
origin [1,12].
Ireland, due to its island status and its high portion of intermittent
renewable electricity, mainly associated with wind, will have significant curtailment [67]. An optimal biogas model has been proposed
by Ahern et al., 2015 [68], where the facility would utilise a model

3.1. Greenhouse gas accounting and emissions reduction potential
3.1.1. Reference system – what to include
The definition of the system's boundaries and choice of the reference
system are crucial, as the results of Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) vary according to the reference system chosen. In order to present a
6
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comprehensive understanding of the system, boundaries should be expanded to include co-products, by-products and residues [70]. Selecting
the appropriate system boundary will be fundamental for compliance
with any certification system. The boundary selected must also be in
compliance with current policy.
Co-products are not eligible for allocation under the RED [1]. The
RED recast has clarified that agricultural residues are not considered coproducts, and that the established method of energy allocation has
worked well and should be continued [12].

synthetic fertiliser by digestate are not specifically included in the
emissions calculations of the RED [1] or the RED recast [12]. The RED
does allow for allocation of emissions based on energy content as described above. However, there is limited data available on the energy
content of digestate related to specific feedstocks so assumptions would
be required.
It must be borne in mind that anaerobic digestion is more than a
renewable energy system. It cannot be compared directly with a wind
turbine for example. Anaerobic digestion is usually employed as a waste
treatment system or a means to improve environmental sustainability.
The digestate is a sustainable fertiliser. For example in Denmark a new
organic biogas facility will be used to pipe 9 million m3 biomethane to
the gas grid but as it uses organic wastes the organic biofertiliser is a big
element of the output [72]. It is quite common also that the CO2 separated from the CH4 has an asset value such as use in decarbonised/
sustainable carbonated water. Thus, biogas facilities treat waste, produce organic biofertiliser, produce decarbonised CO2 for the beverage
industry and also produce biomethane. Attributing all the emissions to
the biomethane is not in keeping with the rationale for biogas facilities.
Adams et al. estimated 20% allocation to digestate based on the Higher
Heating Value (HHV) of the feedstock. This method was not considered
ideal, but that it has some sense in application for green gas [73].

3.1.2. Functional unit
The Functional Unit (FU) is the key measure describing the system
performance. It is recommended that the FU reflect the biofuel life cycle
stages, so that for example, if the feedstock requires agricultural land, it
should be reported on a per ha basis [70]. Where the biomethane is to
be used for transport fuel the functional unit was defined as m3 biomethane per annum and the Global Warming Potential (GWP) expressed as g CO2-eq per km vehicle travel. The RED uses g CO2-eq/
MJbiofuel.
3.1.3. Fossil fuel comparator
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) reports Irish emission
factors to the United Nations Framework Convention for Climate
Change (UNFCCC). These are specific to each reporting year. In 2016
the emission factors for Natural Gas and Diesel were 56.716 t CO2/TJ
and 73.3 t CO2/TJ respectively [71]. These are end of pipe values and
do not include for whole life cycle analysis of the fossil fuel such as
exploration, extraction, refining. The RED requires that country-specific
values are used as the fossil fuel comparator [1].
For transport the fossil fuel comparator in the RED is diesel at 83.8 g
CO2 eq/MJ [1]. For biofuels in the RED recast, the fossil fuel comparator
for transport is 94 g CO2 eq/MJ. For useful heat the fossil fuel comparator is 80 g CO2 eq/MJ [12]. These values are on a whole life cycle
analysis basis. Biomass fuels require the conversion efficiency to be
taken into account. For a certification scheme, where green gas is injected into the gas grid for use elsewhere, this would mean choosing a
default value for a generic conversion process or else including the
conversion efficiency as site-specific criteria. The RED recast requires a
GHG emissions saving of 65% for transport and 80% for heat installations by 2026 [12].

3.1.6. Evidence for emissions savings from carbon sequestration from
grassland
Sequestration of atmospheric carbon in Irish grasslands will only be
acknowledged in IPCC greenhouse gas accounting methods when
Ireland can produce evidence-based Measurement, Reporting and
Verification (MRV) of carbon sequestration [74]. Byrne et al. demonstrated that two farms based in Cork were net sinks of the order of
2 t C ha−1 y−1. These included farm activity such as slurry spreading
and animal respiration in the calculation and the authors concluded
that the C sequestration would need to be verified with soil Carbon
measurements. For the grassland only the soil carbon sequestration was
estimated at about 1 t CO2-eq ha−1 y−1 [75].
Including carbon sequestration of grass has a very significant impact
on the LCA of grass-based dairy farming. However these effects are
considered unreliable due to the uncertainty regarding the data available for Ireland [76,77]. The average of values used in these studies of
1.19 tCO2 ha−1 is in line with values quoted above. For grass biomethane utilised as a transport fuel, a value of 0.6 t soil C ha−1 yr−1
yields a GHG saving of 75%; varying the sequestration rate chosen can
substantially affect the result, giving GHG savings of up to 150% [39].
Given the limited soil sequestration data available for Ireland, and
the extensive effort that would be required to measure sequestration for
individual grassland sources, it may be more appropriate to use a
conservative default value, such as the lower value of 0.6 t soil C ha−1
yr−1, for sequestration in any GHG calculation for a green gas certification system. This would ensure that the system is credible.

3.1.4. Sustainability as renewable heat as compared to renewable transport
fuel
The end use of the biomethane has a very significant impact on the
sustainability. If, for example, the heating system were 90% efficient
then the effective FFC for renewable heat would be 72 g CO2-eq/MJ. A
comparison of the emissions allowed for the different end uses is presented in Table 5. Thus, if the developer injects green gas to the gas grid
the hurdle for sustainability at the end user for renewable heat is approximately 2.3 times that for renewable transport fuel.

3.2. Qualifying and quantifying the potential GHG savings – focussing on
AD

3.1.5. Evidence for emissions savings in displacing synthetic fertiliser with
digestate
In a grass biomethane case study Smyth et al. identified a mass of
15,695 t yr−1 of grass digestate [5] for land application and displacement of synthetic fertiliser and the associated fossil fuel used in production of synthetic fertilisers. Emissions savings from displacement of

3.2.1. Parasitic energy source
GHG emissions can be reduced through the use of renewable electricity, this can be a key factor in the sustainability of a biomethane
system [40,62]. In Ireland, the electricity emission factor has declining

Table 5
Comparison of emissions allowed for Renewable heat and transport.
End Use

Fossil Fuel Comparator (g CO2-eq/
MJ)

Conversion efficiency

Effective Fossil Fuel Comparator (g CO2eq/MJ)

Calculation

Emissions Allowed (g CO2-eq/
MJ)

Heat
Transport

80
94

90%
100%

72
94

72 g CO2-eq/MJ*(1-0.8)
94 g CO2-eq/MJ*(1-0.65)

14.4
32.9
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gradually as more renewable electricity has been added to the grid. For
2015 the emission factor was 0.4675 kg CO2/kWhe; in 2001 it was
0.8067 kg CO2/kWhe [78]. Both heat and electricity are required for the
biomethane process.
It is assumed that electricity will come from the grid and the biogas
produced will be burned to produce heat. This however reduces the
final energy produced. In Linkoping Sweden, which produces biomethane for transport biofuel, the biogas is seen as too important a
product to burn to satisfy parasitic heat demand. An external fuel
source is combusted [79].

gas balance. In addition, fossil fuel comparators from the RED recast
were applied to calculate the emissions saving. The RED had some
ambiguity regarding the CO2-eq Global Warming Potential (GWP) values applied to CH4 and N2O. Depending on the IPCC process at that
particular time, the global warming potential over a 100-year time
frame (GWP100) were 23 and 296 respectively, and at other times were
25 and 298. The RED recast clarifies this, using values of 25 and 298
[12].
3.3.1. Greenhouse gas savings for residues
In the RED recast, residues are removed from the list of default
pathways [12]. The current GHG savings outlined in BioGRACE for
Compressed Natural Gas from Wet Manure, Dry Manure and Municipal
Solid Waste are 69%, 71% and 68% respectively, with petrol as the
fossil fuel comparator at a carbon intensity of 83.8 g CO2-eq/MJ. The
RED recast gives savings of between 72% and 206% for wet manure
converted to Biomethane for Transport [12]. The variation in values
results from different combinations of open and closed digestate storage, and whether off-gas combustion is used or not. The high value for
GHG (206%) is based on the emissions savings from displaced fugitive
methane emissions in open storage of slurry [52].

3.2.2. Biogas upgrading technology
Upgrading technologies can be roughly assigned to four main
groups; adsorption, absorption, permeation and cryogenic upgrading
[4]. Cost can be the most significant criterion in selecting the upgrading
type. However, CH4 recovery is also very important, both for economic
and ecological impact [80]. For certification, the methane loss of the
technology chosen, along with the electricity and heat demand, will be
important parameters in assessing the Life Cycle Analysis and the sustainability of the green gas system. The typical technologies being
considered by Industry in Ireland are Membrane and Chemical absorption. These have efficiencies of methane loss to biomethane, according to the literature, in the range of ca. 0.1% and 1–15% respectively. It would be extremely unlikely to have slippage of 15%.
Typically, either-off gas is recirculated back to the systems or at worst
the off-gas is combusted or oxidised to CO2. In practice most methane
recovery systems have losses under 2% [4].

3.3.2. Grass biomethane greenhouse gas savings
A sample emissions pathway was calculated for grass biomethane,
in order to illustrate how the key production processes effect the potential energy yield and emissions, and subsequently, the certification
of the fuel pathway. The pathway is based on a 137.5 ha farm outlined
in Smyth et al., 2009 and illustrated in Fig. 1 [5].
Grass is cultivated on an 8-year cycle, with two cuts per annum.
Fertilisers are applied in the establishment year and following each cut
of grass. The biomass yield from Smyth et al. [5] is presented in Table 6.

3.3. Quantifying greenhouse gas savings using BioGrace
BioGrace is an excel calculation tool, developed to demonstrate the
calculation of greenhouse gas savings for the default renewable energy
pathways in the RED. It is also used to adapt these existing pathways or
to create a new biofuel pathway [81]. A greenhouse gas balance for
grass was carried out using BioGrace methodology. Although Korres
et al. [39] identified an emissions saving of 75%, this was based on
theoretical analysis of a grass biogas system 9 years ago; the scientific
literature and policy have changed considerably in that time. The updated biomethane yield from experiments carried out by Wall et al.
[55] and outlined in Section 2.3.3 was used to update the greenhouse

Table 6
Biomass Yield for Grass – from Smyth et al., 2009 [5].
Land Area

137.5 ha

Grass Silage Yield
@ 22% Dry Solids
@ 90% Volatile Solids

54.55 t ha−1 y−1
12 t ha−1 y−1
10.8 t ha−1 y−1

Fig. 1. Grass biomethane system - Adapted from Smyth et al. 2009 [5] Fig. 1.
8
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Table 7
Agro-chemicals emissions – emission factors adapted from BioGrace.
Agro-chemicals

N-fertiliser
P2O5-fertiliser
K2O-fertiliser
CaO-fertiliser
Pesticides/Herbicides
Total

Input kg ha−1 y−1

250
38.75
308.75
1500
0.72

Emissions kg CO2-eq ha−1 y−1

Emissions Factors from BioGrace
g CO2/kg

gCH4/kg

gN2O/kg

gCO2-eq/kg

2827.005
964.887
536.311
119.116
9886.502

8.679
1.331
1.571
0.216
25.527

9.642
0.052
0.012
0.018
1.681

5917.231
1013.509
579.249
129.967
11,025.737

1479
39
179
195
8
1900

Box 1
Field N2O emissions - Tier 1 Methodology
N2O from atmospheric deposition of N volatised from managed soils
Equation (11.9) N2O–N = [FSN * FracGASF] * EF4
Where:
FSN = Synthetic Nitrogen = 250 kg N ha−1 y−1
FracGASF (from Table 11.3) = N volatilisation and re-deposition = 0.1
EF4 (from Table 11.3) = N volatilisation and re-deposition = 0.01
N2O–N = 250 kg ha−1 y−1
* 0.1 * 0.01 = 0.25 kg N2O–N ha−1 y−1
Conversion to N2O
N2O = N2O–N * 44/28 = 0.25 * 44/28 = 0.392 kg N2O ha−1 y−1
N2O from atmospheric deposition of N volatised from managed soils
Equation (11.10) N2O–N = FSN * FracLEACH-(H) * EF5
Where:
FSN = Synthetic Nitrogen = 250 kg N ha−1 y−1
EF5 (from Table 11.3) = N volatilisation and re-deposition = 0.0075
FracLEACH-(H) * EF5 (from Table 11.3) = 0.3
N2O–N = 250 kg ha−1 y−1 * 0.3 * 0.0075 = 0.5625 kg N2O–N ha−1 y−1
Conversion to N2O
N2O = N2O–N * 44/28 = 2.5 * 44/28 = 0.88 kg N2O ha−1 y−1
Total N2O = 0.392 + 0.88 = 1.22 kg N2O ha−1 y−1
Conversion to CO2-eq
1.22 kg N2O ha−1 y−1 * 298 = 363 kg CO2-eq ha−1 y−1

3.3.2.1. Emissions in agriculture. Emissions factors for fuel and for agrochemicals are taken from BioGrace. GWP values of 1, 25 and 298 are
applied for CO2, CH4 and N2O respectively. The emissions associated
with the agro-chemical inputs in this analysis are presented in Table 7.
Field N2O emissions were initially calculated using IPCC Tier 1
methodology [82]. This is presented in Box 1. The tables and equations
referred to in Box 1 are the table and equation numbers in the IPCC
methodology. The value obtained using Tier 1 calculations (363 kg CO2−1 −1
y ) is lower than the value obtained by Korres et al. of 525 kg
eq ha
CO2-eq ha−1 y−1, which was itself considered within the lower range of
N2O values reported for Ireland of between 2 to 8.4 kg N2O ha−1 y−1
[39]. The Tier 1 calculation only included for synthetic fertiliser, which
has lower factors applied compared to organic fertilisers. For this
reason the higher value of 525 kg CO2-eq ha−1 y−1 will be used in the
emissions savings calculation.

3.3.2.2. Emissions from transport. The transport emissions are a result of
transporting the biomass to the anaerobic digester and are presented in
Box 2. For transport emissions, an average distance of 10.5 km from the
AD plant was assumed [23]. This gives a round trip of 21 km and an
emission of 94.4 kg CO2 ha−1 y−1.
3.3.2.3. Emissions from processing. Thus far, the emissions have been
calculated per unit of land area. In order to calculate the emissions per
MJ for the fuel for certification, the conversion process needs to be
outlined. In this case, the biomass is converted by Anaerobic Digestion
to produce biogas, containing approximately 55% methane.
The energy demand assumptions for the digestion and upgrading
process are based mainly on Smyth et al. [5] unless otherwise stated:
The assumptions used in Box 3, Box 4 and Box 5 are as follows:
Methane Production = 404 L CH4 tVS−1 * 0.9 = 363.6 L CH4 tVS−1

Box 2
Emissions from transporting the biomass
Transport distance = 21 km
Fuel efficiency for truck for dry product = 0.94 MJ/t.km
Diesel emissions = 87.64 g CO2/MJDiesel
Dry Matter Yield = 54.55 t ha−1 y−1
Transport emissions = 21 km * 0.94 MJDiesel/t.km * 87.64 g CO2/MJDiesel * 54.55 t ha−1 a−1
= 94.4 kg CO2 ha−1 y−1
9
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Box 3
Anaerobic Digestion Process energy requirement and methane yield
Total biogas output = 363.6 L CH4- tVS−1 * 10.8 tVS ha−1 y−1/0.55 = 7140 m3 Biogas ha−1 y−1
Total methane output = 363.6 L CH4- tVS−1 * 10.8 tVS ha−1 y−1 = 3927 m3 CH4 ha−1 y−1
Gross Energy Output = 3927 m3 CH4 ha−1 y−1 * 37.78 MJ m−3 = 148,362 MJ ha−1 y−1
Parasitic Energy Demand = 17,120 MJ ha−1 y−1
Net Energy = 148,362–17,120 = 131,242 MJ ha−1 y−1
Net Methane Yield = 131,242 MJ ha−1 y−1/37.38 MJ m−3 = 3474 m3 CH4 ha−1 y−1
Biogas available for upgrading = 3474 m3 CH4 ha−1 y−1/0.55 = 6316 m3 Biogas ha−1 y−1

Box 4
Emissions from Anaerobic Digestion
Parasitic Energy Demand = 17,120 MJ ha−1 y−1
Emissions from burning the biogas are considered biogenic, and are therefore zero. If biogas not used then carbon neutral source such as wood
chip combustion or solar thermal to be used.
Emissions from electricity demand = 1352 kWh * 467 g CO-2/kWh = 631,384 g CO-2-eq ha−1 y−1.

Box 5
Emissions from upgrading
Electricity Consumption
3
−1 −1
y /0.97 = 2507 kWh ha−1 y−1
= 0.7 kWh m−3
biomethane * 3474 m Biomethane ha
Emissions from electricity consumption
= 467 g CO2 kWh−1 * 2507 kWh ha−1 y−1/1000 = 1170 kg CO2 ha−1 y−1
Methane content
= 6316 m3 Biogas ha−1 y−1 * 55% = 3474 m3 CH4 ha−1 y−1
Methane losses in upgrading
= 3474 m3 CH4 ha−1 y−1 * 1.5% = 52.11 m3 CH4 ha−1 y−1 * 37.78 MJ m−3 = 1968 MJ ha−1 y−1
Emissions from methane losses
= 52.11 m3 CH4 ha−1 y−1 * 0.71 kgCH4 m−3 = 37 kg CH4 ha−1 y−1
Converting to CO2-eq
= 37 kg CH4 ha−1 y−1 * 25 = 925 kg CO-2-eq ha−1 y−1
Methane Yield
= 3474 m3 CH4 ha−1 y−1 - 52 m3 CH4 ha−1 y−1 = 3422 m3 CH4 ha−1 y−1
Energy Yield following upgrading
= 3422 m3 CH4 ha−1 y−1 * 37.78 MJ m−3 = 129,283 MJ ha−1 y−1
Biomethane is assumed to contain 97% CH4
Biomethane Yield = 129,300/0.97 = 133,300 MJ ha−1 y−1
Total emissions from upgrading
= 1170 kg CO-2 ha−1 y−1 + 925 kg CO-2-eq ha−1 y−1
= 2095 kg CO-2-eq ha−1 y−1
from Wall et al., 2014 [54]; Electricity Emissions Factor = 467 g CO2/
kWh - Value from 2015 [78]; Parasitic Energy Demand of the DiGrid
Electricity
Degester = 17,120 MJ ha−1 y−1;
mand = 4870 MJ ha−1 y−1; Grid Electricity Demand in kWh = 4870/
3.6 = 1352 kWh;
Volumetric
Energy
Value
of
Methane = 37.78 MJ m−3. The electricity demand for scrubbing and
compression was 0.35 kWh m−3 upgraded biomethane, giving a grid
electricity demand of 0.7 kWh m−3
biomethane. Biomethane is assumed to
contain 97% CH4. Methane loss in upgrading was 1.5%.
The total emissions for a biomethane yield of 133.3 GJ ha−1 y−1
were 22.95 g CO2-eq/MJbiomethane (Table 8). This needs to be compared
with the Fossil Fuel Comparator (FFC) to determine if the sustainability
criteria can be met. Table 9 outlines this comparison.
The emissions savings were calculated as 76% for transport and
66% for heat, with a conversion efficiency of 0.85 assumed for heat. It
will be possible to comply with the emissions savings target of 65% for
transport but not the 80% target for heat. Obviously, the importance of
including the sequestration of 0.6 t soil C ha−1 yr−1 (2.2 t CO2 ha−1
yr−1) is crucial. Without this grass biomethane emissions are 39.6 g
CO2-eq/MJbiomethane which yields a 58% emissions savings for transport
and as such would need to be co-digested with slurry to allow

sustainable transport biofuel [83].
3.3.3. Grass biomethane greenhouse gas savings with allocation for
digestate
When allocating emissions between co-products and the fuel, the
emissions to be allocated are the emissions that arise up until the
process step where a co-product is formed. Allocation takes place after
the process step directly after the forming of a co-product [84]. In the
case of grass biomethane, allocation takes place after the digestion
process. As digestate leaves this process, it takes GHG emissions with it.
Allocation of 80% of the emissions after biogas processing to the biomethane and 20% to digestate results in emissions savings of 80% for
transport and 73% for heat, meeting the transport target but not the
heat target.
4. Social and economic impact
4.1. Energy supply and security
4.1.1. Defining energy security
Energy security broadly refers to the ability to ensure an
10
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over-reliance on limited sources of supply and the 1970s oil crises have
led to greater diversification and reduced exposure to risk [90].
According to SEAI, a fully developed biogas industry could supply
up to 30% of Ireland's gas demand by 2030 [32]. Renewable gas has the
advantage of being a more regular supply instead of the peak and decline over decades that has characterised Irish supply as Irish gas fields
start, peak and then run out. There may be slight variation in the supply
related to harvest but this will be much less significant compared with
the variation associated with a gas field over time.

Table 8
Summary of emissions - 100% methane yield, no allocation, values are rounded.
Stage

Emissions (g CO2-eq
ha1 y−1)

Emissions (g CO2-eq/
MJbiomethane)

Cultivation
Field N2O
Transport
Biogas generation
Upgrading to biomethane
Total excluding sequestration
Carbon sequestration
Total emissions including for
sequestration

1,900,000
525,000
94,400
643,900
2,095,000
5,258,300
2,200,000
3,058,300

14.25
3.94
0.71
4.83
15.7
39.6
16.5
22.95

4.1.4. The role of renewable gas
The main modern renewable energies are wind and solar which are
considered inexhaustible resources. While these have the advantage of
free fuel until the point of processing, the downside is that they are not
completely dispatchable [87]. Biogas/biomethane is different from
wind and solar in that the feedstock has either a cost, or in the case of
food waste it may generate a revenue in the form of gate fee. The
biogas/biomethane system is reliant on a successful or reliable substrate. A significant benefit of biogas is that the technology is dispatchable and is capable of meeting a variable demand. Indeed the
biogas output can be ramped up or down through feeding regimes and
biogas storage. O'Shea et al. have demonstrated that the timing of reactor feeding and upgrading can be optimised to meet electrical demand while minimising the storage requirement [91]. Diversification of
transport fuel is a particular concern for Ireland due to the near total
dependence on oil, which is unique out of all sectors of the economy
[86]. Biomethane can address this and add to the diversity of supply
sources for transport fuel.

Table 9
Sustainability of biomethane for heat and transport.

Emissions before conversion (g CO2-eq/MJbiomethane)
Conversion efficiency
Total emissions (g CO2-eq/MJbiomethane)
Fossil Fuel Comparator (g CO2-eq/MJ)
Emissions Saving
Emissions Saving Criteria 2026

Heat

Transport

22.95
0.85
27
80
66%
80%

22.95
1
22.95
94
76%
65%

uninterrupted supply of energy at an economically viable price. Energy
security has been traditionally thought of in terms of the geopolitics of
fossil fuels. This is now changing as a result of climate action and key
climate meetings such as COP 21 in Paris and subsequent annual
meetings. There is little consensus on a final definition of energy security in literature given the vast amount of parameters and risks [85].
Risks to security are either major external events such as disaster,
conflict, political tensions and instability or major accidents. Internal
risks refer to infrastructure capacity, investment uncertainty, resource
variability and civil and labour disputes [86]. Various indicators of
energy security therefore have their limitations due to the inherent
nature of indicators and also the various interpretations of energy security that indicators can be applied to. Green gas has potential to
contribute to energy security in terms of the fuel supply, source diversity and as an indigenous source of fuel.

4.1.5. Brexit
Brexit is considered a potential risk to the Irish energy market, as
Ireland will (for a time) no longer have interconnection with another
EU country. A policy evaluation has noted that there are bilateral
agreements between Ireland and the UK that are outside of the EU [92].
In addition to this, it is impossible to cut supply to the Republic of
Ireland without simultaneously cutting supply to Northern Ireland. The
implications of trading with a non-EU partner can be considered relevant for the gas market but should not have a big impact on the
certification scheme.
4.2. Jobs and economic growth

4.1.2. EU energy security and renewables
In the EU, a long term relationship between energy security and
renewables deployment has been identified based on data from 21 EU
countries, including Ireland, from 1990 to 2013. This found that the
main driver behind renewables deployment was energy security rather
than environmental concerns and sustainability policies [87]. Analysis
by Chalvatzis et al. (2017) focussing on countries most affected by the
financial crisis found that renewable energy sources played a significant
role in reducing import dependence. Ireland had the least diverse fuel
mix of the countries considered followed by Portugal, Spain, Italy and
Greece [88].

SEAI have estimated that over 4000 jobs could be created in Ireland
by 2050 in the biogas industry; this includes direct and indirect jobs.
This is in a conservative scenario which includes for the digestion of the
available wastes and grass silage resource in Ireland. According to the
SEAI report these were not considered new jobs, as they are more likely
to be related to upskilling from other industries [32]. However, in times
of recession employment is extremely important. This report considered
employment at a national level.
A sample biogas plant producing 10,200,600 Nm3 biomethane per
year can be assumed to employ seven people [93]. This includes three
skilled and four semi-skilled workers. As digesters can be expected to be
located outside of Ireland's main urban centres [23] the technology
would be of benefit to the rural economy, where these would be considered ‘new’ jobs. Further jobs would be created transporting locally
sourced feedstock to the digester as well as the digestate by-product.

4.1.3. Energy security in Ireland
Ireland had an import dependency of 85% in 2014 and 95% of
natural gas supply was sourced from Britain [86]. In 2016 this changed
significantly to 57.8% as a new gas field (the Corrib Gas field) came on
stream [89]. Natural Gas accounts for 53% of electricity generation in
Ireland and 38% of heat demand. There is an interdependence between
heat and electricity when gas is the source, so having a more secure gas
supply will have benefits for both energy sectors. Drivers for diversity in
energy supply in the countries examined by Chalvatzis, including Ireland, were reduced transport use and an increase in renewables from
2008 to 2014 [88]. The reduced transport demand is a result of reduced
economic activity so if the economy improves, as one would hope, this
diversity gain may well be lost. In the Electricity sector, warnings of an

4.3. Rural development
The countries with the most developed biogas or biomethane markets in terms of the number of plants are Germany, Italy and the UK
[94]. In Germany biogas production was associated with job creation in
the biomass sector and the strengthening of rural areas [95]. There
were also adverse side-effects such as: competition for biomass use, a
change in maize cultivation and use, and problems of acceptance. In
11
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Ireland, the dominant feedstock for biogas should be grass, which is
already in place. Grass can be used without competing with traditional
agricultural systems, and could provide an alternative enterprise and
income to farmers [96].
There is considerably more research on the negative effects of renewable energy compared with possible positive effects. Analysis by
Guenther-Lůbbers et al. found that the benefits of biogas production can
vary depending on the type of farming existing in the region. CHP facilities were seen as benefiting social and public relations due to the
level of cooperation required to develop a district heating system [97].

to generate the parasitic heat demand. However this reduces the biomethane yield. Alternatively carbon neutral wood chips could be used
or onsite solar thermal.
5.3. Evaluate the ability of the biomethane systems to achieve the EU
emissions savings targets for heat and transport in the RED recast
A simple greenhouse gas calculation based on BioGRACE has demonstrated that these pathways can meet the current proposed sustainability criteria for transport in the RED recast but not heat. In
Ireland renewable heat may the easiest route to market in the shortterm as there is no need to change industrial process to accommodate
green gas. Ruling out renewable heat as an end-use at this point is
therefore cause for concern. Although there is currently limited infrastructure in place for renewable gas in transport, Gas Networks Ireland
(GNI), the network operator, aim to have 70 CNG injection points by
2027.

4.4. Competitiveness and sustainability of agriculture, manufacturing and
processing sector
Agriculture is the single largest contributor to Ireland's greenhouse
gas emissions [98]. The Food Harvest 2020 strategy [99] aims to increase Irish beef and dairy output by 20% and 50% respectively between 2010 and 2020 while also reducing GHG emissions. Diverting the
slurry associated with this farming to energy generation can help reduce the GHG emissions by realising the 17.5% emissions saving due to
capture of fugitive CH4 emissions from open storage tanks.
There is also the potential to reduce fossil mineral fertiliser application as nutrients in the slurry will be better mineralised reducing the
requirement for fossil fertiliser. Improving grass yields for energy use
will improve the efficiency of agriculture, and improve competitiveness
as a result of diversifying grass use.

5.4. Consider alternative pathways that would allow satisfaction of the
sustainability criteria for renewable heat
In order to meet the proposed renewable heat sustainability requirements by 2026 advanced technologies such as power to gas and
cascading bioenergy systems that maximise the use of resources and
minimise GHG emissions may become a lot more relevant for Irish
green gas systems. The International Energy Agency Energy Technology
Perspectives [103] see BioEnergy and Carbon Capture (Use) and Storage (BECC(U)S) as essential to maintain a temperature rise below 2 °C.
The use of Power to Gas systems which predominately use curtailed/
constrained electricity and capture and reuse the carbon dioxide from
the biogas stream can in theory greatly improve the sustainability and
the GHG savings of the system [37]. The same is possible using microalgae to upgrade biogas to biomethane. Thus the green gas technologies, which are seen as being at a low TRL, may be required by
2026 to allow 80% GHG savings as opposed to fossil fuel displaced in
the renewable heat sector.

4.4.1. Safety
One of the challenges to the public perception of biofuels has been
negativity, alleging that fuels produced through anaerobic digestion are
not as beneficial or safe as they purport to be. The UK Environment
Agency reported 12 serious pollution incidents in 2015, the latest year
for which information is available in a report by the Environmental
Agency [100]. An analysis of accidents in biogas production and upgrading by Moreno et al. [101] found that the number of accidents is
growing faster than production and that the main lessons learnt were to
improve safety culture and risk awareness in the sector.
These were not considered ‘new’ accidents as the risks are well
known in other industrial fields with similar operations. The Irish
Chemical and Pharmaceutical Industry, from which such lessons can be
learned, accounts for a substantial part of Irish Industrial production,
approximately 45% of total Net Selling Value in 2015 [102]. Opportunities for collaboration and synergies with these sectors should be
identified in order to ensure the safety of the product and a positive
relationship with neighbours.

5.5. Highlighting the challenges relating to the interaction between policy,
reporting and national infrastructure
In other EU countries, green gas certification has certified the fuel
pathway for a particular end use, often to facilitate an incentive. If
green gas were to be used as a transport fuel in Ireland, the pathway
certified would include transport as the final end use. The SHARES tool
is used to report renewable energy share for each country in the EU. It
aims to facilitate reporting and as such has been updated regularly. It
has recently been updated to account for the use of renewable gas as a
transport fuel, given the small quantities on the grid. Otherwise, the gas
is allocated to renewable heat [104]. Certifying the transaction, with an
optional end use, would be an opportunity to direct the biomethane
towards a preferred use for Ireland.

5. Implementing a certification scheme in Ireland
5.1. Establish a range of biomethane pathways that would be suitable for
certification in the short term
Anaerobic digestion of wastes, slurry residues and grass have been
identified as the most suitable pathways for green gas certification in
Ireland. This is due to their economic viability, technology readiness
level and resource availability.

6. Conclusions
This review identified the main feedstocks and production processes
for biomethane in Ireland. Wastes, slurry and grass could be used immediately in a green gas industry with Anaerobic Digestion as the
dominant conversion technology. The production stages and processes
that would need to be considered for certification are outlined in detail.
Grass is the dominant source of green gas and it was shown that with
present technologies and EU Directives that green gas from grass can
satisfy emissions for use as a sustainable renewable transport fuel
(especially if sequestration of carbon to grassland is included) but will
struggle to satisfy renewable heat emission savings (unless co-digested
with slurry). Understanding of all the process steps is essential to inform
the development of a certification scheme for renewable gas.

5.2. Establish the key production processes that would need to be considered
in the certification scheme
The key stages that need to be considered for certification are the
cultivation of the resource in the case of grass biomass, or acquisition
and treatment in the case of residues such as slurry or Food Waste. In
the case of grass, the contribution of transporting the biomass to the
digester to the overall emissions was low as the resource was relatively
close. The choices made for energy use in the conversion process will
have an impact on the energy yield and emissions. Biogas could be used
12
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Considering the wider context, EU policy and reporting mechanisms
appear to favour the use of the fuel for transport over heat. This is
problematic as renewable heat requires little change on behalf of the
end-user while renewable transport requires the end-user to construct
compressed natural gas service stations and purchase natural gas vehicles (NGV).
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HIGHLIGHTS
The impact of weather patterns on
power system increases with
decarbonization
Europe’s CO2 output and
generation cost variability could
increase 5-fold by 2030
Several metrics can be reasonably
approximated from the level VRE
penetration
The most representative single
years for renewable generation
are 1989 and 2012

This research sheds light on the impact of long-term weather variability on the
operation of the European power system and how this scales with uptake of wind
and solar power out to 2030. We find that ambitious decarbonization leads to
much greater influence of long-term weather patterns, with a 5-fold increase in
operational variability by 2030. Several relevant metrics can be reasonably
approximated by linear functions of variable renewable penetration, providing a
shortcut for estimating the impacts of intermittency.
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SUMMARY

Context & Scale

Weather-dependent renewable energy resources are playing a key role in decarbonizing electricity. There is a growing body of analysis on the impacts of
wind and solar variability on power system operation. Existing studies tend to
use a single or typical year of generation data, which overlooks the substantial
year-to-year fluctuation in weather, or to only consider variation in the meteorological inputs, which overlooks the complex response of an interconnected power system. Here, we address these gaps by combining detailed continent-wide
modeling of Europe’s future power system with 30 years of historical weather
data. The most representative single years are 1989 and 2012, but using multiple years reveals a 5-fold increase in Europe’s inter-annual variability of CO2
emissions and total generation costs from 2015 to 2030. We also find that
several metrics generalize to linear functions of variable renewable penetration:
CO2 emissions, curtailment of renewables, wholesale prices, and total system
costs.

Wind and solar power have been
driving the decarbonization of
Europe’s electricity over the last
decade. Increasing our reliance on
weather-dependent resources
makes it imperative that planning
of electricity systems becomes
cognizant of their long-term
variability. Studies often neglect
the long-term variability of these
resources by using only data from
a single or a few years or fail to
account for the impacts of shortterm international electricity flows
and limitations on generator
flexibility, which are critical to the
integration of these variable
generation sources.

INTRODUCTION
Variable renewable energy (VRE) technologies, namely wind and solar photovoltaics
(PVs), have grown over 4-fold in capacity in Europe over the last decade from 62 GW
in 2007 to 260 GW in 20161 and are reducing power sector emissions worldwide.
However, their effects on system operation include reduced market pricing,
increased interconnector flows, greater need for balancing, as well as reserve and
curtailment of renewable power.2–7 Long-term energy system models, used to project technology pathways for policy development, struggle to capture climatic variability and thus poorly represent challenges associated with decarbonization of
the electricity sector.8,9 Many studies use a single or small number of years of meteorological data, which neglects the impact of long-term temporal variability of
weather on the power sector.10–14 Many studies also focus on a single country or
small regions,15–19 which neglects the corresponding impact of spatial variability.
Crucially, this neglects the large-scale temporal and spatial variations and correlations seen in weather systems.20–23 Insufficient temporal and spatial resolution
within these models means that the operational challenges of such variability are
not sufficiently captured, regardless of the quality of the input data.8,24,25
Various methods have been developed to address limitations of long-term energy
system models in capturing wind and solar variability.26,27 Studies are beginning
to make use of longer-term and more spatially explicit datasets. For example,
Bloomfield et al.28 and Pfenninger27 both consider 25 years of weather data within
the UK to explore variability in optimal generation investments, but considering a
single country in isolation neglects the potential for balancing renewable intermittency through international trade. Shaner et al.,29 Olauson et al.,30 Burtin and Silva,31
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This study uses a continental
electricity system model and
30 years of hourly wind and solar
data to determine the impact of
long-term weather patterns on
European electricity system
operation and how this varies with
decarbonization ambition. The
results show that the variability of
CO2 emissions and total
generation costs for this
interconnected electricity system
could increase 5-fold by 2030
compared with 2015.

and Grams et al.32 combine long-term datasets with wider geographic scope (The
United States, Scandinavia, and Europe), but in their analyses of long-term variability
they only explore the statistical properties of demand net of renewable output,
ignoring the constrained responses of real power systems. Existing work fails to
explore the full extent of renewable variability impacts across a continent-scale electricity system. Without modeling the limited interconnection between countries, the
flexibility of conventional generators, and the cost of backup capacity, implications
of increasing variable renewable generation, such as cost and carbon emissions, are
therefore not yet fully understood. The recent controversy surrounding Jacobson et
al.’s33 and Clack et al.’s34 divergent views on the decarbonized US power system underscores the importance of model assumptions on results. It illustrates how closed
and opaque modeling harms the credibility of work in this field35 and prevents users
and readers from fully understanding the limitations of model outputs.36 Here, we
address all these gaps by performing a multi-scenario analysis of the European
power system with an industry standard power system dispatch model using 30 years
of wind and solar profiles developed using open-access weather data. Our complete
model is openly available (see https://www.renewables.ninja/downloads and
https://energyexemplar.com/datasets/ for the PLEXOS model).
Ideally, such a study would also incorporate long-term variability in hydro generation
(due to precipitation) and electricity demand (due to temperature). However, these
are nascent areas of research so they cannot yet be modeled with sufficient
confidence at the continental scale to generate meaningful results (unlike wind
and solar).37,38 The impact of longer-term climate change on variability of renewable
resources also merits consideration but current thinking suggests this will be insignificant over Europe within the time horizon of this study.39–44
Modeling
We use a pan-European electricity dispatch model developed in PLEXOS,45 which
captures power station characteristics and constrained transmission of power between countries.46 We model the least-cost dispatch of electricity under several
levels of decarbonization ambition across 29 countries at hourly resolution while
respecting the technical constraints of generators and levels of international transmission capacity. We run the model for a 2015 baseline system and five official scenarios that define electricity demand, renewable energy penetration, and the
installed fleet of power stations in 2030. Together, these show how system operation
changes with decarbonization ambition. The future scenarios are based on the European Commission’s EU Reference Scenario47 and the European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity’s (ENTSO-E’s) four ‘‘visions’’ used to inform
the 10-year network development plan.48 These possible futures encompass a
broad range of ambition toward achieving the EU 2050 Roadmap sustainability
goals, which translates to various penetrations of different technologies (particularly
VRE generation) across the scenarios considered. In terms of electricity demand, this
translates to the wide range of demand response, electric vehicle penetration, and
electrification of heating, all of which are endogenous in the demand profiles used.
An overview of all these scenarios is shown in Table 1 and are further detailed in47
and.48
These six power system scenarios were modeled with 30 years of synthesized hourly
output (1985–2014) from each country’s wind and solar fleet, derived from the Renewables.ninja models.49,50 These output profiles differ between scenarios due to
the assumed wind capacity and share of onshore and offshore. The productivity of
German wind farms, for example, ranged from 19.9% in 2015 to between 26.6%
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Table 1. Comparison of Scenarios Considered in This Work
2015
System

EU
Reference
2030

Vision 1
2030

Vision 2
2030

Vision 3
2030

Vision 4
2030

Electricity
demand
(TWh)

3,103

3,752

3,434

3,251

3,376

3,616

Variable
renewable
capacity (GW)

241

447

388

390

572

614

Fuel prices (V/GJ)
Natural gas

6.6

9.7

9.5

9.5

7.2

7.2

Oil

8.2

16

17.3

17.3

13.3

13.3

2

3.5

3.0

3.0

2.8

2.2

CO2 price
(V/tonne)

Coal

7.5

32

17

17

71

76

Merit order

coal before
gas

coal before
gas

coal before
gas

coal before
gas

gas before
coal

gas before
coal

Variable renewable generation sources discussed in the context of this work consist of wind and solar PV
generation only.

and 30.8% in 2030. Further information regarding the methodology, models, and
data used (including maps displaying the mean and inter-annual variability of these
wind and solar profiles) can be found in the Experimental Procedures section and in
the Supplemental Information.

RESULTS
Power System Evolution under Different Degrees of Ambition
The scenarios we use assume that energy sector decarbonization is achieved primarily by increasing the share of variable renewable generation, rather than other options such as nuclear or carbon capture and storage. Table 2 provides an overview
of how the operation of the power sector changes with different degrees of decarbonization ambition under these scenarios (i.e., different amounts of VRE deployment) and quantifies how year-to-year variations in weather patterns affect the power sector’s operation. Table 2 displays results for three scenarios. The mean of
each metric is listed followed by its coefficient of variation across all weather years
in brackets. Wholesale electricity price is defined as the marginal cost of electricity
in each region, reflecting the shadow price on the electricity demand-supply
constraint. This captures an uplift element to account for startup costs of thermal
plant but excludes taxes, capacity payments, or ancillary services. Scarcity pricing
(a price cap in the event of unserved energy) was used in the model in the determination of regional wholesale energy prices. This should be interpreted as an
energy-only price in a perfect wholesale market where no market power or strategic
behaviors occurs. The absence of market power is a key aim of the European internal
electricity market and is representative of European power market function. However, in reality, markets do not always function perfectly, with an example being in
the first quarter of 2017 when several European countries implemented export limits
and bans to prevent supply disruptions, which reflected a lack of cooperation in the
internal electricity market.51
As shown in Figures 1A and 1B, approximate linear relationships are observed between increases in VRE penetration across the scenarios and CO2 emissions (R2 =
0.85) and VRE curtailment (R2 = 0.92). The quality of fit for curtailment reduces to
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Table 2. Overview of Simulation Results for Three Scenarios that Represent the Range of
Ambition in This Work in Terms of Renewable Energy Penetration
2015 System

EU Reference
2030

ENTSO-E
Vision 3
2030

44 (G2.2%)

82 (G2.1%)

60 (G3.6%)

Price received by wind generation
(V/MWh)

48 (2.2%)

81 (1.3%)

56 (4.4%)

Price received by solar generation
(V/MWh)

45 (2.8%)

86 (1.7%)

40 (4.5%)

Wholesale electricity price (V/MWh)

Price received by gas generation (V/MWh)

69 (2.5%)

92 (2.0%)

95 (1.8%)

Price received by coal generation
(V/MWh)

50 (2.5%)

91 (1.2%)

128 (5.3%)

Price received by nuclear generation
(V/MWh)

40 (2.2%)

75 (1.3%)

61 (3.2%)

Total generation cost (VB)

47.11 (G0.8%)

86.83 (G2.1%)

50.28 (G4.2%)

Total CO2 emissions (Mt)

1001a (G1.0%)

917 (G1.3%)

233 (G5.0%)

Emissions intensity (gCO2/kWh)

322.6 (G1.0%)

247.8 (G1.3%)

68.5 (G5.0%)

RE generation (%)

36.7 (G1.0)

47.2 (G1.4)

68.4 (G1.3)

VRE generation (%)

13.4 (G2.8)

24.4 (G2.7)

35.1 (G2.8)

VRE curtailment (%)

0.1 (G26.3)

0.1 (G16.8)

4.3 (G10.7)

Average interconnection congestion (%)

26.0 (G0.9)

19.1 (G2.6)

29.7 (G1.0)

Total international electricity flow (TWh)

267 (G0.7%)

355 (G2.3%)

411 (G1.2%)

For each metric, the mean and coefficient of variation across all weather years are listed. These scenarios
are the 2015 System, the EU Reference, and ENTSO-E vision 3 scenarios (see Supplemental Information
for the full range of scenarios). Total generation cost is defined as the sum of total short-run generation
costs: fuel, emissions, startup, and shutdown costs. See also Tables S2–S7. RE, renewable energy.
a
Total electricity emissions from this base year simulation are within 3% of the official verified emissions
(1,025 Mt) for this year, using our historical 1985–2014 weather data.52

R2 = 0.79 when the 2015 System simulation is included, suggesting that Europe is
expected to begin experiencing notable curtailment due to international constraints
beyond a VRE penetration of 22% energy (which is anticipated to be reached by
2027 under conservative EU Reference Scenario conditions47). While this simplifies
the power system’s response by neglecting distribution-level constraints, it provides
useful insight into the underlying trends caused by variable renewables and agrees
with the broad trajectory from other studies (e.g., the International Energy Agency
projects 7% curtailment in 204053).
The year-to-year operational volatility increases with VRE penetration as shown by
the 5-fold increase in variability (defined as the inter-annual coefficient of variation)
of CO2 emissions and total generation costs across the scenarios, as shown in
Table 2. Due to the reduction in overall CO2 emissions and increase in VRE penetration, variability of CO2 emissions increases 5-fold even though the magnitude of
CO2 emissions variability (inter-annual SD) remains broadly consistent across scenarios. This variability in CO2 emissions implies greater variability in the operation
of conventional coal- and gas-fired generation, which generate less with increased
variability in their operation. Variability on a country level is greater due to the
geographic smoothing of weather systems at a continental level. For example, Great
Britain experiences up to 9-fold increase in variability of CO2 emissions and 7-fold
increased variability of total generation costs (see Supplemental Information). Figures 1C and 1D show how the range of wholesale market pricing and total generation costs widens with VRE penetration. Off-model assumptions for fuel and CO2
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Figure 1. The Relationships between VRE Generation Penetration and Electricity System Metrics
Across Historical and 2030 Scenarios
The four panels show (A) VRE curtailment (2015 System simulation excluded), (B) CO 2 emissions, (C)
wholesale electricity prices, and (D) total generation cost across all scenarios. Individual points are
for individual weather years from the 30-year VRE generation dataset, colors indicate the scenarios.
Linear regressions across all scenarios are shown in the top panels, and within individual scenarios
in the bottom panels. In (C) and (D), the fitted lines are extrapolated well beyond the range of the
data points. They are intended to illustrate the general trend and deliberately do not indicate
confidence in the predicted values.

prices strongly influence these outputs, so low correlation is seen across all scenarios
between VRE and wholesale prices or total generation costs [R2 < 0.1].
The lines plotted in Figures 1C and 1D show the linear relationships within each scenario, in which only weather inputs change. Total generation costs (Figure 1D) bear
strong correlation with average VRE penetration within each scenario [R2 = 0.92],
although less so for wholesale market pricing (Figure 1C) [R2 = 0.50]. These lines
become steeper with increased penetrations of VRE, indicating that the impact of
VRE resource variability on electricity market economics will strengthen and become
increasingly volatile with greater penetrations of VRE.
Market Operation and the Displacement of Conventional Fossil-Fueled
Generation
With increased VRE penetration and lower fossil generation, carbon price plays a
more significant role in determining wholesale electricity prices under the highly
decarbonized visions 3 and 4. Fuel prices remain the dominant influence in other
scenarios. As shown in Table 2, average wholesale price increases under greater decarbonization, but this increase is not shared equally across all generating technologies. The merit order effect,5,54,55 whereby VRE depresses prices at times of high
output and thus cannibalizes its own revenue, intensifies, especially for solar PV.
The price received by solar PV generators decreases relative to 2015 levels. For
wind generators, it grows more slowly than the average wholesale price.
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Figure 2. Annual European Coal and Natural Gas Combined Cycle Gas Turbine Capacity Factors
by Scenario, Showing the Range across Each of the 30 Historical Weather Years Used
Total renewable energy is defined as VRE plus biomass and hydro power. The labels indicate
whether the mode of generation is baseload or marginal in the merit order of each scenario. CCGT,
coal and natural gas combined cycle gas turbine.

The price received by fossil-fueled generators increases relative to wholesale prices
under decarbonization as their flexibility is more highly valued. However, their utilization is reduced and sees greater year-to-year variability. Fossil-fueled generators
account for 63% of power production in the 2015 system scenario, but this falls
to just over 30% in renewable energy (RE)>60% scenarios (ENTSO-E visions
3 and 4). This contributes to European emissions intensity falling from an average
across weather years of 322 gCO2/kWh in the 2015 reference scenario to below
100 gCO2/kWh in those scenarios.
Figure 2 demonstrates that baseload fossil-fired technology (gas in visions 3 and 4,
coal otherwise) is most affected by the inter-year variability of VRE because it

Figure 3. The Range of Capacity Factors for Coal and Natural Gas CCGT Generation Across the 30
Years of Modeled Weather Conditions within Selected Countries
The boxplots show the second and third quartiles in the shaded areas and the whiskers extend to
1.5 times the interquartile range for the selected countries across the 30 years of weather
conditions.
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provides balancing for year-by-year variation in resource availability. Given that Figure 2 depicts the pan-European operation of conventional generators, it masks the
more substantial country-level variability. Figure 3 identifies this variability within
selected countries and scenarios.
Conventional generators see lower running hours with increased year-to-year
variability, implying more challenging financial conditions under energy-only
markets. Thus, for these generators to remain financially sustainable, revenues
may need to be preserved or given more stability with additional market designs
or policies. This may prove pivotal for maintaining security of supply, as these
generators mitigate many of the integration challenges associated with increased
penetrations of VRE.56,57 Alternatively, more storage may assist with these
challenges, or more transmission coupled with greater heterogeneity in where
VRE is located.32
Variability of CO2 Emissions
Increased volatility in the operation of conventional fossil-fueled generation yields a
corresponding volatility in CO2 emissions. Total European CO2 emissions vary by up
to 9% from the long-term average in the RE > 60% scenarios depending on wind and
solar resource availability, whether a given year had good or bad weather. In the
2015 system, this difference was 2%. The corresponding Europe-wide maximum
variation in VRE power output is around 10% of average total VRE generation for
all scenarios considered. With greater penetrations of VRE, the magnitude of this
variability increases dramatically. In the 2015 system simulation, it represented 1%
of total electricity demand and rose to 4% of total electricity demand in RE > 60%
scenarios. Figure 4 illustrates the variability in annual emissions intensity at a country
level in both magnitude and as a percentage of average emissions intensity for two
scenarios with contrasting ambition, demonstrating that emissions saved by VRE
vary substantially depending on the sample year considered. Clearly visible in Figure 4 is that, while the magnitude of emissions variability decreases in many countries, the percentage variability of CO2 emissions intensity increases across the
board.
Figure 5 demonstrates the impact of VRE output on the carbon intensity of electricity
generation for selected countries that represent 40% of European electricity demand. Its left side shows the marginal CO2 emissions intensity reduction from VRE
for all scenarios, determined as the gradient of total national emissions intensity
against total national percentage share of VRE output over all simulated weather
years. This can be interpreted as the reduction in emissions intensity achieved by
an increase of one percentage point in VRE penetration. The right-hand portion of
Figure 5 displays the emissions intensity of generation for the EU Reference
Scenario.
In general, the marginal carbon reduction from renewables decreases as their penetration increases, as the low-hanging fruit (coal) becomes exhausted. Inter-annual
variability of emissions intensity also decreases in magnitude with decarbonization
ambition but increases as a proportion of overall emissions, as shown in Figure 4.
The marginal CO2 emissions intensity reduction metric yields insights into where decarbonization efforts could be focused to maximize reductions in emissions intensity.
The impact of VRE is greatest in Poland (out of the large countries plotted) due to its
heavy reliance on coal, thus a one-percentage-point absolute increase in VRE penetration yields a minimum 7 kg/MWh reduction in grid carbon intensity. In contrast,
Denmark has much higher VRE penetrations and thus less capability to decarbonize
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Figure 4. Variability of Electricity CO2 Emissions Intensity by Country for the 2015 System and Vision 3
For both diagrams, the text on each country describes the mean emissions intensity followed by the standard deviation in kg/MWh over the course of all
30 weather years. The color scale indicates the coefficient of variation for emissions intensity in each country.

further using VRE. This analysis could help guide investments in new VRE capacity to
be more efficient at carbon mitigation, and in greater interconnection between
countries to limit their reliance on carbon-intensive generation.
The average carbon intensity of electricity decreases marginally during years with
higher VRE resource, with G5% variation from across 30 years averaged over the
five countries shown in Figure 5 for the EU Reference Scenario. This inter-annual variability differs strongly between countries due to their generation mix and resulting
exposure to VRE variability.
Curtailment of VRE and Interconnector Flows
Curtailment, the limiting of power output, is a method of regulating substantial
amounts of VRE power in power systems. Situations that result in curtailment include
limited transmission capacity, an oversupply of VRE, and inflexible baseload generation. There is a strong correlation between VRE penetration and curtailment, with
near-linear growth above 20% VRE penetration (as shown in Figure 1) and 50% total
renewable energy penetration. In our model, curtailment may be caused by operational constraints on generators (minimum stable levels, minimum up and down
times), by constraints ensuring demand is met, and by interconnector flow limits between countries. In common with McDonald et al.,58 we do not consider pumped
hydro or battery storage capacity. However, our curtailment levels should still be
considered a lower bound, since our model operates under perfect market conditions and does not consider localized network or generation constraints, all of which
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Figure 5. Impact of VRE Output on the Carbon Intensity of Electricity Generation
Marginal reduction in emissions intensity for a 1% increase in VRE penetration for all scenarios
averaged across all weather years (left), and average emissions intensity in the EU Reference
Scenario for a selection of countries across all weather years (right).

would lead to greater levels of curtailment. For context, Germany and Britain experienced 5%–6% curtailment of wind in 2015, with penetration levels of 12%–13%.59
Analyzing curtailment at a European level masks the uneven distribution and interannual variability of curtailment at a country level. Figure 6 presents this countrylevel variability across weather years. In vision 3, Germany experiences the greatest
levels and variability of VRE curtailment, ranging from below 6% to above 10% annually depending on the year, in contrast to the 4.3% G 1.2% (51 G 15 TWh) at the European level.
While Germany has high levels of curtailment, its neighbor Poland has none. Poland
imports substantial amounts of VRE but generates comparatively little. Its resulting
carbon-intensive generation (see Figure 5) implies a high marginal emissions intensity reduction potential.
Interconnection is a valuable asset for managing large shares of VRE, with total interconnector flow increasing by up to 80% in RE > 60% scenarios relative to the 2015
system. This increased flow corresponds to greater interdependency between countries and allows an increasingly variable electricity supply to meet demand across
broader areas, which smoothens supply-demand mismatches. Interconnector
congestion directly restricts the flow of electricity and leads to increased emissions
and curtailment of VRE. With targeted infrastructure investment, interconnection capacity could be increased to minimize these factors. As identified in Table 2, interannual flow volatility remains relatively static on interconnector lines and in terms
of the overall international flow of electricity. Coupled with a substantial increase
in overall interconnector flow, this should continue to provide stable revenues for interconnector operators.

DISCUSSION
Our long-term multi-scenario analysis of European variable renewable power generation
maps out for the first time the impacts of long-term weather variability on the operation
of a continental power system and how this varies with decarbonization ambition.
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Figure 6. Country-Level Variability of Curtailment of VRE Across Weather Years
The top panel shows selected countries in vision 3 with high levels of curtailment. The bottom panel shows boxplots summarizing these countries within
each scenario. The boxplots show the second and third quartiles in the shaded areas and the whiskers extend to 1.5 times the interquartile range for the
selected countries across the 30 years of weather conditions.

Increased penetration of weather-dependent renewables leads to increased variability in system operation, with 5-fold growth in the inter-annual variability of
CO2 emissions and total generation costs from the 2015 baseline scenario to the
most ambitious 2030 vision. This corresponds to an increased variability in the operation of conventional generators, predominantly those providing baseload, which
act to balance out resource availability. Many of these trends can be approximated
by simple linear functions of VRE penetration. This allows rapid yet accurate back-ofthe-envelope calculations for the impact of renewables deployment in the absence
of computationally intensive modeling. Analysis derived from data from a single or
small number of years would fail to capture such variability. Thus, estimating decarbonization achievement based on such data is flawed. We find that single-year
studies could yield results that deviate by as much as G9% from the long-term
average at a European level and even more at a country level. This also implies
that, when measuring progress toward countries’ decarbonization targets on a
year-by-year basis, weather variability must increasingly be considered as more
VRE generation is deployed.
Inevitably, some work must continue to use single-year data due to data availability
or computational tractability. Our analysis of three decades of data reveals that
the weather years 2012 and 1989 were the most representative for considering power system operation at a European level. This was determined by analyzing the variability of the metrics considered in this paper, which for these years were within G1%
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of the 30-year average in relative terms (see Supplemental Information for further information). The years 1990 and 2010 were shown to exhibit the greatest deviation,
with our various metrics deviating by G6% from the long-term average.
A near-doubling of interconnector flow between 2015 and 2030 under ambitious
scenarios quantitatively demonstrates an increased interdependency under deep
decarbonization of the European power sector. Such interdependency and integrated pan-European operation enable the minimization of operation costs, CO2
emissions, and variable renewable curtailment. The latter increases linearly beyond
20% penetration of VRE and is an inherent part of a highly variable renewable power
system. This should not necessarily be thought of purely as operational inefficiency
but rather considered in the context of the costs of additional transmission infrastructure and storage that would be required to make use of curtailed energy.
Some curtailment should be acceptable in highly renewable power systems, and
the specific level depends on the interplay between the lost value of energy and
these additional infrastructure costs. Greater interconnection between countries
and the emergence of significant quantities of energy storage (either through dedicated stationary storage or smartly controlled electric vehicle fleets) could facilitate
higher shares of renewable energy, as could the emergence of new weather insurance products (e.g., hedging between wind and gas generators to offset revenue
risks).
Achieving a decarbonized power system is not without challenges, and this paper
maps out a variety of key issues associated with power system decarbonization.
However, much remains to be studied and more questions to be asked in order to
plan a robust decarbonization of the European power system. For policy developments to be verifiable, interoperable, and representative of the meteorological dependency of decarbonized energy systems, they must be based on open modeling
analyses that utilize common long-term datasets, such as those used in this
work.60,61 To this end, we are making our model and all supporting datasets openly
available so as to provide the power systems research community with tools to
further explore these important issues.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Here we describe the power system scenarios that were considered, the methodologies underpinning the development of the power system dispatch model used, and
the wind and solar PV profiles used.
Scenarios Considered
A total of six different power system scenarios were analyzed. The 2015 scenario was
developed based on historical electricity demand from ENTSO-E for 2015 and
installed capacities based on the European Commission’s EU Reference Scenario 47
2016 results calibrated for the year 2015. The policy scenarios are all for the year
2030, based on the EU Reference Scenario47 and the ENTSO-E visions.48 The EU
Reference Scenario projects how the European energy system may evolve to 2030
based on business-as-usual assumptions, including full implementation of EU energy and climate policies adopted by December 2014 (for the EU Reference Scenario model, Swiss and Norwegian generation mixes were developed based on
ENTSO-E and national strategy documents as they were not part of the EU
Reference Scenario48,62). The ENTSO-E visions encompass a broad range of
possible futures that span a broad range of ambition in terms of the achievement
of the sustainability goals within the EU 2050 Roadmap. The four visions provide
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the envelope within which the future could plausibly occur but strictly do not act as
upper/lower bounds or have a probability of occurrence attached to them.48 These
scenarios informed the electrical load profiles, the efficiency of power generation,
and installed generation mix by fuel type in the models constructed.
Modeling Framework
The software used to model the EU electricity market is the PLEXOS Integrated Energy Model,45 which is widely used for electricity and gas market modeling and planning. In this analysis, the focus is limited to the electricity system; i.e., gas infrastructure and delivery are ignored in these simulations. Within the electricity sector, the
model optimizes the dispatch of thermal and renewable generation, holding the
installed capacity constant, subject to operational and technical constraints at hourly
resolution. The model seeks to minimize the overall generation cost across the EU to
meet demand subject to generator technical characteristics such as ramp rates, start
costs, and minimum up times. This includes operational costs, consisting of fuel
costs and carbon costs, and startup costs, consisting of additional fuel offtake and
a fixed unit startup cost. Model equations can be found in.63 In these simulations,
a perfect day-ahead market is assumed across the EU (i.e., no market power or
anti-competitive bidding behavior, thus power stations bid their short-run marginal
cost) similar to Deane et al.64
The models used in this work were developed using a soft-linking approach as
in,46,65,66 whereby the results of long-term analyses are studied using a dedicated
power system model to simulate the operational unit commitment and dispatch of
the system. Due to the scale of the European power sector and challenges with
acquiring granular technical characteristics for the 10,000 power stations across
30 countries,67 standard generator classes for 15 modes of generation per node
were used with uniform characteristics such as maximum capacities, ramp rates, minimum up and down times, forced outage and maintenance rates, and startup and
shutdown costs. All of these technology types have their own standard efficiencies,
which themselves differ by country for the years 2015 and 2030 respectively based
on values used for these technologies in the EU Reference Scenario for these years.
A summary of the main generator characteristics used in this study is available in the
Supplemental Information. The resulting market price is defined as the marginal
price (note that this is often called the shadow price of electricity) at country level
and does not include any extra revenues from potential balancing; reserve or capacity markets; or costs such as grid infrastructure cost, capital costs, or taxes. The
models were not constrained for stability issues related to high levels of non-synchronous generation that have been shown to affect the frequency, voltage, and
transient and small signal stability of the power system.56 It was assumed that
such operational constraints could be met in ancillary services markets with negligible impact on system operation.
Load Profiles
Each scenario had a unique electrical load profile for each country. For the 2015
system model, historical demand profiles for this year were used as provided by
ENTSO-E. For modeling the EU Reference Scenario 2016, the overall energy use
was detailed in the results but the profile was not. Thus, it was scaled to 2030 based
on the historical hourly 2012 profiles with a peak scaling of 1.1 using PLEXOS, which
increased peak load by 10% compared with 2012 levels. For the models of the
ENTSO-E four 2030 visions, the hourly load profiles of each scenario were used
without the need for adjustment.
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Hydro Profiles
Hydro generation is modeled as individual monthly constraints via generation profiles provided by ENTSO-E for each individual Member State of the EU28 and Norway for the year 2012. These monthly constraints are decomposed to hourly profiles
in the optimization process.

WIND AND PV PROFILES
We use the Renewables.ninja PV and wind simulation models49,50 to generate hourly
time series of wind and PV generation aggregated to country levels for 30 historical
weather years, from 1985 to 2014. The historical weather conditions come from the
NASA Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications, Version 2
(MERRA-2) reanalysis.68 While satellite irradiance measurements are an alternative
source of data for PV simulations,50 MERRA-2 is used for both PV and wind in order
to maintain internal consistency of the dataset and because it exhibits better longterm stability over the three decades considered.
For wind, we extract wind speeds at 2, 10, and 50 m above ground. For PV, global horizontal irradiance and direct normal irradiance are estimated from surface and top-of-atmosphere incident shortwave flux variables. Surface temperature is used to compute
temperature-dependent panel efficiency. We model individual wind farms (10,000
across Europe), considering the specific location and characteristics of each farm (turbine model and hub height). Missing data are inferred using multivariate regression
(e.g., if the hub height of a particular farm is not known it will be inferred based on
the turbine capacity, year of installation, and the country it is located in).
There is no consistent and accurate spatially resolved dataset for all existing European PV installations. For PV, we therefore simulate an installation in each
MERRA-2 grid cell (assigning these cells to countries and with each country scaled
to its installed capacity). We assume probabilistic panel alignment and inclination,
sampled from normal distributions fitted to observed panels installed across
Europe.50 We modeled azimuth as 180 G 40 (clipped to [0, 360]), and tilt as
latitude G 15 (clipped to [0, 90]).
For each of the four visions, solar power is scaled to the national totals accordingly,
while the wind fleet is based on the commercial planning pipeline currently in place.
Existing farms are assumed to all still be in existence, then new farms are added until
the capacity specified by the scenario is reached. Capacity is added by first drawing
randomly from farms under construction, then those with approved planning
permission, and finally those earlier on in the planning pipeline. For these planned
future wind farms, the anticipated hub height, technology, and location are accounted for.49 Thus, the future time series of wind output account for anticipated
technological progress out to 2030.
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Strengthening the EU response to energy poverty
Energy poverty in the European Union poses a distinct challenge across member states and requires tailored,
targeted action. EU policymakers need to strengthen the response to energy poverty and engender action across
member states, moving beyond the focus on vulnerable consumers in energy markets.

Audrey Dobbins, Francesco Fuso Nerini, Paul Deane and Steve Pye

I

t is estimated that more than 50 million
people in Europe were experiencing
energy poverty in 20181. Energy poverty
is a multi-dimensional concept but can
be thought of as a situation where
households are unable to adequately meet
their energy needs at an affordable cost. It
is caused by a combination of inter-related
factors including low income, high
energy prices, poorly insulated buildings,
inefficient technologies and sometimes
limited access to clean and affordable
energy sources2,3. Energy poverty is linked
to wider health issues, including excess
winter death and poor mental health4,5.
Energy-poor households may also face
disproportionately higher energy costs
due to lower levels of access to competitive
tariffs and other energy market benefits.
However, the issue has only recently
gained meaningful recognition by the
European policy community.
The concept of energy poverty is
intertwined with but distinct from that of
vulnerable consumers (Table 1). Member
states identify vulnerable consumers based
on different criteria. Their definition and
protection is tasked to regulators as per EU
legislation6,7, where protective measures are
typically more short-term, address acute
access issues and are limited to electricity
and gas supply2. Energy poverty goes beyond
this to encompass all household energy fuels,
with a focus on affordability for adequate
energy provision and on addressing the
underlying drivers of the problem2.
Although action on vulnerable
consumers has been mandated in
legislation, formal recognition of and
action on energy poverty has largely been
confined to individual member states (only
five recognize the concept), reflecting
subsidiarity concerns. The European
Commission’s proposal, Clean Energy for All
Europeans Package (CEP), has gone further
than previous legislation by recommending
changes across a range of policies that
integrate consideration of energy poverty8,9.
For example, in the proposed revision of
the Electricity Directive, member states
will be required to assess the number of
2

Table 1 | The distinction between vulnerable consumers and energy poverty
Vulnerable consumers

Energy poverty

Concept

Includes individuals in energy poverty
and those at risk, but also a broader
group of specific consumers such as
recipients of social welfare or those
with disability and/or health issues
who may be at a disadvantage in the
purchasing and use of energy

Commonly understood to describe
a situation where individuals or
households are not able to adequately
heat or purchase other energy services
at an affordable price

Energy
sources

Focus on electricity and gas, based on
legislative requirements (for example,
internal energy market directives)

All household energy sources, possibly
including for mobility

Timeframe

Shorter-term curative focus on
consumer protection and continued
access to gas and electricity

Longer-term focus on prevention
and addressing the underlying causes,
such as poor building efficiency, low
incomes and high energy costs

Target
group(s)

Specific disadvantaged groups, such
as those that receive social welfare or
have health and/or disability issues

Lower income households facing
energy affordability issues

Implementing
agent

Typically the regulator or consumer
protection agencies, utilities and
government

A broader range of stakeholders
such as government, consumer groups
and non-governmental organizations,
not just regulators and utilities

households in energy poverty and take
into account the necessary energy services
needed to guarantee basic standards of
living8. Member states that have a significant
number of households in energy poverty
must formulate national objectives to reduce
energy poverty10. Furthermore, the new
Directive on the Energy Performance in
Buildings makes a specific requirement for
energy efficiency actions in buildings to
target energy poverty11.
These provisions will bring the issue
more concretely into European legislation,
but will afford flexibility for member
states to determine the significance of and
how to address energy poverty. Ongoing
negotiations about more prescriptive action
have run into difficulty, with some member
states reluctant about including energy
poverty in legislation if it places obligations
to define and undertake action12. A key
question remains as to whether the current
and proposed recognition of energy poverty
in legislation is an adequate response at

the EU level, which, if in place, could drive
action across member states.

The challenge of a diverse union

The concept of energy poverty was
not recognized in European legislation
until 2009, leading to the requirement
for member states to define ‘vulnerable
consumers’13. The absence of guidance on
what constitutes a vulnerable consumer
resulted in divergent interpretations,
leading to an inadequate, fragmented level
protection across some member states2.
This experience and the limited specific
legislative focus on energy poverty to date
suggests that the absence of a common
definition for energy poverty could also
risk undermining broader EU-wide
action2,13. Gaining consensus on a definition
is inherently difficult given the diversity
of member states’ levels of recognition,
circumstances and experiences14. However, a
common understanding would support both
recognition of the problem in all member
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Fig. 1 | Vulnerability to energy poverty across EU member states in 2016. The map shows the
percentage of the population in each member state who are at risk of poverty with an inability to keep
their home adequately warm22.

states and EU-wide coordination to address
the problem.
The extent and magnitude of the
vulnerability to energy poverty varies
across member states (Fig. 1). The diversity
between national energy systems, building
stock and tenure, policy approach, income
levels and climate needs to be taken into
consideration when addressing this problem
domestically15. In addition, the countryled approach to energy poverty differs
markedly; some member states are at a more
advanced stage in the policy debate16. These
factors pose a challenge in addressing energy
poverty: on the one hand, the significance
of the issue calls for European leadership,
while on the other, this heterogeneity poses
a challenge to EU policy-making in terms of
finding the balance between centralized and
devolved member state subsidiarity.

Existing action across member states
Existing policy measures addressing the
issue vary considerably across countries,

but can be classified into three common
categories (Table 2). Two-thirds of
member states provide measures aimed
at offering targeted support to protect
vulnerable consumers and address energy
poverty. Basic protection for vulnerable
consumers, such as financial transfers
or disconnection protection, is provided
in many member states, but is absent in
20%. Financial transfers offer short-term
financial relief to help households meet
energy costs and are typically distributed
through the social welfare system. Half of all
member states provide financial assistance
as part of general welfare support, while
the remainder provide targeted energy
or heating payments17; however there is
overlap between the two. In Denmark and
the Netherlands, this financial support is
coupled with investment into improving
energy efficiency, helping tackle the
underlying affordability issue2. Social
tariffs provide a specific tariff, often below
the market price, to a group of consumers
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to ensure energy prices are affordable
and cover electricity, gas or both. While
these are being phased out due to market
liberalization, they remain important
mechanisms in Belgium, Cyprus, Greece,
Portugal, Romania and Spain17.
Disconnection safeguards ensure that
households can maintain a connection to
energy services for a period after energy
bills are not paid. Although the majority of
member states have some type of prohibition
in place as per EU legislation (for example,
disconnection is not permitted during
winter or year-round for vulnerable or all
consumers), almost a third do not provide
any specific protection for vulnerable
consumers. There is also large disparity
with notification periods for disconnections
varying from 2 to 200 working days,
with often only limited support provided
to vulnerable consumers. These
provisions work best in combination with
complementary measures such as consumer
engagement, which encompasses a diverse
range of measures to inform and engage
consumers on their energy expenditure.
Consumer engagement measures include
providing enhanced information on billing
(for example, in northwest Europe) and
utility codes of conduct when engaging with
consumers (for example, in Belgium and
United Kingdom)17.
Finally, energy efficiency measures, even
if not always directly targeted at energy
poverty, are critical for reducing energy
consumption and increasing thermal
comfort, while addressing the underlying
structural causes of energy poverty. Targeted
energy efficiency for buildings and/or
appliances is applied in half of all member
states with the majority aimed at financing
retrofits through grants or loans2.
The magnitude and varying aspects of
energy poverty experienced in each member
state will require a differentiated response,
putting emphasis on solutions targeting the
specificities of the problem. However, some
common provisions across the EU could
also allow energy consumers to benefit from
minimum protection.

Strengthening the policy agenda

The EU has taken steps to integrate the
concept of energy poverty into the CEP,
which in turn should encourage further
recognition and targeted action at the
member state level. Although some member
states are proactive in deploying a variety
of measures, the broader response needs to
be strengthened. To do this, the EU should
consider four key areas for action.
Prescriptive measures. The EU has to
manage a balance between lighter touch
3
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Table 2 | Vulnerability to energy poverty, definitions of energy poverty and vulnerable consumers, and protective measures implemented
across member states in 2016
Country Population
at risk of
poverty22

Definition Definition for vulnerable
of energy consumer
poverty
legislated

Protective measures

Financial support
Financial
transfera

Financial
transferb

Disconnection
safeguards

Social
tariffs

Protectivec

x

x

AT

9%

Socio-economic groups

x

x

BE

16%

Socio-economic groups

x

x

BG

62%

Receipt of social welfare

x

x

CY

49%

CZ

13%

Disability and/or health

DE

12%

Receipt of social welfare

x

DK

8%

Receipt of social welfare

x

EE

6%

Receipt of social welfare

ES

23%

Socio-economic groups

FI

4%

Receipt of social welfare

x

FR

14%

Energy affordabilitye

x

x

GR

53%

Socio-economic groups

HR

22%

Receipt of social welfare

x

x

x

HU

23%

x

x

IE

15%

x

x

Receipt of social welfare

x

Disability and/or health

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

xf
x

Receipt of social welfare
x

Energy
efficiency2,17

Targetedd

x

x

Consumer
engagement

x
x

x

IT

32%

Energy affordability

LT

30%

Receipt of social welfare

x

x

LU

4%

Receipt of social welfare

x

x

LV

23%

Under discussion

MT

14%

Receipt of social welfare

NL

8%

Disability and/or health

PL

17%

Receipt of social welfare

PT

43%

Receipt of social welfare

RO

26%

Socio-economic groups

SE

5%

Energy affordabilitye

SI

14%

Receipt of social welfare

SK

17%

x

Disability and/or health

UK

14%

x

Socio-economic groups

x
x
x

x

e

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

Allocations for energy as part of general payment. Targeted energy payment. Where the recommended minimum 40 days between notice and disconnection are given. Seasonal or year-round disconnection
prohibition for vulnerable consumers. eLow income/high expenditure. fThe social tariff in France was removed in 2017 and replaced with an ‘energy cheque’ in 2018.
a

b

proposals that respect subsidiarity and
stronger EU-wide measures that require
widespread support. Proposed legislation
requires member states to include national
indicative objectives to reduce energy
poverty only in cases where a ‘significant’
number of households are impacted
by energy poverty. This essentially
allows member states to make different
interpretations on the significance of the
issue. Instead, all member states should be
required to act on the issue through annual
reporting on the implementation of action
4

c

d

plans to reduce energy poverty, or
be required to provide a rationale for not
taking action. Certain measures should be
included in EU legislation as minimum
requirements. For example, consumers
should be protected from disconnection
from basic energy services by setting a
minimum number of days between energy
bill non-payment and disconnection.
Stronger mandates in energy market
legislation should provide clear procedures
on how member states should engage
vulnerable consumers on their rights,

and provide information on financing
options for renewable and energy efficiency
technologies.
However, other measures, particularly
those focused on energy poverty, must be
tailored to local context and reflect the
subsidiarity principle in specific policy areas.
For example, financial assistance for specific
heating technologies and fuels (for example,
district heating) would be more useful in
particular situations. To guide member states
in selecting and implementing effective
and relevant measures, coordination and a
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collection of best practices will be useful.
Such information will likely be collated via
the recently established European Energy
Poverty Observatory (EPOV). This growing
body of information will support member
states to implement effective measures.
Definitions. The Commission has not
provided a formal definition of energy
poverty, despite calls from the policy18,19 and
research communities3,13,14, opting rather for
a general description8. Given the reluctance
of some member states to recognize the
issue, the widely differing national contexts
and experiences and the well-versed
debate on appropriate metrics, this is not
surprising14,20. Yet establishing a definition
for energy poverty, separate from vulnerable
consumers, is important for developing a
common basis from which member states
can take action. Years of academic debate
show there is no perfect definition, but
pragmatism is needed. A common definition
should encompass energy affordability
concerns based on the adequacy of meeting
household energy requirements, will
stimulate recognition of the significance
of the issue and reinforce the need for
action. At the same time, what constitutes
a vulnerable consumer should be defined
based on a combination of the socioeconomic situation (for example, health
and age) and energy-related structural
circumstances (for example, building
efficiency) thereby reflecting affordability,
access and participation in energy markets2.
A definition would provide a basis
for developing metrics that enable
measurement and monitoring. Recent work
has shown that a range of metrics might
need to be operationalized to fully capture
the extent and nature of energy poverty
across Europe20. Having both a definition
and set of metrics at the EU level could
provide a minimum level of recognition,
with member states continuing to develop
their own metrics and measures subject to
national circumstances2.
Data. Data are needed to enhance our
understanding of energy poverty, monitor
the issue over time and plan adequate policy
responses. Similarly, the EU could steer the
decision on the types of data to be collected,
for instance, better detail on building stock
related income and energy consumption
data, and higher spatial resolution on
affordability concerns facilitated through
statistical agencies such as Eurostat. EPOV
provides a promising platform for gathering
information and data, developing indicators
and monitoring progress on energy poverty
in the EU. Similarly, EPOV can provide

assistance to member states on selecting
indicators, separate from those on the EU
level, appropriate for their national contexts.
Strategic coordination. Given the multidimensional nature of energy poverty, a
crosscutting response is needed across
social, consumer and energy policy.
This means clearly integrating energy
poverty into the mandate and budget
of relevant policymaking bodies as well
as any respective legislation. One useful
mechanism to facilitate this integration
could be through the impact assessment
process, which already has some provision
in the guidance for the evaluation of
distributional impacts21. Although the EU
pushes the agenda forward, member state
actors will need to be engaged in order to
implement action. The EU should draw
on the experience of member states with a
policy track record who could share their
knowledge and experiences. The research
community can play a role by generating
new insights to better understand the drivers
of energy poverty, and the necessary data
and analysis to tackle the problem. With the
establishment of EPOV and the European
ENGAGER energy poverty network, the
research community is primed to help fill
key research gaps, such as furthering the
understanding of energy poverty in different
contexts, indicator development and
stakeholder recognition.

Towards concrete action

As European decision-makers revise and
launch new energy and climate legislation,
there is an opportunity to strengthen action
to address energy poverty. Although there
is increasing recognition that energy
poverty needs to be addressed differently
across member states, EU leadership is
needed to solidify legislation and catalyse
action. If absent, there is a risk that this
challenge will continue to be poorly
recognized and will not be targeted
with effective action that differentiates
household needs and capacity.
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7 Quantifying Overall Energy Security
7.1 Supply/Demand Index
The supply/demand index (S/D index) provides a score based on the overall security of a country’s energy system,
ranging from zero (no security) to 100 (fully secure). The index covers not only the supply of primary energy sources
but also the conversion and transport of secondary energy carriers and the final energy demands. The S/D index is
based largely on objective information contained in energy balances combined with weighting factors and scoring
rules, using existing indicators to the largest extent possible. The index differs from other energy security metrics as
it takes a holistic approach and covers both supply and demand.
The following section presents the S/D index for Ireland as a time-series from 2000 to 2014. It also accounts, for the
first time, for the fact that the UK, Ireland’s largest energy trading partner, has seen its indigenous production of oil
and gas from the North Sea rapidly depleted, and has itself become a net importer of oil and gas, with a significant
portion of its imports coming from outside the EU. This has a knock-on effect on Ireland’s energy security. The
overall results of this analysis, summarised here in Figure 48, highlight that the long-term trend for Ireland’s energy
security is declining. In the short to medium-term, energy security will improve due to the coming on stream of
natural gas from the Corrib field. However, in the medium and long-term, the overall trend for energy security is
expected to continue to decline due to the diminishing supplies of oil and gas in the EU and OECD.
Figure 48 Energy security supply/demand index scores 2000—2014
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7.2 Description of the Supply/Demand Index Method
The S/D index is a measurement of the medium-to-long-term energy security of the whole energy system. Multiple
other energy security metrics are suitable for sector specific analysis at higher temporal resolution, assessing sectoral
vulnerability to specific risk factors (SEAI, 2006). For example, the electricity transmission system operator publishes
an annual generation adequacy report where they compute the power system’s hours of loss of load expectation.
The gas system operator similarly computes the gas capacity adequacy statement planning for a 1:50 peak demand
event, akin to the winter of 2010. The S/D index, on the other hand, takes a system-wide view, including both supply
and demand side elements, covering final energy demand, energy conversion and transmission (C&T), and primary
energy supply.
The index was first developed by the Energy Research Centre of the Netherlands (ECN) and Clingendael International
Energy Programme (CIEP). The index was proposed as a European standard for energy security assessment (de Jong
et al., 2006). Using the S/D index the score for the EU-27 in 2005 was calculated as 65, and in 2020 it was predicted
to fall to 62 (Scheepers, M. et al., 2007).
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In 2006, SEAI commissioned ECN to calculate the S/D index for Ireland for the years 2005 and 2020, and the results
of this were published in the first report by SEAI on energy security in Ireland which was published in 2006. ECN
were commissioned to update this analysis for the 2007 and 2011 reports. As part of the continuing commitment to
develop and improve energy security indicators, for this report SEAI commissioned the following research, which
updates and examines the S/D index for Ireland for the full time period 2000–2014.
This most recent update expands the Index into a time-series within the constraints of historical data availability,
updating the index to 2014, and further aims to account for the changing nature of the UK primary energy supply as
was indicated as important in the previous energy security report in this series (SEAI, 2011)..
The S/D index compiles quantitative and qualitative data in assessing energy system security. Quantitative data is
used in weighting the sectoral demands proportionately to sectoral final energy consumption, as is primary energy
supply weighted by the commodity shares of TPER. Each element in the structure of the index shown, below in
Figure 49, is comprised of a weight and a score.
Scores are calculated by qualitative data measuring the relevant technical characteristics of the energy system,
scored within a qualitative range of 0–100 and weighted according to their relative importance to the overall energy
security of the system. The qualitative weights of each element, which reflect the perceived vulnerabilities of each
element of the index, were decided upon by an expert survey and review in the original construction of the index,
and as such are subjective and open to scrutiny on a country-by-country basis (Scheepers et al., 2007). The sum of
the product of the weight and score of each level of the index structure gives an overall energy security score out
of 100.
The scoring rules, qualitative weights, and demand benchmarks largely remain the same as in previous updates
to allow comparison with previous studies. However, updated datasets are used and give rise to some changes in
the S/D score for previous assessments. As already mentioned there is one significant change to the quantification
and scoring of imported oil and gas via the UK. Irish imports of oil and gas from the UK are weighted as from EU
+ Norway (NO) or Non EU in proportion to the percentage of UK imports originating from outside the EU. This
is implemented in an effort to account for the chain of supply of UK primary energy imports given the heavy
dependence Ireland has on the UK for the primary energy supply of both refined petroleum products and natural
gas. This has a strong influence on the overall index score given the dominant weighting primary energy supply
receives, and the dominant scores oil and gas receive as a result of their proportions of primary energy requirement.
The data input, structure and results of the S/D index are detailed in the following sections.
Figure 49 Supply/Demand index weighting and scoring structure (adapted from Scheepers et al., 2007)
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7.3 Quantifying Security of Energy Supply
7.3.1 Security of Primary Energy Supply
Primary energy supply underpins the transmission, conversion and provision of energy service demand, and as
such is heavily weighted in the S/D index. The dominance of imported oil and the long-term trends in increased
gas supply are discussed in Section 3.1.1 and Figure 7, and are further illustrated by the ‘Sankey’ diagram in Figure 50
below, which also highlights the country of origin of each fuel type. The Sankey shows the flow of energy from the
countries of origin of primary energy supply on the left, through conversion and transmission stages, to sectoral
demand for final energy consumption on the right. The magnitude of those energy flows are represented by the
thickness of the connecting paths coloured by energy type, visualising import dependency, primary energy shares,
supplier diversity, fuel diversity, electricity fuel mix, efficiency, and TFC shares per sector.
For the S/D index the weight of each fuel type in primary energy supply is calculated as the ratio of the fuel primary
energy requirement to TPER. In 2014 oil was 47% of primary energy requirement, gas was 28%, solid fuels in the
form of coal and peat were 18%, renewable energy sources provided 8%, while other non-renewable wastes and
electricity imports provided 2%.
Figure 50 Ireland energy system Sankey diagram for 2014

Source: IEA and SEAI
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The ratio of imported primary energy requirement to total primary energy requirement gives the measure of import
dependency. Figure 51 shows import dependency for Ireland, the UK and the EU. Irish import dependency declined
marginally in 2014 to 86.3% from 89% the previous year. The EU has had a slowly upward long-term trend in import
dependency with a recent stabilisation. EU import dependency in 2013 was 53.2%. As illustrated in Figure 50, Ireland
imported 7,688 ktoe of oil, gas and electricity from the UK in 2014. Ireland also exported 1,406 ktoe of crude oil
and refined products in 2014. The UK’s rate of increase of import dependency, coincident with the decline rates of
production of North Sea oil and gas, is a considerable indication of Irish energy security. The UK became net energy
importers in 2004, at an import dependency that year of 4.5%, rapidly rising in 2014 to 46.2%. It is because of this
development that this update to the S/D index re-weights Irish imports of oil and gas from the UK, considering the
proportion of imports to the UK from the EU and Norway, and non-EU countries.
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Figure 51 Irish, EU-28 and UK import dependency
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Total supply of oil to Ireland is shown in Figure 52. The trend follows the overall decline from the peak of consumption
of oil products in 2007, taking in more recent reductions in output from the Whitegate refinery to 2,871 ktoe in
2014. 2014 saw an uptick in primary energy requirement for oil (which is net of oil exports). From 2008 onwards,
there has been a considerable increase in the supply of crude oil from non-EU countries, both as direct imports
and by proxy through the UK. In 2014, 51.4% of crude oil imports to Ireland originated outside the EU and 49%
of UK oil imports originated outside the EU. Reweighting UK oil product imports to Ireland by their EU vs non-EU
distribution of suppliers shows that the share of oil products imported to Ireland from non-EU countries at 47.3% in
2014. Accounting for UK oil supplier diversity, overall Irish oil imports (crude and product) from the EU and Norway
accounted for 51.3% of supply in 2014.
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Indigenous gas production of 123 ktoe accounted for 3.3% of gas primary energy supply in 2014. The remainder
was imported via interconnectors with Scotland and the UK gas transmission system. Gas imports from the UK are
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ktoe

Figure 52 Irish oil supply by EU and Non-EU supply origin
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also reweighted to account for the proportion of UK supply to Ireland that originated outside the EU, as shown in
Figure 53.
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Figure 53 Irish gas supply by EU and Non-EU supply origin
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7.3.1.1 UK Primary Energy Supply Balance
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The most recent DUKES Chapter 3, points to declining UK crude oil production, declining UK refining capacity,
declining UK petroleum product output, and a mismatch between the slate of products produced in the UK and
UK product demand. All these factors contribute to the increasing level of non-EU imports of both crude oil and
petroleum products to balance UK oil demand. The UK has a legacy overcapacity of refineries, whose demand is not
met by domestic oil production. While the UK continues to export large levels of refined oil products, it has been a
net oil importer since 2004, requiring increased imports from the EU, and increasingly from further afield, as shown
in Figure 54. In 2014 UK oil production was 39,698 ktoe, down from the 1999 peak of 137,421 ktoe, with consumption
at 69,341 ktoe.
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Figure 54 UK oil supply balance
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UK gas production peaked at 97,537 ktoe in 2000, thereafter gas production declined at an average rate of 9.2% year
on year from 2000 to 2010, while imports rose at 36.7% year on year. UK gas consumption was 87,647 ktoe in 2004
and declined to 60,007 ktoe in 2014, -3.7% year on year over 10 years. In 2014 LNG imports from non-EU countries
made up 27% of UK gas imports, as shown in Figure 55. The EU-28 as a whole imported 65.3% of its gas in 2013 .
Figure 55 UK gas imports by origin
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7.3.2 Security of Energy Conversion and Transmission
The C&T element of supply gives dominant weighting to electricity and gas, which are discussed below. The
remaining sections of the C&T branch of the S/D index are made up of heat and transport fuels.
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Source: EUROSTAT/DECC
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Given the lack of heat C&T in Ireland, heat security is simply scored as the level of electricity generated from CHP
plants as a percentage of all electricity generation available for final consumption. In 2014, CHP generated electricity
made up 8.3% of electricity available for final consumption.
Transport fuel security is based on the efficiency and reserve capacity of refining capacity in any given year. Whitegate
refinery is the only refinery in Ireland, and their production slate is dependent on many variables but, largely,
profitability is dictated by the volatility at the margin of crude oil prices. Strategically, Whitegate refinery provides
security by maintaining a maximum of 20% reserve capacity for the production of transport fuels. Transport fuel
security is calculated as a function of the ratio of the refinery annual output to the maximum capacity. Accordingly
it achieves a score in the range of 80%–95% maintaining a reserve margin for strategic security.

7.3.2.1 Electricity
The security of the electricity branch of C&T is scored with multiple data inputs quantifying efficiency, adequacy
and reliability. The generation efficiency of conventional electricity thermal generation plants, excluding nondispatchable renewables, is seen to have stabilised at 47.2% in 2014. This excludes the effects of supply efficiency from
own uses, transmissions losses, imports, exports or the input from wind energy. Import capacity factor is calculated
as the ratio of import capacity to installed dispatchable capacity. Given the outages in the Moyle Interconnector
and the newly commissioned east–west interconnector the import capacity factor has risen accordingly to over 10%
recently, having dropped below 10% in 2014 due to new installed capacity, and reduced interconnection capacity
due to line faults on both the Moyle and east–west interconnector lines. Generation adequacy is scored relative to
the generation reserve factor, which is the ratio of installed dispatchable capacity to peak demand in any given year.
A score of 1.2 or above is seen as sufficiently secure.
Figure 56 Electricity conversion and transmission system security characteristics
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7.3.2.2 Gas
The gas C&T security score is dependent upon the network adequacy and reliability of transmission, storage, and
flexible production. Three metrics are used for the S/D index to characterise annual and peak demand trends, as
presented in Figure 57.
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The import reserve factor is the ratio of the import capacity of the Moffat interconnector less the reserved capacity
for Northern Ireland to the annual gas imports of the Republic of Ireland. In 2014, there was over 50% reserve
capacity on the gas import infrastructure on average over the year.
The demand swing factor is the ratio of monthly peak demand verses the average monthly gas demand in any
given year, and it measures the volatility between summer trough and winter peak demand. The unusually cold
weather events that occurred in the winters of 2009/10 and 2010/11 caused large demand swings in range of 30%
between the average and peak gas demands. This is seen more clearly in Figure 58 which shows monthly domestic
gas demand for the years 2008–2014.
Shorter term gas storage and flexible production is measured as the ratio of monthly peak gas production and peak
(underground) gas storage output per month to peak monthly gas consumption in any given year. Domestic gas
production from the Kinsale gas field is plotted in Figure 59, and, as can be seen, is currently in decline, providing
declining seasonal storage services. Flexible production and/or storage in the form of Corrib gas and/or Shannon
LNG will improve this metric.
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Figure 57 Gas conversion and transmission system security characteristics
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Figure 58 Monthly domestic gas consumption
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Figure 59 Monthly domestic gas production
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7.4 Quantifying Energy Demand Security
Energy demand intensity is bench-marked against the average of the top five EU scores to give a relative score for
demand security for each sector. The average of the best demand intensities of the top five EU-15 is used to create
the benchmark for all sectors other than the residential sector, where the average of the top five EU-25 Member
States creates the benchmark score for residential energy demand intensity. The same EU benchmarks based on
2003 data are used for consistency. The sectoral charts in Figure 60 show Irish energy demand intensities relative to
a time-series of EU benchmarks for each year.
Irish industry in 2014 is seen as having a low energy intensity per value added, of 72.3 toe/M€2005GVA, and is lower
than the EU benchmark. It therefore receives a high score of 100%, highlighting energy efficiency and the high value
added nature of Irish industry.
The tertiary sector is seen to be in transition, from higher energy intensity before the great recession, to below
the EU benchmark more recently. The tertiary sector energy intensity in 2014 of 14.4 toe/M€2005GVA was below the
benchmark, and received a 100% score in 2014. All other sectors exhibit higher energy demand intensities relative
to the EU benchmarks and are scored accordingly.
The residential sector is reducing in energy intensity on a per capita basis, most notably post 2008. A decomposition
analysis is required to parse out the effects of economic recession, energy poverty and housing energy efficiency.
In 2014, the residential energy demand intensity dropped to 0.55 toe/capita, but was still above the EU benchmark
of 0.29 toe/capita.
Passenger transport had approximately double the demand intensity of the EU benchmark on an energy per
passenger-kilometre basis, at 65 toe/Mpkm and 31.6 toe/Mpkm respectively. Post 2008, freight transport demand
intensity rose slightly to 63.5 toe/Mtkm, compared with the EU benchmark of 35.7 toe/Mtkm in 2014.

7 Quantifying Security of
Energy Supply

Each of the sectoral demand intensities were weighted by their proportion of TFC in any given year. Transport
dominates demand security given its growth from 38% of TFC in 2000, to 43% TFC in 2007, to 42% in 2014.
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Figure 60 Energy demand intensity and European benchmark for each sector of the Index (a) industry, (b) residential, (c)
passenger transport, (d) freight transport, (e) tertiary
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7.5 S/D Index Results
7.5.1 Supply
7.5.1.1 Primary Energy Supply

Primary energy supply of crude oil and refined products reduced most considerably, to 3.6 (15.6%) in 2014. It is
worth noting that short-term oil security on the island as a result of the increased strategic storage of oil products
has improved greatly in recent years to 90 days’ strategic oil reserves. However the S/D index aims to take mediumto-long-term trends into consideration, prioritising the perceived risk of the country of origin of primary energy
supply. Primary supply of natural gas, following the same re-weighting method for UK imports from outside the
EU, shows a declining trend, scoring 6.4 (46.7%) in 2014. The security of coal supply was stable, scoring 6.3 (83.9%)
in 2014. Notably, the increasing supply of renewable energy that is produced indigenously, particularly wind and
biomass, has improved the security of primary energy supply. Renewable primary energy supply scored 3.6 (96.1%).

7 Quantifying Security of
Energy Supply

The annual scores for the security of primary energy supply for the period 2000–2014 are shown in Figure 61. The
maximum score of the primary energy supply branch of the index is 49 (indicating maximum security). The change
in methodology, whereby UK imports have been weighted by the proportion originating within the EU and Norway,
or from further afield, has resulted in considerable differences in the primary energy security score when compared
to previous updates.
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Figure 61 Primary energy supply security scores
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7.5.1.2 Energy Conversion and Transmission

7 Quantifying Security of
Energy Supply

The annual scores for the security of the energy C&T are shown in Figure 62. The maximum score for the C&T branch
of the S/D index is 21 (indicating maximum security). Compared with previous updates for 2008, this dataset shows
the electricity sector scoring higher than previous assessments while the conversion of transport fuels is considered
to be slightly worse. Gas and heat assessments show largely similar results. Given the increased interconnector
capacity above the recommended EU threshold, increased thermal efficiency, and reserve capacity above peak
demand, the electricity sector received a near maximum score of 6.1 (96.5%). The assessment of gas conversion and
transmissions security was reduced as a result of the low levels of flexible production or flexible storage. The Gas
C&T branch scores 4.1 (65.4%). Heat is a small proportion of the S/D index. It is governed by the proportion of CHP
in the electricity generation mix. Heat C&T scored 1.4 (33.5%). Oil refining for transport fuels saw a growing security
score as a result of spare refining capacity providing strategic reserve. Transport fuels in refining and distribution
scored 3.8 (90.5%) in 2014, however historically there was volatility in this score, depending on the utilisation factor
of the refining capacity in the Whitegate refinery.
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Figure 62 Conversion and transmission supply security
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7.5.2 Demand
The annual scores for energy demand security are shown in Figure 63. The maximum score of the demand element
of the S/D index in any given year is 30 (indicating maximum security). In 2014 demand security scored 21.2 (70.8%).
The long-term demand intensity trend was stable, with a recent reduction in residential demand intensity. The
tertiary sector increased its demand security score when these updated data sets are compared to the previous
2008 S/D index update. Industry accounted for 21% of TFC in 2014, and, with an energy demand intensity lower than
the top five EU countries, received a maximum score of 6.3 (100%). The residential sector accounted for 23% of TFC,
with a score of 4.5 (63.5%). The tertiary sector received a maximum score of 4.1 (100%). Demand security in transport
increased, primarily as a result of lower energy demand intensity per passenger-kilometre. Transport consumed
42% of TFC, and received a score of 6.3 (50.5%).
Figure 63 Demand energy security scores
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7.5.3 Overall S/D Index Results
Combining the results of the analysis for primary energy supply, C&T, and energy demand gives the overall result
of the S/D index, as shown in Figure 64. The case where no adjustment to the primary energy supply for the UK
import mix is also presented, for contrast and comparison with previous S/D index updates for Ireland. Overall the
elements under domestic control on the demand side and the supply element of C&T are improving. The increasing
penetration of domestic renewable energy sources is acting to slow the overall decline in the security of primary
energy supply. However, given the weighting for perceived risk that non-EU suppliers of oil and gas receive in
this method, the security of Irish primary energy supply is the dominant factor in determining a declining overall
security of supply. Energy security has declined in recent years with or without considering the proportion of UK
imports that originate from outside the EU.
Figure 64 Energy security Supply/Demand index
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Table 3 Supply/Demand summary results
2008
Weight

Score

S/D Index
S/D Index—No
UK Adjustment
Demand
Intensity
Industry
Residential
Tertiary
Transport
Supply
Conversion &
Transmission
Electricity
Gas
Heat
Oil
Primary Energy
Supply
Oil
Gas
Coal
Renewables
Other
Source: J. Glynn

2012

2010
Result Weight

Score

Result Weight

Score

2014
Result Weight

Score

Result

62

57

53

57

75

77

68

72

0.3

67.2

20

0.3

67.3

20

0.3

70.0

21

0.3

70.8

21

0.19
0.24
0.16
0.41
0.7

100
50
95
51
60

5.7
3.6
4.5
6.4
41.8

0.19
0.27
0.15
0.39
0.7

100
49
100
52
53

5.7
4.0
4.5
6.0
36.9

0.21
0.25
0.15
0.40
0.7

100
59
100
50
46

6.2
4.4
4.4
5.9
32.3

0.21
0.23
0.14
0.42
0.7

100
63
100
50
52

6.3
4.5
4.1
6.3
36.1

0.3

59.7

12.5

0.3

66.9

14.0

0.3

67.1

14.1

0.3

73.4

15.4

0.30
0.30
0.20
0.20

94
67
28
30

5.9
4.2
1.2
1.3

0.30
0.30
0.20
0.20

92
64
31
69

5.8
4.0
1.3
2.9

0.30
0.30
0.20
0.20

96
66
35
58

6.0
4.1
1.5
2.5

0.30
0.30
0.20
0.20

97
65
34
90

6.1
4.1
1.4
3.8

0.7

60

29.3

0.7

47

22.8

0.7

37

18.2

0.7

42

20.6

0.55
0.27
0.14
0.04
0.00

35
95
79
98
70

9.3
12.8
5.4
1.7
0.1

0.50
0.32
0.14
0.05
0.00

37
38
85
96
75

8.9
5.9
5.7
2.2
0.1

0.45
0.30
0.17
0.06
0.01

6
47
76
97
87

1.4
7.1
6.4
3.0
0.3

0.47
0.28
0.15
0.08
0.02

16
47
84
96
78

3.6
6.4
6.3
3.6
0.7
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Energy security is an interdisciplinary concept. Its deﬁnitions leaves it vulnerable to exploitation as a
justiﬁcation for energy policy instruments. The extensive literature has yet to converge to formulate a
uniﬁed deﬁnition of energy security and many outline a multitude of methods of measurement, such as
the Supply/Demand index applied here in modiﬁed form, but also the Hirshman-Herﬁndahl Index, the
Shannon Index for fuel diversity, and others. However, many of these index methods do not explicitly
take into account the techno-economic interdependencies which inﬂuence energy security within the
energy system.
This paper reviews the literature to establish an energy security assessment method considering
perspectives from sovereignty, infrastructural robustness, and market resilience. The aim of the paper is
to provide a transparent data rich method and assessment of energy security by means of an application
of a systemic energy security index to historical data and potential projected techno-economic energy
system scenario analysis for a decarbonising Irish Energy System.
© 2016 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction
Energy security is an interdisciplinary concept [6]. Its deﬁnitions
leaves it vulnerable to exploitation as a justiﬁcation for energy
policy instruments [35,39]. Energy security is growing in prominence in government policy lexicon [8,40], however, it remains
poorly deﬁned [35,56]. The concepts of security of supply (SOS),
continuity of supply, diversity of supply, supply/demand balances,
reserve/production ratios, and fuel diversity, all focus on physical
availability of energy resource supply under the understanding that
an uninterrupted energy supply is critical for a functioning modern
economy. Frameworks conceptualising energy security in terms of
availability, accessibility, affordability, and acceptability remain general in nature, without quantiﬁable objective energy policy goals for
each concept, each receiving differing degrees of attention ([5]; p.
4).
The literature on energy security quantitative metrics have put
forward multiple deﬁnitions with differing conceptual frameworks
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Cork, Ireland.
E-mail address: james.glynn@ucc.ie (J. Glynn).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.esr.2016.11.005
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[5,8,52e54,56]. The extensive literature has yet to converge to
formulate a uniﬁed deﬁnition of energy security. At the institutional level, the International Energy Agency (IEA) deﬁne energy
security as the availability of a regular supply of energy at an
affordable price [32]. Bohi and Toman [2] focusing on market failure
and externalities, deﬁne energy insecurity as the loss of welfare
that may occur as a result of a change in the price or availability of
energy [2]. While more recently from a perspective of quantitative
assessment of sovereignty, resilience and robustness, energy security is deﬁned as low vulnerability and resilience of vital energy
systems [6]. It may be the case that energy security is too broad and
complex a term to expect an agreed deﬁnition [22]. Typically an
energy security framework produces a singular metric devised to
indicate a trend of positive or negative energy security within a
given speciﬁc economy's energy system, a subsector of the energy
system, or for a speciﬁc fuel or energy carrier of the energy system
[29,36,38,48,49]. Other frameworks such as the IEA model of short
term energy security (MOSES) aim to provide key insight into energy security risk by providing a suite of metrics which are combined into groups of 3e5 risk country categories from low to high
risk proﬁles [32]. In this paper we aim to provide insight into energy security risks in Ireland by providing the quantitative and
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qualitative metrics which combined make the Supply/Demand Index. The Supply/Demand index method is chosen as it a broad
systematic approach, covering detailed perspectives from sovereignty, robustness and resilience, while also being transparent
being based on data that is historically available and projected by
bottom-up techno-economic energy systems models.
Energy security varies over time scales from milliseconds, seconds, hours, days, years, election cycles, decades, and geological
timescales given a speciﬁc area of interest [33,47,50]; from electricity grid stability and inertia constraints, to primary energy
supply and storage, to geopolitics and resource depletion [13]. The
chosen temporal, technical, political and economic boundaries of
the conceptualisation of an energy security measurement, often
represented as an index [3], and its weighting method inherently
bias its assessment of energy security [4,14,55].
It may be politically desirable to have a single metric derived
from a transparent method to represent a nation's Energy security.
However, in aggregating energy security indicators into an index
the risks in complex interdependency in the energy system supply
chain can be overly simpliﬁed [6,27,46]. The indicator components
of such indices provide critical insight to where energy security
vulnerabilities lie, an understanding of the subcomponent elements of the index is as important as understanding the overall
trends of security to identify critical vulnerabilities in the energy
system.
Areas of vulnerability are sometimes clouded as a result of
apparent risk mitigation across dimensions of security, that in reality do not supply substitutable energy services [40]. Previous
studies have used expert surveys to minimise this bias and
appropriately weight the relative importance of each variable for an
energy security index [4,15,49]. It still remains that this approach
lacks a fundamental underpinning to bridge the interdisciplinary
nature of the problem.
To date, a multitude of energy security indices have provided
concept speciﬁc metrics, to start to narrow the deﬁnition of energy
security and begin to enable policy makers with a quantitative
picture of energy security [1,13,29,33,38,39,45,49].
The most recent insights from the energy security literature, and
which move beyond much of the criticism of single metric
assessment to applications of energy security assessment in integrated energy systems models, are found the work of Cherp, Jewell,
and Guivarch where they assess suites of energy security indicators
in integrated energy systems models under uncertain future scenarios from an integrated transdisciplinary perspective [7,28,34].
1.1. Paper outline
The aim of the paper is to provide a transparent data rich
method and assessment of energy security by means of an application of a systemic energy security index to historical data and
potential projected techno-economic energy system scenario
analysis for a decarbonising Irish Energy System.
This paper focuses on applications of an energy security index
method, updating the energy security assessment for Ireland using
the Energy Research Centre of the Netherlands (ECN) supply/demand index for consistent comparison to previous international
studies [49]. The results look both into the past, and forward, using
historical data and future scenario techno-economic least cost
optimised energy systems for differing decarbonisation and carbon
tax scenarios from the Irish-TIMES energy system model [44].
Previous energy security analysis in Ireland has applied energy
security criteria to the same national integrated energy system
model to explore differing systemic interdependences of resource
constraints also upon the Irish energy system security [26]. The ECN
Supply/Demand index maintains a balance between supply and
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demand side risk as well as balance between comprehensiveness
and transparency. As indicated from the above review; there is no
perfect measure of energy security, and this is one of the more
comprehensive approaches for the medium term time frame. The
change in perceived security is assessed here with methodological
updates by editing the Supply/Demand index to account for origins
of primary energy supplies rather than the current risk associated
with the import partners. The positive weighting of EU re-sellers as
opposed to non-EU producers of primary energy commodities and
resultant bias is outlined in the discussion.
The rationale being that primary energy suppliers to Ireland,
both directly and indirectly via the UK, are changing from historical
market trends. The shift in energy supply origins is driven primarily
by the decline of oil and gas production in the North Sea, and the
surge in unconventional oil and gas production in North America
[42,51]. The new balance of trading partners can create new perceptions of risk to security of supply.
2. Methods applied
The Supply/Demand index (S/D) is a measurement of medium to
long term energy security of the whole energy system. The Supply/
Demand index was developed as an energy security indicator by
the Energy Research Centre of the Netherlands (ECN) and Clingendael International Energy Programme (CIEP) and proposed as a
European standard for energy security assessment [15,49]. Multiple
other energy security metrics are suitable for sector speciﬁc analysis at higher temporal resolution assessing sectoral vulnerability
to speciﬁc risk factors [1,37]. For example, the power transmission
system operator publishes an annual generation adequacy report
where they compute the hours of loss of load expectation of the
power system. The gas system operator similarly computes the gas
capacity adequacy statement planning for a 1:50 peak demand
event, akin to the winter of 2010. Adequacy is generally deﬁned
when there is sufﬁcient capacity to meet projected demand. The S/
D Index on the other hand takes a systematic view, including both
supply and demand side elements, covering ﬁnal energy demand,
energy conversion and transmission (C&T), and primary energy
supply (PES). The energy system is represented below for 2014 in
the sankey diagram Fig. 1. Energy ﬂows from the country of origin of
primary energy supply on the left, through conversion and transmission stages, to sectoral demand for ﬁnal energy consumption on
the right. The magnitude of those energy ﬂows are represented by
the thickness of the connecting paths coloured by energy type,
visualising import dependency, primary energy shares, supplier
diversity, fuel diversity, electricity fuel mix, efﬁciency, and total
ﬁnal consumption shares per sector.
Ireland has an 86% import dependence in 2014, with a 90.4%
fossil fuel dependency where oil accounts for 47.1% total primary
energy requirement (TPER), Natural gas accounts for 28% TPER, Coal
and Peat for 15.3% and renewables accounts for 7.7% of total primary energy requirement. Transport accounts for 34.5% of TPER
which is 97% oil based, the residential sector accounts for 24.9% of
TPER, Industry 24.2%, services 14.2%, and Agri-Fisheries 2.1% of
TPER. There has been recent growth in renewable energy for the
electricity sector amounting to 4.9% of ﬁnal energy consumption
largely coming from growth in onshore wind energy, with the
remainder of renewable electricity from legacy hydro power and
biomass. The carbon intensity of electricity is declining and was
456.6gCO2/kWh. Natural gas remains the dominant input into
electricity generation at 45% TPER.
The approach in this paper expands the index into a time series
within the constraints of historical data availability, updating the
index to 2014, and further aims to account for the changing nature
of the UK primary energy supply as indicated as important in
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Fig. 1. Ireland energy system sankey diagram e 2014 (data: IEA/SEAI).

previous energy security in Ireland assessments [18,45]. The EU27 S/D score in 2005 was 65%, and projected to be 62% in 2020 [49].
The summary scores are outlined in Table 1. The ﬁrst row outlines
the S/D index score for the case where Irish imports of reﬁned
petroleum products and natural gas imports via the UK are
weighted to take account the percentage of UK Oil and Gas imports
that originate outside the EU or Norway. The second row, shows the
S/D score without this adjustment for UK primary energy supply.

2.1. Description of the supply/demand index method
The S/D index compiles quantitative and qualitative data in
assessing the energy system security. Quantitative data is used in
weighting the sectoral demands proportionately to sectoral ﬁnal
energy consumption, as is primary energy supply weighted by the
commodity shares of total primary energy requirement. Each
element in the structure of the index shown below in Fig. 2 is
comprised of a weight and a score. Scores are calculated by quantitative data measuring relevant technical characteristics of the
energy system, scored within a normalised range of 0e100 and
weighted according to the relative importance to overall energy
security of the system. The qualitative weights of each element,
which reﬂect the perceived vulnerabilities of each element of the
index, were decided upon by expert survey and review in the

Table 1
Energy security supply/demand index scores. Scores with and without accounting
for the increasing import of Non-EU Oil and Gas into the UK Primary Energy Supply
(Score from a total of 100).
S/D Index Score
UK Adjusted
UK Not Adjusted

2000
68
77

‘05
66
77

‘08
62
75

‘09
59
78

‘10
57
77

‘11
57
78

‘12
53
68

‘13
59
75

’14
57
72

original construction of the index, and as such are somewhat
subjective and open to scrutiny [49]. The sum of the product of the
weight and score of each element of the index structure gives an
overall energy security score out of 100. The scoring rules, qualitative weights, and demand benchmarks largely remain the same
as in previous versions to allow international comparison
[18,45,49]. However, updated datasets are used and give rise to
some changes in the S/D score for previous assessments. As already
mentioned there is one signiﬁcant change to the quantiﬁcation and
scoring of imported Oil and Gas via the UK. Irish imports of Oil and
Gas from the UK are weighted as from EU þ Norway (NO) or NonEU in proportion to the percentage of UK imports originating from
outside the EU. This is implemented in an effort to account for the
chain of supply of UK primary energy imports, given the heavy
dependence Ireland has on the UK for primary energy supply of
both reﬁned petroleum products and natural gas. This has a strong
inﬂuence on the overall index score given the dominant weighting
primary energy supply receives, and the dominant scores oil and
gas receive as a result of their proportions of primary energy
requirement. The data input, structure, and results of the S/D index
are detailed in the following sections.
The metrics used in the supply/demand index are mapped to
Cherp's three perspectives on energy security below in Table 2 [6].
The assessment of primary energy supply, measured by import
dependency by fuel type, the origin of imports, the level of imports
covered by long term contracts, and the share of total primary
energy requirement by fuel maps to the sovereignty perspective.
The engineering assessment of the conversion and transport/
transmission system, measured by conversion efﬁciency, capacity
adequacy, system reliability, transport/transmission reliability,
transport/transmission congestion, capacity, and oil reﬁning efﬁciency, capacity and reliability map the robustness perspective.
Lastly the demand element of the supply demand index maps to
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Fig. 2. Supply/Demand index weighting and scoring structure (Adapted from Ref. [49]).

Table 2
Mapping the Supply Demand Index elements to the Three Perspectives on energy security.
Sovereignty

Robustness

Resilience

Primary Energy Supply (PES)
PES-Oil
Import Share
EU Share
Non EU Long Term Contracts
PES-Gas
Import Share
EU Share
Non EU Long Term Contracts
PES-Coal
Import Share
PES-Nuclear
Import Share
PES-RES
Import Share
Share of TPER
Oil
Gas
Coal
Nuclear
RES

Conversion & Transport
Electricity
Conversion
Efﬁciency
Capacity Adequacy
Reliability
Transport
Reliability
Adequacy
Congestion
Import Capacity
Gas
Transport
Reliability
Adequacy
Congestion
Import Capacity
Storage/Flexible Production
Reliability
Adequacy
Heat
Transport
Conversion
CHP
Transport Fuels
Conversion
Efﬁciency
Adequacy
Reliability
Transport

Demand Intensity
Industry
Energy Intensity Per Value Added
Industry Share of Total Final Energy Consumption (TFC)
Residential
Energy Intensity per capita
Residential Share of TFC
Transport
Passenger Energy Intensity Per Million Passenger Kilometres
Freight Energy Intensity per Million Tonne Kilometres
Transport Share of TFC
Tertiary Sector
Services and Tertiary Sectors Energy Intensity Per Value Added
Tertiary Share of TFC

the resilience perspective, measuring elements such as Industry
demand intensity in energy per value added, residential demand
intensity in energy per capita, passenger transport demand intensity in energy per passenger-kilometre, freight transport demand intensity in energy per tonne-kilometre and tertiary demand
intensity in energy per value added, and the share of total ﬁnal
energy consumption per sector (see Table 3).

2.2. Data sources
This section outlines the primary data inputs, trends and the
data sources.
2.2.1. Demand
Energy demand intensity is benchmarked against the average of
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Table 3
S/D index summary results.
2008
Weight
S/D Index
S/D Index - No UK Adjustment
Demand Intensity
Industry
Residential
Tertiary
Transport
Supply
Conversion & Transmission
Electricity
Gas
Heat
Oil
Primary Energy Supply
Oil
Gas
Coal
Nuclear
Renewables
Other

0.3
0.19
0.24
0.16
0.41
0.7
0.3
0.30
0.30
0.20
0.20
0.7
0.55
0.27
0.14
0.00
0.04
0.00

2010
Score

Result

67.2
100
50
95
51
60
59.7
94
67
28
30
60
35
95
79
100
98
70

62
75
20
5.7
3.6
4.5
6.4
41.8
12.5
5.9
4.2
1.2
1.3
29.3
9.3
12.8
5.4
0.0
1.7
0.1

Weight

0.3
0.19
0.27
0.15
0.39
0.7
0.3
0.30
0.30
0.20
0.20
0.7
0.50
0.32
0.14
0.00
0.05
0.00

2012
Score

Result

67.3
100
49
100
52
53
66.9
92
64
31
69
47
37
38
85
100
96
75

57
77
20
5.7
4.0
4.5
6.0
36.9
14.0
5.8
4.0
1.3
2.9
22.8
8.9
5.9
5.7
0.0
2.2
0.1

Weight

0.3
0.21
0.25
0.15
0.40
0.7
0.3
0.30
0.30
0.20
0.20
0.7
0.45
0.30
0.17
0.00
0.06
0.01

2014
Score

Result

70.0
100
59
100
50
46
67.1
96
66
35
58
37
6
47
76
100
97
87

53
68
21
6.2
4.4
4.4
5.9
32.3
14.1
6.0
4.1
1.5
2.5
18.2
1.4
7.1
6.4
0.0
3.0
0.3

Weight

0.3
0.21
0.23
0.14
0.42
0.7
0.3
0.30
0.30
0.20
0.20
0.7
0.47
0.28
0.15
0.00
0.08
0.02

Score

Result

70.8
100
63
100
50
52
73.4
97
65
34
90
42
16
47
84
100
96
78

57
72
21
6.3
4.5
4.1
6.3
36.1
15.4
6.1
4.1
1.4
3.8
20.6
3.6
6.4
6.3
0.0
3.6
0.7

Bold Italics are the Subtotals of different elements of the Supply Demand Index.

top 5 EU member country scores to give a relative score for demand
security for each sector. The average of the best demand intensities
of the top 5 EU-15 countries is used to create the benchmark for all
sectors other than the residential sector, where the average of the
top 5 EU-25 member states creates the benchmark score for residential energy demand intensity. The same EU benchmarks which
are based on 2003 data are used for consistency. The sectoral charts
in Fig. 3 show Irish energy demand intensities relative to a time
series of EU benchmarks for each year. The use of the best 5 scores
from EU countries, which vary between each benchmark assessment, is justiﬁed as an achievable target of best practice for the
countries assessed to be below this benchmark (see Figs. 4 and 5).
Irish Industry in 2014 has a low energy intensity per value added
of 72.3 toe/MV2005GVA, and is lower than the EU benchmark
therefore receiving a high score of 100%, highlighting energy efﬁciency and the high value added nature of Irish Industry. The tertiary sector is in transition from higher energy intensity before the
great recession, to below the EU benchmark more recently. The
tertiary sector energy intensity in 2014 is 14.4 toe/MV2005GVA and
is now below the benchmark, and so it receives a 100% score in
2014. All other sectors exhibit higher energy demand intensities
relative to the EU benchmarks and are scored accordingly. The
residential sector is reducing its energy intensity on a per capita
basis, most notably post 2008. A decomposition analysis is required
to parse out what is the effects of economic recession, energy
poverty and housing energy efﬁciency. In 2014 the residential energy demand intensity had dropped to 0.55 toe/capita, still above
the EU benchmark of 0.29 toe/capita. Passenger transport has
approximately double the demand intensity of the EU benchmark
on energy per passenger kilometre basis, at 65 toe/Mpkm and 31.6
toe/Mpkm respectively. Post 2008, freight transport demand intensity rose slightly to 63.5 toe/Mtkm compared to the EU benchmark of 35.7 toe/Mtkm in 2014.
Each of the sectoral demand intensities are weighted by their
proportion of total ﬁnal energy consumption (TFC) in any given
year. Transport dominates the assessment to demand security
given is growth from 38% TFC in 2000, to 43% TFC in 2007, to 42% in
2014.

2.2.2. Supply - conversion and transmission
The conversion and transmission (C&T) element of supply gives
dominant weighting to electricity and gas. These sectors and their
input data is outlined below. The remaining sections of the conversion and transmission branch of the S/D index is made up of
Heat and Transport fuels.
Given the lack of heat conversion and transmission in Ireland,
heat security is simply scored as the level of electricity generated
from combined heat and power (CHP) plants as a percentage of all
electricity generation available for ﬁnal consumption. In 2014 CHP
generated electricity made up 8.3% of electricity available for ﬁnal
consumption. This metric is implemented in the S/D index where
there is no domestic heat market. In countries where there is signiﬁcant domestic heat market, conversion and transmission of heat
is assessed similarly to the conversion and transmission of
electricity.
Transport fuel security is based on the efﬁciency and reserve of
reﬁning capacity in any given year. Whitegate reﬁnery is the only oil
reﬁnery in Ireland, and their production slate is dependent on
many variables but largely proﬁtability is dictated by the volatility
at the margin of crude oil prices. Strategically Whitegate reﬁnery
provides security in maintaining up to a 20% reserve capacity for
domestic production of transport fuels. Transport fuel security is
scored accordingly as a function of the ratio of the reﬁnery annual
output and maximum capacity in the range of 80%e95% maintaining a reserve margin for strategic security.
2.2.2.1. Electricity. The security of the electricity branch of conversion and transmission is scored with multiple data inputs
quantifying efﬁciency, adequacy and reliability. The generation efﬁciency of thermal plant excluding non-dispatchable renewables is
has stabilised at 47.2% in 2014. This excludes the effects of supply
efﬁciency from own uses, transmissions losses, imports, exports or
the input from wind energy. Import capacity factor is calculated as
the ratio of import capacity to installed dispatchable capacity.
Given the outages in the Moyle interconnector to Scotland and the
newly commissioned east west interconnector (EWIC) to the UK,
the import capacity factor has risen accordingly to over 10%
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Fig. 3. Energy demand intensity and European benchmark for each sector of the Index (a) Industry, (b) Residential (c) Passenger transport, (d) Freight transport, (e) Tertiary (Data:
ODYSEE/SEAI e preliminary 2014 data).

recently, but has dropped below 10% in 2014 due to new installed
capacity, and reduced interconnection capacity due to interconnector line faults. Generation adequacy is scored relative to the
generation reserve factor, which is the ratio of installed dispatchable capacity and peak demand in any given year. A score of
1.2 or above is assessed as sufﬁciently secure.
2.2.2.2. Gas. The gas conversion and transmission security score is
dependent upon the network adequacy and reliability of

transmission, storage, and ﬂexible production. The input data is
presented in Fig. 6. These measures characterise annual and peak
demand trends. The import reserve factor is the ratio of the import
capacity of the Moffat interconnector less the reserved capacity for
Northern Ireland to the annual gas imports of the Republic of
Ireland. In 2014 there is over 50% reserve capacity on the gas import
infrastructure on average over the year. The demand swing factor is
the ratio of monthly peak demand verses the average monthly gas
demand in any given year, to measure the volatility between
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Fig. 4. Sectoral ﬁnal energy consumption (Data: SEAI).

Fig. 5. Electricity conversion and transmission system security characteristics (Data: SEAI/EIRGRID/EUROSTAT).

Fig. 6. Gas conversion and transmission system security characteristics (Data: GNI/CER/EUROSTAT).

1

MET Eireann Monthly Reports Archive - http://www.met.ie/climate/monthlyweather-reports.asp.

summer trough and winter peak demand. The unusually cold
weather events that occurred in the winters of 2009/10 and 2010/
111 both caused large demand swing in range of 30% between the
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Fig. 7. Monthly domestic gas consumption (Data: EUROSTAT).

average and peak gas demands. This is shown more clearly in Fig. 7
showing monthly domestic gas demand for the years 2008e2014.
Shorter term gas storage and ﬂexible production is measured as the
ratio of monthly peak gas production and peak (underground) gas
storage output per month to peak monthly gas consumption in any
given year. Domestic gas production from the Kinsale gas ﬁeld is
plotted in Fig. 8, and as is currently in decline, providing reduced
seasonal storage services. Flexible production and or storage in the
form of Corrib gas and or Shannon LNG will improve this metric.

2.2.3. Primary energy supply
Primary energy supply underpins the transmission, conversion
and provision of energy service demand, and as such is heavily
weighted in the S/D index. The weight of each fuel type in primary
energy supply is calculated as the ratio of the fuel primary energy
requirement to total primary energy requirement. In 2014 oil was
47% of primary energy requirement, gas was 28%, solid fuels in the
form of coal and peat were 18%, renewable energy sources provided
8%, while other non-renewable wastes and electricity imports
provided 2%. The dominance of imported oil and the long term
trends in increased gas supply are seen in Fig. 9. 2014 saw the ﬁrst
appreciable rise in primary energy supply of oil up to 6249 ktoe,
from the declining trend since the 2008 level of 8961 ktoe. Primary
requirement for gas continues to decline in 2014 to 3721 ktoe from
4692 ktoe in 2008. Gas input into electricity generation continues
to decline to 1973 ktoe in 2014 from 3025 ktoe in 2008, with
reduced electricity demand and the continued rise of wind generation contribution to the electricity mix up to 422 ktoe in 2014 (see
Figs. 10e12).

The ratio of imported primary energy requirement to total primary energy requirement gives the measure of import dependency.
Irish import dependency declined marginally in 2014 to 86.3% from
89% the previous year. The EU has had a slowly upward long term
trend in import dependency with a recent stabilisation. EU import
dependency in 2013 was 53.2%. As illustrated in Fig. 1, Ireland imported 7688 ktoe of oil, gas and electricity from the UK in 2014.
Ireland also exported 1406 ktoe of crude oil and reﬁned products in
2014. The UK rate of increase of import dependency, coincident
with the decline rates of production of North Sea oil and gas, is a
considerable indication of Irish energy security. The UK became net
energy importers in 2004, at an import dependency that year of
4.5% rapidly rising in 2014 to 46.2%. It is for this more recent energy
importer status of the UK, that this update to the S/D index
reweights Irish imports of oil and gas from the UK, by the proportion of imports into the UK from the EU and Norway, and Non-EU
countries.
Total supply of oil to Ireland follows the decline from the peak of
consumption of oil products in 2007, as well as more recent reductions in output from the Whitegate reﬁnery to 2871 ktoe in
2014. As mentioned previously, 2014 has seen an uptick in primary
energy requirement for oil, which is net of oil exports. From 2008
onwards, there has been a considerable increase in the supply of
crude oil from non EU countries, and by proxy non-EU supply as a
proportion of the import mix from the UKs own imports. 49% of UK
oil imports originated outside the EU in 2014, while 51.4% of crude
oil imports to Ireland originated outside the EU. Reweighting UK oil
product imports to Ireland by their EU vs Non EU distribution of
suppliers, as well as direct product imports from non-EU countries

Fig. 8. Monthly domestic gas production. (Data: EUROSTAT).
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Fig. 9. Primary energy supply by fuel type (Data: SEAI).

Fig. 10. Irish, EU-28 and UK import dependency (data: Eurostat).

Fig. 11. Irish oil supply history by EU and Non-EU supply origin (Data: EUROSTAT).
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Fig. 12. Irish gas supply by EU and Non-EU supply origin (Data: EUROSTAT).

shows non-EU oil product imported to Ireland at 47.3%. Accounting
for UK oil supplier diversity, overall Irish oil imports from the EU
and Norway account for 51.3% of supply in 2014.
Indigenous gas production of 123 ktoe accounted for 3.3% of gas
primary energy supply in 2014. The remainder is imported via
interconnectors from Scotland and the UK gas transmission system.
Gas imports from the UK are also reweighted to account for the
proportion of UK supply to Ireland that originated outside the EU.
2.2.3.1. UK primary energy supply balance. The UK department of
energy and climate change (DECC) digest of UK energy statistics
(DUKES) chapter 32 points to declining UK crude oil production,
declining UK reﬁning capacity, declining UK petroleum product
output, and a mismatch between the slate of products produced in
the UK, and UK product demand. All these factors contribute to the
increasing level of non-EU imports of both crude oil and petroleum
products to balance UK oil demand. The UK has a legacy overcapacity of reﬁneries, whose demand is not met by domestic oil
production. While the UK continues to export large levels of reﬁned
oil products, the UK has been a net oil importer since 2004,
requiring increased imports from the EU, and increasingly from
further aﬁeld (See Fig. 13). In 2014 UK oil production was
39,698 ktoe, down from the 1999 peak of 137,421 ktoe, with consumption at 69,341 ktoe (see Fig. 14).
UK gas production peaked at 97,537 ktoe in 2000, there after gas
production declined at 9.2% year on year over at a 10 year average
from 2000 to 2010, while imports rose at 36.7% year on year. UK gas
consumption was 87,647 ktoe in 2004 and has declined to
60,007 ktoe in 2014, -3.7% year on year over 10 years. In 2014 LNG
imports from non EU countries made up 27% of UK gas imports,
while the EU-28 as a whole imported 65.3% of gas in 2013.3
2.3. Scenario analysis approach using the Irish TIMES model
Moving on from historical analysis, the Irish TIMES model, used

2
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/petroleum-chapter-3-digest-ofunited-kingdom-energy-statistics-dukes.
3
EUROSTAT
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/tgm/table.do?
tab¼table&init¼1&plugin¼1&language¼en&pcode¼tsdcc310.

in the projected scenario analysis, is built with The Integrated
Markal-Efom System (TIMES) framework, written in the General
Algebraic Modelling Software (GAMS) and solved with CPLEX. The
framework is developed within an implementing agreement of the
International Energy Agency (IEA); the Energy Technology Systems
Analysis Programme (ETSAP), is distributed freely, well documented, transparent, maintained, and upgraded on an ongoing
collaborative basis.
TIMES is a techno-economic bottom-up (BU) model generator
for local, national, or multi-regional energy systems, which provides a technology-rich basis for estimating energy dynamics over a
long-term, multi-period time horizon. It is usually applied to the
analysis of the entire energy system, but may also be applied to
detailed studies of individual sectors (e.g. the electricity sector or
transport sector). TIMES computes a time varying inter-temporal
partial equilibrium on inter-regional energy markets. The objective function maximizes total surplus. This is equivalent to minimizing the discounted total energy system cost while respecting
environmental, technical, and policy scenario constraints. The
system cost includes investment costs, operation and maintenance
costs, cost of imported fuels, less the income from exported fuels,
the terminal values, and salvage value of technologies at the end of
the horizon. The technical foundations of MARKAL models are
outlined in Fishbone and Abilock [23] while the full updated
technical documentation of TIMES is hosted online4 with the ETSAP
group [41].
2.4. Model sets and assumptions
The Irish TIMES technology database contains descriptive time
dependant economic and technical data for approximately 1600
supply and demand side energy technologies. The model speciﬁcation has 12 annual time slices; four seasons, day, night, and peak
for a time horizon of 45 years from the base year of 2005e2050. The
model is cyclically updated with physical energy service demand
projections derived from exogenous macroeconomic drivers. The
model version used in this analysis is based on macroeconomic
forecasts from the Economic and Social Research Institute medium

4

http://www.iea-etsap.org/web/Documentation.asp.
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Fig. 13. UK oil supply balance (Data: EUROSTAT/DECC/BP).

Fig. 14. UK gas imports by origin (Data: EUROSTAT/DECC).

term review in 2013 [24]. These demand driver projections utilise
the ESRI's in house HERMES model in conjunction with the GEM-E3
model of industry Autonomous Energy Efﬁciency Improvement
(AEEI, GEM-E3) [25,30]. Primary energy supply commodity prices
are based on the 2012 IEA current policy scenario in the world
energy outlook [31]. Domestic bioenergy potentials and costs are
outlined in Ref. [9] taken from a range of most recent national
studies where available. Non-dispatchable renewable electricity
generation is limited at 70% per time slice and 50% on annual
average based on technical limits [19,21]. Detailed model assumptions and inputs are available at http://www.ucc.ie/en/
energypolicy/irishtimes/. This model version does not include
non-energy related agricultural emissions, as such emissions
reduction targets are adjusted exogenously assuming agricultural
GHG emissions maintain the same growth rate as national projections to 2020 and onwards to 2050 [20]. Some Irish climate and
energy policy has been informed by the Irish-TIMES energy systems
model previously [17], investigating medium term mitigation

targets to 2020 [11], long term targets to 2050 [12], questions of
bioenergy import dependency [9], technical realism of the electricity sector soft-linked to power systems model [16], energy security of supply [26], and agriculture sector feedback to energy
system emissions targets [10].
3. Results - energy security in the past
The results of the S/D index based on the available datasets are
presented in the following this section.
3.1. Demand
The maximum score of the demand element of the S/D index in
any given year is 30. In 2014 demand security scored 21.2 (70.8%).
The long term demand intensity trend is stable with reductions in
residential demand intensity more recently (See Fig. 15). The tertiary sector increases its demand security score when comparing
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Fig. 15. Demand energy security scores.

these updated data sets to the previous 2008 S/D index update.
Industry accounts for 21% of TFC in 2014, and with an energy demand intensity lower than the top 5 EU countries, receives a
maximum score of 6.3 (100%). The residential sector accounts for
23% TFC, with a score of 4.5 (63.5%). The tertiary sector receives a
maximum score of 4.1 (100%). Demand security in transport is
increasing primarily as a result of lower energy demand intensity
per passenger kilometre. Transport consumes 42% of TFC, and receives a score of 6.3 (50.5%).
3.2. Supply
3.2.1. Conversion and Transmission
The maximum score for the conversion and transmissions (C&T)
branch of the S/D index is 21. Compared to previous updates for
2008, this dataset shows the electricity sector scoring higher than
previous assessments while, the conversion of transport fuels is
assessed to be slightly worse. Gas and heat assessments show
largely similar results. Given increased interconnector capacity
above the recommended EU threshold, increased thermal efﬁciency, and reserve capacity above peak demand, the electricity
sector receives a near maximum score of 6.1 (96.5%). The assessment of gas conversion and transmissions security is reduced as a
result of the low levels of ﬂexible production or ﬂexible storage. Gas
C&T branch scores 4.1 (65.4%). Heat is a small proportion of the S/D
index, governed by the proportion of CHP in the electricity generation mix. Heat C&T scores 1.4 (33.5%). Oil reﬁning for transport
fuels sees a growing security score as a result of spare reﬁning
capacity providing strategic reserve. Transport fuels in reﬁning and
distribution scores 3.8 (90.5%) in 2014, however historically there
has been volatility in this score dependent upon the utilisation
factor of reﬁning capacity in the Whitegate reﬁnery (see Figs. 16 and
17).
3.2.2. Primary energy supply
The maximum score the primary energy supply branch of the
index is 49. As already outlined, given the change in method of
weighting UK imports by their proportion of origins from within
the EU and Norway, or from further aﬁeld, there are considerable

5
National Oil Reserve Agency - http://www.nora.ie/oil-stocks.138.html. Emergency
Response
of
IEA Countries
http://www.iea.org/publications/
freepublications/publication/energy-supply-security-the-emergency-response-ofiea-countries-2014.html.

differences in the primary energy security score comparing to
previous studies. Primary energy supply of crude oil and reﬁned
products have reduced most considerably to 3.6 (15.6%) in 2014. It
is worth noting that short term oil security in Ireland as a result of
increased strategic storage of oil products has improved greatly in
recent years to 90 days strategic oil reserves.5 However the S/D
index aims to take medium to long term trends into consideration,
prioritising the perceived risk of country of origin of PES. Primary
supply of natural gas following the same reweighting method for
UK imports from outside the EU shows a declining trend, scoring
6.4 (46.7%) in 2014. The security of coal supply is stable scoring 6.3
(83.9%) in 2014. Notably the increasing trend in renewable penetration of both wind and bioenergy are increasing the security of
primary energy supply as a result of largely domestic production.
Renewable primary energy supply scores 3.6 (96.1%).
3.3. System wide security comparison
The overall comparison and relative weighted scores of each
branch of S/D index is plotted in Fig. 18. The case where no
adjustment to the primary energy supply for the UK import mix is
also presented for contrast, and comparison to previous S/D updates for Ireland. Overall the elements under domestic control on
the demand side and the supply element of conversion and transmission are improving. The increasing penetration of domestic
renewable energy sources is aiding in slowing the overall decline in
security of primary energy supply. However, given the weighting
for perceived risk that non-EU suppliers of oil and gas receive in this
method, the security of Irish primary energy supply is the dominant
factor in determining a declining overall security of supply. Energy
security has declined in recent years with or without considering
the proportion of UK imports that originate from outside the EU.
4. Results e future energy security in integrated energy
systems scenario analysis
As seen in the historical analysis, Irelands energy security is in a
stage of transition from generally low efﬁciency, low levels of
redundancy and adequacy with reasonably secure primary energy
supply, to the reverse. The current trend in Irish infrastructure in
general is adequate, with some exceptions in the gas grid ﬂexibility.
There is increasing efﬁciencies in generation and transformation of
energy supply and consumption in demand, however with
decreasingly secure primary energy supply of Oil and Gas. These
trends are borne out and parameterised in our analysis of past and
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Fig. 16. Conversion and Transmission supply security.

Fig. 17. Primary energy supply security scores.

Fig. 18. Energy security supply/demand index.

future low carbon energy systems using the ECN supply demand
index. Fig. 19 shows a Sankey diagram summarising the resultant

energy system when an 80% GHG reduction constraint is placed on
the Irish TIMES energy system model by 2050.
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Fig. 19. Irish TIMES Energy System in 2050 for 80% reduction in CO2 emissions relative to 1990.

Fig. 20 below shows the summary results from a future scenario
analysis of the Irish-TIMES energy system with a low ambition
scenario of V40/tCO2 carbon tax in 2030 [17,44]. Starting from the
sectoral demand security, increasing security in industry is brought
about by stable and low intensity energy consumption per unit of
value added compared against EU benchmarks. The residential and
tertiary services sectors have lower but reasonable scores with
marginal increases in demand security brought about by increased
technological efﬁciencies, lowering energy consumption per
household and per value added in the services sector. There are
considerable increases in energy security score in the transport
demand sector, given expected demand intensity reductions
brought by fuel switching in both private and freight transport with
greater efﬁciency in energy consumption per passenger kilometre
and per tonne kilometre of freight transported.
On the supply side, primary energy supply, transformation and
transportation of energy commodities are considered. The supply
of electricity is growing in security and adequacy given expected
interconnector capacity, generation capacity expansion, increased
generating efﬁciency, capacity reserve and redundancy above peak
load, with minimal transmission congestion on the island of
Ireland.
The Gas network security remains stable but low primarily as a
result of import capacity constraints in relation to peak demand
and a lack of short term storage ﬂexibility to meet peak demand.
This issue is currently ameliorated by Gas Network Ireland (GNI)
line packing strategies. Strategic LNG import facility with ﬂexible
storage or a gas interconnector to a UK LNG facility could mitigate
this issue. The twinning of the onshore pipeline from Moffatt
provides increased redundancy and adequacy but does not overly
affect the capacity ﬂexibility issue.
Liquid fuels for transport are seen as secure long term, but not
for intuitive reasons. The primary reasoning for transport fuels
perceived as increasingly secure, is a result of increased efﬁciency
and fuel switching away from conventional petroleum products, to
electricity, biofuels and biogas resulting in reduced demand and
signiﬁcant spare reﬁning capacity. This raises the long term

question of the proﬁtability and need for Whitegate, and how best
to transition an oil reﬁnery to a bio-reﬁnery, if the reﬁnery is to
have lower utilisation factors long term beyond 2016.
Lastly the primary energy supply assessment of Oil and Gas
takes into account indigenous production as a proportion of ﬁnal
energy consumption, import dependency, trade relationships via
long term contracts, and geopolitics outside of the EU. The depletion of the North Sea Oil and Gas has the largest effect of all elements of Irish energy security. Both primary energy supply of Oil
and Gas receive decreasing scores in proportion to the depletion
rates of the North Sea and the increasing requirements to meet
crude oil, natural gas, and reﬁned products from outside of OECD
suppliers. Lastly renewables in the medium to long term bring
about increases in energy security of primary energy supply as a
result of decreasing import dependency, fuel diversiﬁcation in ﬁnal
consumption, and supplier diversiﬁcation.
The scenario analysis results in Fig. 21 enable comparison of the
security beneﬁts and weaknesses between low and higher decarbonisation ambition policy targets. The results show a rapid drop in
energy security between 2010 and 2030 in the business as usual
scenario (BAU), given fossil fuel primary energy supply trends away
from stable trade partners, and the relatively less demand intensity
reductions in the transport sector. This scenario could leave residential heating, freight, and private transport vulnerable to oil price
volatility. The low ambition V40/tCO2 scenario begins to reverse
the trend in decreasing security via a combination of transport fuel
efﬁciency, lower demand intensity, and increased renewable energy in the primary energy supply mix, while still retaining some
legacy coal generation. The more ambitious 25% reduction in NonETS emissions (NETS-25%) further accelerates the increase in energy security by diversifying away from non-OECD fossil fuels towards indigenous renewable generation, reduced coal generation,
with increasing transport efﬁciency, lower transport demand intensity with its ancillary economic beneﬁts. Longer term to 2050
the higher ambition reduction of emissions has energy security cobeneﬁts in counter acting the trends in decreasing security of primary energy supply, by increases in domestic renewables,
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Fig. 20. Energy Security Index Score for a scenario of V40/t in 2030.

Fig. 21. Energy Security Scenario Results from the Irish-TIMES model in 2030.

efﬁciency in domestic infrastructure with lower sectoral energy
intensity per value added, per household and per unit of freight
transported.
5. Discussion
The recent energy security literature outlines a multitude of
methods of measurement, such as the S/D index outlined here, but
also the Hirshman-Herﬁndahl Index, the Shannon Index for fuel
diversity, and many others [43]. However, many of these index
methods do not explicitly take into account the techno-economic
cross sectoral interdependencies of energy security, the systemic
macroeconomic impacts; nor do they include disruptive technological innovation.
As already discussed, there are many differing rationales with
regard to measuring energy security. Many focus on securing fossil
fuel primary energy supply; herein lies a paradox. In the light of the
ratiﬁcation of the COP21 Paris agreement, with the ambition to
keep anthropogenic climate change well below 2  C warming, nationally determined contributions need to rapidly decrease the
consumption of fossil fuels. This required structural change may be
an inherent vulnerability induced in the global energy system,
where policy requirements for fossil fuel demand destruction, may
lead to a fossil fuel supply glut, which will reduce fossil fuel prices,
reducing the effectiveness of low carbon technology policies, incentives, carbon taxes and make the transition to a low carbon
economy more volatile.
This raises a pertinent research question for energy security;

how can one secure a self-destructive energy-economy system, to a
new norm, away from the carbon intensive fossil fuel energy source
that traditionally has enabled its security and function; i.e. the long
term securing of fossil fuels will destabilise the energy-economy
system via climate change.
The core among all deﬁnitions is the absence of, protection from,
or adaptability to threats that are caused by or have impact on the
energy supply chain. The reductionist indicator perspective does
not enable the analysis of trade-offs and co-beneﬁts within the
energy system to provide resilience between energy system elements. Thus an integrated energy system assessment taking into
account broad perspectives of sovereignty, infrastructural robustness, and market resilience [6] with the goal of measuring technoeconomic impacts upon the energy system for energy security
constraints and shocks is the recommended measurement
approach [7,28,34]. This paper takes an interesting step in this
methodological direction integrating historical energy security index assessment with projected scenario analysis with increasing
rates of decarbonisation ambition. The analysis shows that there
are energy security co-beneﬁts in decarbonising the energy system.
6. Conclusions
The energy security index results show that there are energy
security co-beneﬁts in ambitious climate change mitigation policy.
The relatively unambitious scenarios analysed showed increasing
security as a result of fuel efﬁciency, fuel diversity, and increased
domestic renewable energy production in comparison to a business
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as usual scenario. The results further show that increased rates of
decarbonisation ambition have increased co-beneﬁts for energy
security.
These results provide some key conclusions for policy makers
and energy strategy.
Energy efﬁciency is a key policy focus for security policy to
reduce energy demand intensity broadly across the economy, but
speciﬁcally in transport and residential sectors in Ireland. Ireland
has low population density and distributed rural “ribbon” housing
development. Irish passenger transport has approximately double
the demand intensity of the EU benchmark on energy per passenger kilometre basis, at 65 toe/Mpkm and 31.6 toe/Mpkm
respectively. Post 2008, freight transport demand intensity rose
slightly to 63.5 toe/Mtkm compared to the EU benchmark of 35.7
toe/Mtkm in 2014. Given the near total dependence the transport
sector has, both freight and private, on an increasingly insecure
supply of oil, the transport sector has large security beneﬁts in efﬁciency, fuels switching and low carbon pubic transport.
The residential sector is reducing its energy intensity on a per
capita basis, most notably post 2008. A decomposition analysis is
required to parse out what is the effects of economic recession,
energy poverty and increased housing energy efﬁciency.
The energy security vulnerabilities on the demand side in both
transport and residential should renew policy focus and increase
ambition on the EU renewable transport (RES-T) and renewable
heat (Res-H) targets.
Considering domestic conversion and transmission infrastructure adequacy and reliability, energy security across the energy
system is improving, accept one key area comes into focus. While
there is adequate gas import capacity, there is limited ﬂexibility
within the Irish Gas system to respond to peak gas demands. This
vulnerability has been ameliorated in the short term as a result of
reduced gas demand since the economic crises in 2008. Domestic
gas production from the Kinsale gas ﬁeld is currently in decline, and
providing reduced seasonal storage services. Increased short term
ﬂexible gas storage and ﬂexible production, in the form of new
Corrib gas ﬁeld production and or potentially Shannon LNG import
terminal, will reduce this vulnerability.
Lastly, when considering the future of Irish energy security, it is
important to realise Irish energy security currently remains a
function of UK energy security. The UK Department of Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy policy decisions could have as signiﬁcant ramiﬁcations as domestic policy decisions as a result of the
changing origin or supply of the UK fossil fuel primary energy mix
and Irelands dependence thereon. To reiterate, there are multiple
environmental and energy security co-beneﬁts to decarbonising
the energy system.
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The Paris Agreement is the last hope to keep global temperature rise below 2°C. The
consensus agrees to holding the increase in global average temperature to well
below 2°C above pre-industrial levels, and to aim for 1.5°C. Each Party’s successive
nationally determined contribution (NDC) will represent a progression beyond the
party’s then current NDC, and reflect its highest possible ambition. Using Ireland as a
test case, we show that increased mitigation ambition is required to meet the Paris
Agreement goals in contrast to current EU policy goals of an 80–95% reduction by
2050. For the 1.5°C consistent carbon budgets, the technically feasible scenarios’
abatement costs rise to greater than €8,100/tCO2 by 2050. The greatest economic
impact is in the short term. Annual GDP growth rates in the period to 2020 reduce
from 4% to 2.2% in the 1.5°C scenario. While aiming for net zero emissions beyond
2050, investment decisions in the next 5–10 years are critical to prevent carbon lock-in.
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Key policy insights
. Economic growth can be maintained in Ireland while rapidly decarbonizing the
energy system.
. The social cost of carbon needs to be included as standard in valuation of
infrastructure investment planning, both by government finance departments and
private investors.
. Technological feasibility is not the limiting factor in achieving rapid deep
decarbonization.
. Immediate increased decarbonization ambition over the next 3–5 years is critical to
achieve the Paris Agreement goals, acknowledging the current 80–95% reduction
target is not consistent with temperature goals of ‘well below’ 2°C and pursuing 1.5̊C.
. Applying carbon budgets to the energy system results in non-linear CO2 emissions
reductions over time, which contrast with current EU policy targets, and the
implied optimal climate policy and mitigation investment strategy.

1. Introduction
Decarbonization targets need to be ambitious to stabilize temperature and equitable to enable global collective
action, while acknowledging common but differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities to mitigate
and adapt (Schellnhuber, Rahmstorf, & Winkelmann, 2016; UNFCCC, 2015). The nationally determined contributions (NDCs) which built the consensus underpinning the 2015 Paris Agreement have reduced the probability
of global temperature increase below the previous projections of 3.7°C to 4.8°C during the 21st century
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(Edenhofer et al., 2014), but only marginally so. On their current trajectory, the NDCs will not put global GHG
emissions on a trajectory consistent with the Paris Agreement goals of limiting temperature increase well
below 2°C towards 1.5°C (International Energy Agency, 2015; UNFCCC, 2016).
Cumulative emissions of anthropogenic CO2 is the primary driver of post-industrial anthropogenic temperature
increase (Allen et al., 2009; IPCC, 2013; Matthews, 2009; Millar et al., 2017; Rogelj, Reisinger, et al., 2015). van Vuuren
et al. (2016) point to the simple strength of this near linear relationship in that, (1) long-term temperature does not
depend on CO2 emissions at a specific time, (2) near-term emissions are important as they also exhaust the carbon
budget and (3) CO2 emissions will need to be phased out to net zero eventually to achieve temperature stabilization (see also Rogelj, Schaeffer, et al., 2015). The remaining cumulative CO2 emissions that would result in a 1.5°C
or 2°C temperature increase with a given probability can be ascribed to a total carbon budget (Friedlingstein et al.,
2014; Rogelj et al., 2016), and needs to be fairly allocated given acceptable effort sharing rules (Bows & Anderson,
2008; Kober, Van Der Zwaan, & RöSler, 2014; Raupach et al., 2014; Robiou du Pont et al., 2017).
The EU has committed to policies to mitigate the risks of climate change and to minimize the eventual adaptation costs required of EU citizens. The long-term policy perspective is that EU GHG emissions reduction should
be between 80% and 95% below 1990 levels by 2050. This goal was established by an EU Parliament resolution
in 2009, taking the lead from the fourth Assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(Meinshausen et al., 2007), but which was predicated upon a 2°C limit, not a 1.5°C target, where global CO2 emissions would plateau between 2000 and 2015 at levels 16% lower than the current rate.
This article explores deep decarbonization scenarios consistent with the Paris Agreement and above current
national EU mitigation targets using equitable carbon budgets.
We take Ireland as a case study, and explore the impacts of equitable carbon budgets constraints on a hybrid
general equilibrium technology-rich integrated energy systems modelling method. Ireland is a particularly interesting case study for several reasons. It is unique in the EU with a large share (>30%) of GHG emissions from
agriculture. The reduced scale of mitigation options in agriculture – both in terms of the production efficiencies
currently available and potential future options in research and development (Chiodi et al., 2016; Kuramochi
et al., 2018) – places a disproportionately high burden on the energy system to decarbonize relative to other
member states. Ireland’s transition from an agriculture to service-based economy in a relatively short industrialization period will be of interest to similar open service-based economies, and emerging economies aspiring to
replicate this transition. Ireland is unusual in that it is one of seven member states likely to breach the EU 2020
GHG annual reduction targets, from 2016 onwards, and is one of only two member states (alongside Malta) that
did not bank enough emissions allowances following the economic recession of 2008–2009 to balance the
cumulative GHG reduction component of the 2020 targets (European Environment Agency, 2017). Ireland’s electricity network is the smallest national synchronous power system in the EU. It has the highest share of variable
renewable electricity supply on a synchronous power system and is leading globally in wind energy integration.
Lastly, Ireland is a useful case study in that it is large enough to be relevant, yet small enough to enable detailed
analysis.

1.1. From uncertain reduction targets to equitable carbon budgets
The remaining global carbon budgets for a 66% probability of limiting temperature rise to 2°C are estimated
between 590GtCO2 and 1240GtCO2 (Friedlingstein et al., 2014; Rogelj et al., 2016). Carbon budget uncertainty
is largely driven by the dynamics of non-CO2 GHGs, such as methane from agricultural emissions (IPCC, 2014;
Rogelj et al., 2016). The remaining carbon budget to stay below 1.5°C by 2100 with greater than 50% probability
is estimated at 200GtCO2–700GtCO2 (IPCC, 2015; Millar et al., 2017; Rogelj et al., 2018). Given that cumulative
carbon emissions are a strong linear indicator of temperature increase, historical cumulative emissions can
be seen as one simple measure of proportional responsibility to anthropogenic temperature increase, both
past and future. Ethically attributing responsibility and capability, however, is politically far from simple, with
complex national circumstances to be accounted for and balanced during climate negotiations (Gardiner,
2010; Holz, Kartha, & Athanasiou, 2018).
The cumulative carbon budgets for Ireland utilized in this analysis range from 766 MtCO2 to 128 MtCO2 from
2015 to the end of the time horizon (2070). They are derived from the Irish population share of 0.064% of the
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global population and the same 0.064% share of the remaining global carbon budgets. These carbon budgets
relate to a 66% probability of achieving a 2°C limit, to a 50% probability of reaching a 1.5°C limit, and are chosen
to span the technically feasible range of territorial mitigation. This approach can be justified by the fact that Irish
population as a percentage of the global population has been remarkably stable over the last 50 years, and is
projected to remain so. In addition, unlike other developed nations that industrialized earlier in the 18th and
19th centuries (Nordhaus, 2015), Ireland is not in significant carbon debt (Gignac & Matthews, 2015; Le
Quéré et al., 2015); Irish historical CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion and cement production from
1751 to 2015 are estimated at approximately 2.04GtCO2 (Le Quéré et al., 2016), which is less than 0.064% of
3200GtCO2 the Irish per capita share of the all-time 2°C global carbon budget.1 However, Ireland has consumed
more than its per capita share of a global 1.5°C carbon budget. Irish per capita territorial CO2 emissions are now
at 8.4tCO2 per person – nearly twice the global average – and are growing. Relatively high per capita income
implies Ireland has significant mitigation capacity.
The results of this analysis show the technology pathway options that meet these carbon budget constraints,
and outline the costs, technology sensitivity, and the macroeconomic impacts of increased decarbonization
ambition.

1.2. Demand response in energy system decarbonization
Irish climate and energy policy legislation has been informed by the Irish-TIMES energy systems model (Deane
et al., 2013), investigating mitigation targets to 2020 (Chiodi, Gargiulo, Deane, et al., 2013), long-term targets to
2050 (Chiodi, Gargiulo, Rogan, et al., 2013), questions of bioenergy import dependency (Chiodi, Deane, Gargiulo,
& Ó Gallachóir, 2015), technical realism of the electricity sector soft-linked to power systems model (Deane,
Chiodi, Gargiulo, & Ó Gallachóir, 2012), energy security (Glynn et al., 2014; Glynn, Chiodi, & Ó Gallachóir,
2017), and agriculture sector feedback to energy system emissions targets (Chiodi et al., 2016). These previous
studies outline the energy system evolution under differing technical and environmental scenario constraints
and solve a partial equilibrium least cost optimization, i.e. equilibrium within the energy market but not the
overall economy. The methodological innovation in this article is in introducing a hybrid general equilibrium
with feedback between the energy system and the macro-economy which outlines how the overall economy
may react to a decarbonizing energy system. The induced changes in economic growth, sectoral energy
service demands, consumption and investments are brought about by substitution of investment capital and
human capital with productive energy services. The method applied in this article is the first national application
of this decomposition general equilibrium method (MSA – MACRO-stand-alone) to calculate first order macroeconomic impacts of decarbonizing the energy system to the Irish economy. Similar methods have been used in
UK, China and global analyses (Chen, 2005; Kypreos & Lehtila, 2015; Strachan & Kannan, 2008). The article estimates GDP losses, changes in consumption and investment for a range of deep decarbonization scenarios, starting with the target of an 80% reduction in energy system CO2 emissions by 2050, and then increasing ambition
with equitable per capita shares of the remaining global carbon budgets with sensitivity to grid inertial limits,
energy service demand reduction, bioenergy carbon capture and storage (BECCS), carbon capture and storage
(CCS) and bioenergy imports in the Irish context.

2. Methods
Please see the Supplementary Material for a detailed description of the Irish-TIMES energy system model and
implementation of the MACRO-stand-alone (MSA) extension.

2.1. Scenario definitions
The 38 scenarios considered are chosen to outline the range of potential energy system changes under differing
effort-sharing carbon budgets based on equitable per capita shares of the remaining global carbon budgets.
This article does not explore emissions inertia grandfathering type constraints where current national per
capita emissions converge to a global average at a point in the future, increasing what could be perceived as
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an equitable carbon budget (Nordhaus, 2015; Peters, Andrew, Solomon, & Friedlingstein, 2017; Pye, Li, Price, &
Fais, 2017; Raupach et al., 2014). Scenario variants are used to account for uncertainty in climate mitigation
policy choices, their implied constraints, immediate action vs delayed action, technology availability, and
energy service demand responses to macroeconomic feedback.
.
.
.

.

.

.

.

REF – Reference Energy System Scenario. This scenario shows the least cost optimal energy system evolution
to 2070 in the absence of emissions constraints.
CO2-80. This scenario achieves at least an 80% reduction in CO2 emissions relative to 1990 by 2050 in line with
the interim targets of the EU 2020 climate energy package (EU, 2009b, 2009a).
766 MtCO2. This scenario applies a cumulative CO2 budget of 766 MtCO2 between 2015 and 2070 without
interim CO2-80 annual emissions pathway targets. This constraint is based on an equitable population
weighted (0.064%) carbon budget of future emissions of 1200 GtCO2 consistent with a 66% probability of
meeting a 2°C target with immediate action. This scenario has its solution fixed to the reference solution
to 2015 and evolves thereafter, showing what a post Paris Agreement mitigation pathway with immediate
action from 2015 might have looked like.
638 MtCO2. This scenario applies a cumulative CO2 budget of 638 MtCO2 between 2020 and 2070 without
interim emissions pathway targets, with the results fixed to the reference case before 2020. This constraint
is based on an equitable population weighted (0.064%) carbon budget of future emissions of 1000 GtCO2
consistent with a 66% probability of meeting a 2°C target with mitigation action commencing in 2020,
and where exogenous non-CO2 emissions are at the low end of the feasible global range.
376 MtCO2. This scenario applies a cumulative CO2 budget of 376 MtCO2 between 2020 and 2070 without
interim emissions pathway targets, with the results fixed to the reference case before 2020. This constraint
is based on an equitable population weighted (0.064%) carbon budget of future emissions of 590 GtCO2 consistent with a 66% probability of meeting a 2°C target with mitigation action commencing in 2020, and where
exogenous non-CO2 emissions are at the high end of the feasible global range. Note that Ireland has high
non-CO2 agricultural emissions.
223 MtCO2. This scenario applies a cumulative CO2 budget of 223 MtCO2 between 2015 and 2070 without
interim emissions pathway targets. This constraint is based on an equitable population weighted (0.064%)
carbon budget of future emissions of 350 GtCO2 consistent with a 50% probability of meeting a 1.5°C
target in 2100 with immediate action in 2015.
128 MtCO2. This scenario applies a cumulative CO2 budget of 128 MtCO2 between 2015 and 2070 without
interim emissions pathway targets. This constraint is based on an equitable population weighted (0.064%)
carbon budget of future emissions of 200 GtCO2 consistent with a 66% probability of meeting a 1.5°C
target in 2100 with immediate action in 2015. (Note that none of the 128 MtCO2 scenarios proved technically
feasible.)

2.1.1. Scenario sensitivity variant definitions
.
.
.

.
.

MSA. This scenario variant incorporates the MSA algorithm to calculate demand responses and macroeconomic feedback in a general equilibrium.
DA25. This scenario variant delays mitigation action further to 2025 by fixing the scenario to continue along
the reference path to 2025.
NoSNSPLim. This scenario variant removes the default limit on system non-synchronous penetration of variable renewable generation, which represents the inertial limits of the Irish electricity grid. This constraint controls for the non-synchronous nature of generators with low inertial mass such as wind turbines and the
potential frequency fluctuations these generators can induce upon an island grid.
NoBECCS. This scenario variant does not allow BECCS in the power generation sector of the energy system
model.
NoCCS. This scenario variant does not allow CCS in the power generation sector of the energy system model.
Note that CCS is still allowed in industry for cement production in this scenario variant.
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NoBioImp. This scenario variant only allows domestic bioenergy to be utilized within the energy system and
does not allow bioenergy imports.

Note: Scenario variants can be run together in combination; and most scenarios in this article combine the MSA
scenario variant to estimate price response and demand feedback with other constraints imposed by another
scenario variant. Each carbon budget scenario is also run without MSA (macroeconomic feedback) to show the
effect of inelastic demand response.

3. Results
Irish CO2 emissions in the energy system are estimated in the official national GHG inventory projections to rise
from 38.5 MtCO2e in 2015 to 48.5 MtCO2e in 2035 as Irish economic activity continues to grow (EPA, 2017).
Under the reference case scenario in this analysis, CO2 emissions do not follow a recovery path as with economic
recovery per se, but find an optimally efficient energy system under reference macroeconomic conditions and
show a flat projection to 42.2 MtCO2e in 2050. The three largest CO2 emitting sectors in the reference scenario in
2050 are transport at 14.8 MtCO2, electricity generation at 9.4 MtCO2 and industry at 6.6 MtCO2. The CO2-80
scenarios follow EU decline rates of 2.2%/yr to final emissions of 6.8 MtCO2 in 2050. The cumulative carbon
budget constraint scenario of 766 MtCO2, consistent with the 2°C target with 66% probability with immediate
action, results in an 81–99% emissions reduction by 2050 from 1990 levels depending on available technology
options and demand reduction options within the economy. The cumulative carbon budget constraint scenarios
of 638 MtCO2–376 MtCO2, consistent with the 2°C target with >66% probability with delayed action until 2020
result in an 81–105% emissions reduction by 2050 again on 1990 levels. Faster emissions reduction rates are
required in the medium term as a result of delayed action, with economic feedback enabling some optimization
of discounted welfare and gross domestic product (GDP) losses while balancing medium-term emissions
reductions and long-term abatement costs. Delayed action between 2015 and 2020 has considerable
impacts on the rates of decarbonization required for a 2°C consistent mitigation pathway. Immediate decarbonization allows slower emissions reductions of 1.6–2 MtCO2/year for a 2°C target, as opposed to the delayed
action case whereby CO2 emissions need to be reduced by 1.6–3 MtCO2/year by 2030 if energy system emissions do not peak until 2020. For a 1.5°C target, emissions reductions need to be immediate and in the
range of 3.5–3.9 MtCO2/year. Annual emissions are reduced by at least half to 18.3 MtCO2 in 2020 for a 1.5°C
consistent scenario using the 223 MtCO2 budget scenario, and slowing to near net zero by 2050. Further
details are in Figure 1.
The electricity generation sector covered by the EU emissions trading scheme (ETS) and the transport sector
are the energy system sectors that most require aggressive decarbonizing. Deep decarbonization using a cumulative carbon budget of 128 MtCO2 without macroeconomic demand reductions or bioenergy imports are
infeasible in this model version.
The range of marginal abatement costs of CO2 are logarithmic in scale across the 2°C set of scenarios. CO2
abatement costs begin in 2020 at €75/tCO2 and by 2025 range from €96/tCO2 to €640/tCO2 with a median value
of €132/tCO2 rising to €362/tCO2 to €3308/tCO2 in 2050 in real terms. For the 1.5°C consistent carbon budgets,
the technically feasible scenarios’ abatement costs range from €965/tCO2 to €3080/tCO2 in 2020 and rise to
greater than €8,100/tCO2 by 2050.

3.1. Overall energy system outlook
The overall makeup of the energy system changes radically across the set of scenarios considered and across
individual scenario variants. There is relatively little difference in the 2050 energy systems for 2°C or 1.5°C,
contrasting with the significant variation in 2030 between 2°C and 1.5°C scenarios, highlighting immediate
action is critical for achieving a 1.5°C scenario. It is clear from Figure 2, given the variability of fuels, technology choices and carbon intensity across scenarios, and the resultant energy system by 2030, that the public
and private energy investment decisions made before the UNFCCC global stocktake (GST) in 2023, are critical
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Figure 1. Energy system CO2 emissions pathways per scenario variant run.

in starting a likely pathway towards remaining well below a 2°C threshold, while aiming for 1.5°C. The REF
case is proportionally a continuation of the current energy system. Oil and gas dominate the fuel mix at
7.5 Mtoe and 5.2 Mtoe, respectively and account for 80% of the reference primary energy requirement
(TPER) in 2050.
The 2–1.5°C decarbonization scenarios lead to reductions in TPER relative to the REF of between 18% and
27% by 2030 largely as a result of demand reduction, energy efficiency and fuel switching. Natural gas is
used as a bridging fuel in the medium term, being substituted by a trend towards consumption of bioenergy
for energy intensive demands in transport and industry, and electrification in less energy intensive demands
in lighting and low temperature heating. Natural gas is also used as an alternative to bioenergy in electricity
generation for scenario variants when bioenergy imports are not allowed. Higher electrification increases
installed generation capacity from 6.7 GW in the 2030 reference case, to 9.6–10.8 GW in the 2°C scenarios,
and 13.5 GW in the 1.5°C scenarios where renewable electricity makes up 5.1–6.4–7.8 GW of installed capacity.
Onshore wind energy and natural gas, dominate the generation mix to 2030, beyond which gas-CCS, bioenergy
and BECCS become prevalent.
The sectoral proportions of Total Final Energy Consumption (TFC) remain largely as they are in 2015, with the
industrial demand reduction response being larger than in other sectors due to lack of technology substitution
options for some industrial energy services. The TFC in the reference case in 2030 is 12.4 Mtoe, with the 2°C
scenarios ranging from 10.6 Mtoe to 9.7 Mtoe. Fossil fuels as a proportion of TFC drop from 77% in the reference
case, to 62–39% for the 2°C scenario in 2030 and to less than 8% in the 1.5°C scenario. Bioenergy represents
more than 16–34% of TFC by 2030 in all 2°C scenarios in variants without bioenergy limits, with electricity representing the remainder, ranging between 22% and 27% TFC. The shift to indigenous bioenergy and renewables
has a positive influence on energy security by reducing import dependency to 67% in the 1.5°C scenarios, from
91% in the reference scenario in 2030.
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Figure 2. Total final energy consumption and electricity generation by fuel per scenario variant.
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3.2. Energy service demand response and consumption
A key element of this analysis is including and quantifying the role of energy service demand reduction as an
element in national mitigation strategy as it endogenously responds to price changes in a bottom up technology rich model. Energy service demand response significantly affects decarbonization trajectories and the CO2
abatement cost. Scenarios, sectors and energy service demands with the largest abatement cost, induce the
largest overall energy system costs and incur the largest energy service demand adjustment (see Figure 2, supplementary material). Energy service demand reductions, relative to the reference case in the decarbonization
scenarios, range from 5 to 19% by 2030 in the residential sector, and further up to 50% demand reduction in
some energy and carbon insensitive industry sectors such as lime and cement production. This demand
reduction is brought about through the elasticity of demand with price. The abatement cost of CO2 is exacerbated for energy service demands in sectors with limited alternative low carbon technology options, creating
the need for innovation in construction materials manufacturing and fossil fuel dependent rail transport in
Ireland. In terms of passenger transport options, private car energy service demand drops by 5–10% for the
2°C decarbonization scenarios by 2030. Intercity diesel trains show the largest transport demand reductions
of 3–13% by 2030, all relative to the reference scenario. Road freight sees a similar reduction in demand of
5–17% by 2030. The energy service demand reductions are plotted in Table 1 in the Supplementary Material.
These demand reductions are induced by the cost of the technology choices and the carbon intensity of
these technologies driving fuel switching and efficiency in the system.
The energy system costs, consumption losses, and sectoral CO2 emissions are plotted in Figure 2 in the Supplementary Material and show that reductions in consumption play a significant role in achieving deeper decarbonization goals both in the medium term to 2030 and increasingly to 2050. The ‘carbon budget’ scenarios
without macroeconomic feedback in contrast to the same scenario with macroeconomic feedback, ‘MSA’, highlight the considerable role of reductions in energy service demand response and the consequent changes in
material consumption towards cost reductions in achieving a 2°C target, and even more so for a 1.5°C consistent
scenario.

3.3. Economic impacts of mitigation
Energy systems models do not produce forecasts, but instead can provide insights as the decision-making
process of a benevolent system planner, minimizing the cost of the energy system in line with the social
good. Enforcing a national carbon budget shifts the portfolio of energy system costs toward increased investment in new low carbon infrastructure and generation capacity, reducing the fuel bill of incumbent carbonintensive technologies, while minimizing other variable costs. Figure 2 in the Supplementary Material shows
the cost breakdown for the years 2030 and 2050 for the reference scenario, alongside the 2°C and 1.5°C decarbonization scenarios as a percentage of projected GDP. The reference energy system discounted cost is €24.5bn
in 2030, 9.2% of a projected €267bn GDP in 2015 Euro prices. The gross cost of the energy system consistent
with the 2°C scenarios increases in the order of 0.6% GDP in 2030 relative to the reference case. The structure
of the costs changes, as there is an increase in investment costs of up to 18% from the reference case, with a
reduction in fuel costs of 13–20%. The trend changes somewhat by 2050, with increases in real terms and as a
proportion of GDP for energy system costs. Consumption reductions and energy service demand reductions
become a larger component of the energy system costs in meeting the more ambitious 2–1.5°C scenarios.
Investment costs continue to increase for the 2°C scenarios up 23–26% from the reference case. Fuel costs in
the 2050 2°C cases generally remain smaller than the reference case.

3.4. Maintaining economic growth in deep decarbonization scenarios
The annualized GDP growth for the reference calibration scenario is projected at 4% between 2015 and 2020,
slowing to 2.2% in 2020, and 1.2% beyond 2030 growing to €338bn by 2050 in 2015 Euro prices. The projected
actual GDP, for each scenario for each period year, reflects the increasing energy costs when including the external cost of carbon and resultant relative loss in projected GDP. The 2°C decarbonization scenarios GDP losses
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range from 0.1 to 0.3% by 2020, highlighting the low-hanging fruit, and relatively negligible losses in GDP in the
short term to 2020. By 2030 GDP losses range from 0.5 to 3.2% GDP, increasing with the level of ambition for
decarbonization and delays in action. Final GDP losses in 2050 range from 1.3 to 3.3% in the 2°C scenarios (see
Figure 3 Supplementary Material). The 1.5–°C scenarios show GDP losses in the medium term to 2030 of 3.6–
5.2% relaxing then to 2.7–3.9% by 2050. The annualized effect of these GDP losses in the 2°C scenarios
dampens GDP growth slightly, slowing relative to the reference case by up to 0.4% per year with a median
value of 0.05% per year in the short term, and by 0.13% in the medium term to 2030. While the economic recession of −3.9% real GDP in 2008 and −4.6% in 2009 and the resultant austerity imposed is still present in the
memory of Irish policy and investment planners, this analysis shows the Irish economy could continue to
grow considerably, at rates above the projected EU average, with more than 2.2% growth in the 1.5°C cases
and more than 3.9% growth in the 2°C cases.

4. Discussion
Compared to national EU mitigation targets set before the Paris Agreement, short-term national mitigation
ambition needs to increase to play an equitable role in meeting the Paris Agreement goals. Equitable carbon
budgets induce awareness of long-term net-zero emissions requirements to stabilize temperature, meaning
that national EU targets need to look beyond 2050 to achieve a least cost trajectory, as ambitious early
action reduces long-term costs and risks beyond the current planning horizon. The current EU climate and
energy package targets of an 80−95% reduction of GHG from 1990 levels by 2050 are likely to underestimate
the short-term and long-term mitigation ambition required at a national level to equitably meet the Paris Agreement. EU policy did not envision a global 1.5°C target temperature limit, and thus currently underestimates the
action required to meet this goal. A collective review and ratcheting of EU-28 and national mitigation targets is
therefore required to test consistency with pathways to stay well below 2°C and long-term net zero emissions
requirements by 2070. While equity principles are generally concerned with inter-regional equity, inter-generational equity and life style and welfare constraints imposed by delayed action and carbon budgets should also
be considered.
Reductions in consumption play a significant role in achieving deeper decarbonization goals both in the
medium term to 2030 and increasingly so beyond to 2050. Maximizing the social good by minimizing the
carbon intensity of consumption is a potential systematic policy target to efficiently minimize sectoral carbon
emissions. This overarching objective could be balanced with sectoral objectives of maximizing the production
of low carbon intensity per value added goods and services. In an efficient carbon market framework, the
economy could aim to maximize value added production with the lowest carbon intensity, which, with competition, should converge over time to an average carbon intensity per value added across all sectors; without this
efficiency some sectors will be required to inefficiently and expensively mitigate above the optimum abatement
levels and costs per sector, resulting in higher than necessary carbon abatement costs to the economy as a
whole. A national social cost of carbon fee on goods and services, which rises annually (see Figure 1 in the Supplementary Material for scale) until net-CO2 neutrality is achieved, is one such policy instrument to induce
investment in decarbonizing the energy system. There is no implicit assumption that this fee is collected by government in this model, but the implementation method could have macroeconomic consequences and should
be designed carefully. This carbon fee could be balanced by revenue recycling to ensure net-neutral tax revenue
to government, no increased tax burden on individuals, while incentivizing institutional and behavioural decarbonization. Other revenue recycling options could include accelerated payment of government debt, or economic stimulus in co-benefits of low carbon mitigation, climate adaptation measures and energy poverty
alleviation.
It is clear that energy system investments made before the Paris Agreement GST in 2023, and the resultant
energy system by 2030 are critical in determining the likelihood of remaining below a 2°C threshold, while
aiming for 1.5°C. While the energy system cost requirements for 2°C and 1.5°C pathways slow economic
growth, the transition to a net-zero carbon energy system is not envisaged to be a considerable concern
to growth. As the structure of the economy changes in a decarbonized energy system and the relative
energy service demand costs of carbon intensive sectors becomes expensive, there is a greater incentive
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for technical innovation and entrepreneurial opportunities. The myopic political option value of delayed action
should be assessed against the increased economic opportunity costs, mitigation costs and climate damage
risks.
It should be noted that this model does not include an economic damage function or ecosystem service
losses as a result of production changes due to climate change, nor does it include the induced competition
effect due to unequal international effort sharing over time (Millar et al., 2007; Stern, 2006; The Global Commission on the Economy and Climate, 2014). An economic climate damages function may have a positive effect on
relative economic growth compared to the reference case, as mitigation will reduce climate damages to the
economy and capitalize on opportunities in developing new industries and services around emergent low
carbon technologies and innovation, increased ecosystem services and natural capital accumulation. Competition effects may depend on the impact on production costs from the relative rate of decarbonization
between trade partners and competitors. Inclusion of an ecological economic feedback mechanism to a structural economy model including an ecosystem service damage function will give greater insight into the economic costs and benefits of decarbonizing the energy system.
Limits on System Non Synchronous Penetration (SNSP) of variable renewable generation becomes a binding
constraint on the power system in deep decarbonization scenarios for Ireland. If the Irish electricity grid can
increase the stable levels of acceptable variable renewable generation, this affects the generation mix, the
level of electrification, and reduces the marginal abatement cost of CO2. Imported bioenergy availability is
the most considerable model sensitivity in terms of feasible rates of decarbonization and macroeconomic
impact.

5. Conclusion
The modelling results suggest that a cumulative carbon budget induces a different optimum decarbonization
trajectory shape than a linear trajectory to an 80% GHG reduction as in the current EU policy, and thus differing
annual emission reduction targets and investment portfolios are optimal. The removal of each marginal tonne of
CO2 is more difficult, therefore considering carbon budgets instead of annual emission targets, rates of decarbonization are faster in the near term removing low-hanging fruit, than the medium and longer term, and is
dependent on discounting and inter-generational equity. The cumulative carbon budget constraint scenarios
of 638 MtCO2–376 MtCO2, consistent with a 2°C target with >66% probability with delayed action until 2020
results in an 81−105% emissions reduction by 2050.
Delayed action considerably increases CO2 abatement costs in both the medium and long term. Delayed
action between 2015 and 2020 has considerable impacts on the rates of decarbonization required for a 2°C consistent mitigation pathway. Immediate decarbonization allows slower emissions reductions of 1.6–2 MtCO2/year
for a 2°C target, as opposed to the delayed action case whereby CO2 emissions need to be reduced by 1.6–3
MtCO2/year by 2030 if energy system emissions do not peak until 2020.
This hybrid model approach shows that using equitable carbon budgets creating ambitious decarbonization
of the Irish energy system is not excessively expensive as a proportion of GDP, nor is the reduction in production
significant enough to pose concern for annual economic growth. Even in the case of deep decarbonization pathways based on equity principles, with more ambitious emission reductions than EU 2050 targets, this analysis
shows the economic impact is not significant, in that the economic growth is projected to continue across
each scenario. Rapid and highly ambitious decarbonization for the 1.5°C target does incur a considerable
slowing of GDP growth in the short term. A social cost of carbon scheme requires assessment in greater
detail with a structural computable general equilibrium model of the economy for more policy prescriptive
insights to the distributional effects, impacts of revenue recycling, and biases to competitiveness from
unequal international rates and costs of decarbonization.

Note
1. The 3200GtCO2 figure is based on the historical emissions range of 2200GtCO2 (±257GtCO2) from the global carbon project (Le
Quéré et al., 2016) added to the remaining central 2°C budget of 1000GtCO2 from Friedlingstein et al. (2014).
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Key messages
• The most stringent technicaly feasible carbon budget for Ireland to contribute is
360MtCO2 from 2015 to 2070. This target is 1.5 °C compatible but extremely
challenging.
• Cost effective decarbonisation rates are non-linear and any strategy compatible
with a well below 2 °C can only be achieved through much stronger near-term
mitigation efforts than suggested by the current policy.
• Strong mitigation efforts in the near term suffer economic losses from stranded
assets but are required to avoid carbon “lock-in” and consequences of delayed
actions.
• Flexibility of the TIMES model framework enables us to develop a sensitivity
analysis with large number of scenarios and explore incremental carbon budget
constraints. This enables us to gain insights on energy system dynamics between
incremental scenarios instead of traditional scenario schemes based on a few
scenarios which bounds the solution space.
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1 Introduction
The Paris agreement adopted in 2015 (UNFCCC 2015) aims to keep the global
temperature rise well below 2 °C and contains the ambition to pursue efforts to limit
the temperature increase even further to 1.5 °C. As a member state of the European
Union, Ireland had to deﬁne a national climate target linked to the 2 °C target,
which is considered to translate to an 80–95% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions relative to 1990 levels by 2050 (European Council 2009a), with an intermediate reduction target of 20% by 2020 (European Council 2009b), and at least
40% reduction by 2030 as outlined by the EU NDC (European Union 2015). These
targets are not sufﬁcient to reach a 1.5 °C and each country will have to propose
more ambitious reduction, as agreed in the Paris Agreement on Climate Change.
Ireland is currently not on track to meet the 2020 target. The total greenhouse gas
emissions (GHGs) rose by 3.5% in 2016, and the cumulative emissions are projected exceed obligations by 11.5–13.7Mt of CO2 equivalent over the period
2013–2020 (EPA 2017). This makes achieving the long-term goals and further
reduction even more difﬁcult.
The global mean surface warming has a near linear relationship with the
cumulative amount of CO2 in the atmosphere (Allen et al. 2009; Matthews et al.
2009). Pursuing efforts to remain below 1.5 °C warming requires further reductions
in cumulative emissions over the century. However, it is difﬁcult to determine the
national carbon budget due to scientiﬁc and political uncertainties. The global
carbon budget is usually expressed with a likely chance of remaining below a
temperature threshold, where uncertainty arises from interactions with non-CO2
GHGs and climate sensitivity uncertainty. In addition, the allocation of the global
carbon budget for each country has usually been considered according to certain
equity principles (Clarke et al. 2014), such as responsibility based on historical
emissions, capability based on GDP, equality based on population, or a combination of multiple approaches. However, the results from different approaches have
signiﬁcant variations, and there is no consensus on which method is most equitable.
In this analysis, instead of attempting to share out a portion of the remaining
global CO2 budget for Ireland, we explore how far Ireland can reduce the carbon
budget level and pursue efforts to remain below 1.5 °C. A high granularity analysis
on the carbon budget over the period 2015–2070 was carried out. Starting from a
carbon budget level with no emission constraint, the carbon budget is gradually
reduced with small step changes in each subsequent scenario until the model
becomes infeasible, resulting in over 100 scenarios. The feasibility of reaching
different levels of mitigation target (Gambhir et al. 2017) is assessed based on the
degree of challenge measured by model solvability, rate of decarbonization, carbon
price and energy system cost. The challenge levels of the carbon budget scenarios
are then compared with the current 80% reduction target to determine feasible
carbon budgets. An alternative set of carbon scenarios are generated with different
assumptions to explore the role of bioenergy imports and carbon capture and
sequestration (CCS) technologies.
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2 Methodology
2.1

Irish TIMES Model

TIMES (The Integrated MARKAL-EFOM System) (Loulou et al. 2016) is an
economic model generator for local, national, multi-regional, or global energy
systems, which provides a technology-rich basis for representing energy dynamics
over a multi-period time horizon. TIMES assumes that each agent has perfect
foresight on the market’s parameters, and computes the inter-temporal dynamic
equilibrium by maximizing the total surplus over the entire time horizon with
decisions made on equipment investment and operation, primary energy supply and
energy trade for each region. TIMES is thus a vertically integrated model of the
entire extended energy system.
The original Irish TIMES dataset was extracted from the Pan European TIMES
(PET36) project by the Energy Policy and Modelling Group (EPMG) at University
College Cork (UCC), and was updated with local detailed data, calibrated to the
national energy system with macroeconomic projections from the Economic and
Social Research Institute (ESRI). The inputs to the Irish TIMES include estimates
of end-use energy service demands derived from the macroeconomic model
HERMES (Bergin et al. 2013), estimates of existing stocks of energy related
equipment, characteristics of available future technologies, as well as present and
future sources of primary energy supply and their potential.
The Irish TIMES model has been used to provide detailed insights on the
possible pathways in achieving the challenging emission reduction targets for
Ireland, and inform the development of national legislation on climate change and
energy policy. Scenario analysis has been carried out to explore energy system
trajectories to meet emission reduction targets (Chiodi et al. 2013a, b), the security
of supply dimensions of a decarbonized energy system (Glynn et al. 2017a), and
bioenergy availability (Chiodi et al. 2015). To facilitate scenario generation for
sensitivity analysis, we developed a scenario ensemble tool on top of the existing
TIMES model data handling system, in order to allow users to perform parametric
sensitivity analysis by batch generating, queueing, and executing a large number of
scenarios (Yue 2016).

2.2

A Series of Diverse Scenarios

In this chapter, two single scenarios and ﬁve carbon budget (CB) scenario sets have
been developed. The Reference (REF) scenario and CO2_80 scenario represents the
pathways with and without climate policies, and provide a benchmark of comparison with carbon budget scenairos. Each of the carbon budget scenario set,
including CB, CB15, NOCCS, NOBECCS, NOBIO, consists of large number of
scenarios with different levels of carbon budget.
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• REF scenario: The Reference Energy System scenario is the least cost optimal
pathway that delivers energy service demands without any climate policies.
Cumulative CO2 emissions from the energy system from 2015 to 2070 are
2100MtCO2. This scenario includes the current macro-economic outlook, but
does not explicitely include any carbon constraint policies on the energy system.
• CO2_80 scenario: The CO2_80 scenario sets a linearly declining annual
emission constraint according to to the EU climate & energy package and EU
low-carbon economy roadmap from 2020 to 2050, achieving an 80% reduction
in all energy related CO2 emissions by 2050 on 1990 levels. ETS sectors are
included in the total energy system CO2 annual cap constraint. Beyond 2050 no
further policy instrument is assumed and the emission level remains constant.
This scenario has cumulative emissions of 950MtCO2.
• CB: The carbon budget scenarios apply decreasing levels of carbon budget
constraints from 2015 to 2070. The model is free to choose the optimal emission
pathways that reach the given carbon budgets. The carbon budget level starts
from the REF scenario of 2100MtCO2. Each subsequent scenario reduces the
carbon budget by 10Mt until the model is no longer feasible. This approach,
rather than the opposite one (start with a very small budget and increase it) was
followed in order to be able to analyse the evolution of the energy system with
increasing ambition until infeasibility. Based on the historical emission trends
and future projections of Ireland, signiﬁcant mitigation actions are unlikely to be
taken in the near future. Therefore, it is assumed that mitigation efforts will not
start until 2020, and the emission pathways of CB scenarios are assumed to
adhere with the pathway of REF scenario until 2020.
Besides the CB scenarios, alternative carbon budget scenarios including
NOBECCS, NOCCS and NOBIO scenarios are generated using the same approach
to quantify the impacts if certain technology options on the carbon budget feasibility, usually considered as key in emission mitigation, are no longer available.
• NOBECCS: The NOBECCS carbon budget scenario set disables bioenergy
carbon capture and sequestration for power generation.
• NOCCS: This set of carbon budget scenarios disables all carbon capture and
sequestration technologies for power generation. It should be noted that only
CCS in the power sector is disabled, and CCS usage in the industry sector is still
allowed.
• NOBIO: This set of carbon budget scenarios disables all bioenergy imports, and
only allows bioenergy from indigenous sources.
• CB15: This set of carbon budget scenarios assume that signiﬁcant mitigation
efforts have been taken from 2015 instead of 2020.
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3 Model Results
Even though there is uncertainty and lack of consensus on equity principles when
determining a share of the remaining carbon budget, global estimates on carbon
budget (Rogelj et al. 2016; Millar et al. 2017) and national level analysis (Pye et al.
2017) suggest that 1.5 °C consistent carbon budget is in general at least 50% lower
relative to the 2 °C target. The carbon budgets for limiting temperature rise by 1.5 °C
and 2 °C with 66% certainty are 400GtCO2 and 1000GtCO2 respectively from 2011
onward to net-zero emissions (IPCC 2014). Based on the equity standard by population, the carbon share of Ireland is 766MtCO2 for 2 °C target and 223MtCO2 for
1.5 °C target (Glynn et al. 2017b), which is approximately 20 and 75% less than the
cumulative emission of 950MtCO2 under the current climate policy. The analysis on
the feasibility of the carbon budget scenarios indicate that reducing cumulative
emissions to 360MtCO2 is technically feasible (compatible with a 1.5 °C carbon
budget), while 530MtCO2 is a more realistic carbon budget level.

3.1

Feasible Carbon Budget Levels for Ireland

To determine feasible carbon budget targets, the carbon budget scenarios are
assessed based on multiple criteria that measure level of challenge, which include
the model feasibility, decarbonization rate from 2020 to 2030, timing of carbon
neutrality, marginal abatement costs in 2050 and energy system cost.
Whether or not the model can produce a solution is a key indicator of low carbon
pathway feasibility under the techno-economic assumptions reflected in the model.
As increasingly more stringent emission constraints are applied, the capacity of
available mitigation options is gradually exhausted, and the model needs to deploy
very expensive backstop options for further mitigation. The results from the carbon
budget scenarios show that the minimum feasible carbon budget for Ireland is
360MtCO2. However, this budget level is extremely challenging. Reaching the
360MtCO2 carbon budget requires 80% annual emission reduction to be delivered
by 2030, and the carbon cost is €1600/tCO2 in 2030 and €5200/tCO2 in 2050.
Since it is assumed that no signiﬁcant amount of carbon reduction can be
achieved before 2020, the 2020 emission level is ﬁxed (Fig. 1). The gap between the
milestone year trendlines measures the required reductions in annual emissions over
each 10-year period, and indicates that achieving a more stringent carbon budget
mainly depends on stronger near-term mitigation efforts between 2020 and 2030.
Compared to the constant 3.8% per annum decarbonization rate under the current
policy framework, the annual decarbonization rate rises signiﬁcantly to 10% in
CB_530Mt scenario (Fig. 2). High decarbonization rates indicate signiﬁcant challenge as phasing out fossil fuels and early retirement of existing technologies may
raise concerns in terms of social acceptance, stranded assets and economic losses.
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Fig. 1 Annual emission levels for milestone years for 175 carbon budget scenarios from REF
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Fig. 2 Optimal annual emission pathways for REF, CO2-80, CB_530Mt (10% annual
decarbonization rate from 2020 to 2030), and CB_360Mt (minimum feasible carbon budget)
scenario

Stabilizing temperature essentially requires net-zero anthropogenic carbon
emissions (Matthews and Caldeira 2008). The timing of carbon neutrality is
important and 1.5 °C consistent targets need to reach net-zero carbon emissions by
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mid-century (Rogelj et al. 2016). The milestone years emission levels (Fig. 1) show
that reaching 660MtCO2 carbon budget requires negative emissions by 2050.
Further reduction in carbon budget requires earlier carbon neutrality. The
CB_440Mt scenario has net-zero emission by 2040, and CB_510Mt scenario
reaches carbon neutrality by 2045.
Deep decarbonization involves drastic energy system transformation and poses
signiﬁcant long-term challenges. The level of difﬁculty can be assessed with the
CO2 mitigation prices, which measures the marginal effort in mitigating an additional tonne of CO2. A very high CO2 price indicates a lack of available mitigation
options in delivering the required mitigation level. The CO2 price in the CO2-80
scenario is €114/tCO2 in 2030, rising to €484/tCO2 in 2050 (2016 prices). Due to
stronger early actions, with the same CO2 price in 2050 the total emissions can be
reduced from 950MtCO2 to 820MtCO2 as a result of an optimised mitigation
pathway rather than a linearly declining emissions cap. At a carbon cost of €1000/
tCO2, the total emissions can be cut to 530MtCO2. The carbon cost has a nonlinear
relationship with the carbon budget level (Fig. 3). Further reductions beyond
530MtCO2 requires signiﬁcantly higher marginal abatement costs, which increases
to €2000/tCO2 in the CB_430Mt scenario. Comparing carbon costs across scenarios shows that achieving the same level of annual emissions reduction in 2030
requires much higher carbon cost than in 2050. For example, the CB_360Mt scenario has 80% annual emissions reduction by 2030 with a carbon cost of €1600/
tCO2, tripling the 2050 CO2 price of the CO2-80 scenario.
Another key indicator of the carbon budget feasibility is the annual energy
system cost (Fig. 4). The system cost accounts for 6.5% of GDP in 2030 and 8.0%
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Fig. 3 Marginal abatement cost in 2050 and decarbonization rate over 2020 to 2030 for 175
carbon budget scenarios from REF scenario to CB_360Mt
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in 2050 for the REF scenario, increasing to 6.9% in 2030 and 9.7% in 2050 for the
530MtCO2 scenario, indicating that reducing total emissions from 2100MtCO2 to
530MtCO2 requires an additional 1.7% GDP total costs. The energy system cost
includes investment costs, fuel costs, and operation and maintenance costs. The
proportion of investment costs in energy system cost remains relatively stable
across scenarios. The investment cost as a percentage of GDP rises from 2.8%
(2030) and 3.4% (2050) for the REF scenario, to 3.3–4.2% for the CB_530Mt
scenario. Compared to the marginal abatement cost, the rise of energy system cost
and the investment cost with emission constraint level is not as drastic. Pushing
from the current policy to an ambitious mitigation target of 530MtCO2 only
requires 27% additional investment cost to the energy sector in 2050.

3.2

Energy System Transformation

In 2015, the total ﬁnal energy consumption (TFC) in Ireland was 11.3 Mtoe, with
77% fossil fuels consumption and an electriﬁcation level of 19% (SEAI 2016). The
energy demand of the CO2-80 scenario is characterized by signiﬁcant reductions in
fossil fuel consumption that decreases to 20% by 2050, as well as an increased level
of electriﬁcation to 24%. The remaining energy demand is provided by renewable
sources primarily from bioenergy. The TFC results of more amibitious carbon
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budget scenarios with 2050 carbon prices of €1000/tCO2 (CB_530Mt) and €2000/
tCO2 (CB_430Mt) indicate that transition towards more ambitious emission targets
requires higher levels of electriﬁcation and bioenergy consumption that replace
fossil fuels (Fig. 5). Overall fossil fuel consumption declines with mitigation
stringency as a result of efﬁciency gains from electrifying private cars and reduced
demands due to higher carbon costs.
The choice of mitigation options in the carbon budget scenarios are similar to the
CO2_80 scenario and the sectoral proportions in TFC remain relatively stable
(Fig. 6). Cost effective mitigation options include switching to electric vehicles and
plug-in hybrids for private cars; bioenergy for navigation and freight transportation;
replacing gas with biomass for industrial boilers; switching to coal CCS for cement
and lime production; increased penetration of biogas and biomass for the residential
sector. Transition towards more stringent carbon budget constraints consistent with
a 1.5C goal mainly requires replacing gas by electrifying the residential and services sectors, and large deployment of BECCS technology (Fig. 7).
Negative emission technologies are critical for carbon neutrality due to emissions from unmitigable sources, such as cement and lime production, passenger
trains, hybrid vehicles. In the Irish TIMES model, BECCS is able to capture as
much as 3.5MtCO2, which is essential to bring the minimum achievable annual
emissions level from 1.7MtCO2 (96% reduction) to a level of negative emissions of
−2MtCO2. More stringent carbon budget levels require earlier deployment of
BECCS technology, which starts to penetrate in 2035 for CB_520Mt scenario and
in 2040 for CB_640Mt scenario.
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Due to limited mitigation options, reduction of annual emission beyond
−2MtCO2 is extremely costly. Attaining ambitous carbon budget levels therefore
relies on strong efforts in the near term. As shown in Figs. 8 and 9, at ambitious
carbon budget levels, the TFC trend in 2030 decreases at a fast rate, while the 2050
trend stays relatively stable after reaching net-zero emission. The timing of technology deployment is closely related to the level of annual emission reduction. For
example, the 360MtCO2 budget scenario has a similar energy system conﬁguration
in 2030 as the system of CO2_80 scenario in 2050. Results in the levels of technology penetration also show that early transition into a low carbon economy
requires phasing out of fossil fuel based technologies before the end of their
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CB_360Mt
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Fig. 9 Final energy demand in 2050 for 175 carbon budget scenarios from REF scenario to
CB_360Mt
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lifetime, creating stranded assets. Technologies with heavy investments and long
lifetime have higher risks of being stranded, and such technologies include gas-ﬁred
power plants, space and water heating in residential and commercial sectors.

3.3

Implications from Variant Scenarios

Table 1 compares the carbon budgets for different CO2 mitigation costs and
associated rates of decarbonisation under alternative assumptions. The importance
of key mitigation options can be quantiﬁed by the difference in carbon budget level
attainable at the same degree of challenge (i.e. CO2 mitigation cost and rate of
decarbonisation). For example, if the availability of BECCS technology is disabled,
the minimum feasible level of carbon budget is increased from 360MtCO2 to
480MtCO2, and the carbon budget that can be achieved at the same level of difﬁculty is increased by approximately 100MtCO2. Compared to the BECCS technologies, CCS power plants have less impacts on the carbon budget feasibility.
Without CCS technologies, the energy system can deploy more biomass power
plants for deep decarbonization, and the change in carbon budget level attainable at
the same degree of challenge is within 20MtCO2 from NOBECCS scenarios.
In the CO2-80 scenario, import accounts for 100% of bio liquids and 32% of the
biomass, rising to 100% and 59% in the CB_530Mt scenario. The minimum
solvable carbon budget of the NOBIO scenarios is 660MtCO2, over 200MtCO2
higher budget levels compared to the original carbon budget scenarios under the
same degree of challenge, indicating that bioenergy imports have a more critical
role than CCS technologies. With no bio liquids supply, the navigation and road
freight transportation can no longer be fully decarbonized and has signiﬁcantly
higher penetration of hydrogen and biogas. BECCS has no penetration in any of the
NOBIO scenarios due to limited supply of biomass. The decarbonization of the
power sector relies on gas CCS, and the biomass is primarily used by industrial
boilers, residential heat and commercial heat. This result implies that even though

Table 1 Carbon budget level (MtCO2) for carbon budget scenarios under different level of
challenge measurement
Scenario

Minimum solvable

2050 Carbon price (€2016/
tCO2)
€500

€1000

€2000

Annual average
decarbonization rate
from 2020 to 2030
5%
7%
10%

CB
NOBECCS
NOCCS
NOBIO
CB15

360
480
490
660
260

800
880
870
1010
750

530
670
660
810
450

430
570
560
710
350

960
990
1020
1000
640
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800
820
810
450

540
650
670
740
300
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BECCS is critical for negative emissions, it is comparatively more cost intensive
and should only be deployed when sufﬁcient biomass supply can be secured.
The mitigation feasibility is also strongly impacted by the timing of mitigation
efforts. The results of the CB15 scenarios (Table 1) show that with strong early actions
starting from 2015, 100MtCO2 emissions can be further mitigated at the same degree
of challenge. The minimum level of carbon budget with a model solution for the CB15
scenarios is 260MtCO2. The 2050 carbon price is €1000/tCO2 for the CB15_450Mt
scenario and €2000/tCO2 for the CB15_350Mt scenario.

4 Conclusion
The aim of the chapter was to explore how ambitious Ireland can be in constraining its
carbon budget towards a 1.5 °C consistent level, and to provide insights in the degree
of challenge and required actions at ambitious reduction targets. The sensitivity
analysis on the carbon budget constraints shows that the cumulative emissions can be
cut signiﬁcantly, and constraining the carbon budget from the current 950MtCO2
climate target down to 360MtCO2 is technically feasible. Even though 360MtCO2 can
be considered as a well below 2 °C carbon budget level, it requires over 80% emission
reduction to be delivered by 2030 and €5000/tCO2 carbon cost by 2050. R&D that
provide cost effective new mitigation options, particularly in carbon intensitive
industries, can be important in reducing the economic impacts and making the
roadmap to 1.5 °C carbon budget more economically feasible.
Analysis on the level of challenge for carbon budget scenarios suggests that the
530MtCO2 carbon budget, which lies approximately midway between 1.5 and 2 °C
target, is a more economically feasible carbon budget target with current technologies. However, compared to the current climate policy scenario CO2-80, the
530MtCO2 scenario is still much more challenging, and requires a 10% p.a.
emissions rate decline to 2030, resulting in a 57% emission reduction below 1990
levels by 2030, which is signiﬁcantly higher than the 40% reduction target set by
the EU NDC. The decarbonization rate from 2020 to 2030 is tripling the rate of the
scenario corresponding to the current policies, and the carbon cost in 2050 is twice
as much as that of CO2-80 scenario at €1000/tCO2.
With the current technological assumptions, reducing the net annual emission
level of Ireland below −2MtCO2 is extremely costly. Pushing towards more
ambitious long-term climate target therefore relies on much stronger mitigation
efforts by 2030 than the reduction target suggested by the NDC. However, strong
mitigation efforts in the near term suffer economic losses from stranded assets such
as gas-ﬁred power plants and space and water heating in residential and commercial
sectors. Decisions as to whether Ireland should accept such losses and pursue a 1.5
°C compatible carbon budget target should be made immediately. Investment in
energy system are often capital intensive. Adhering to the existing near-term
emission target may raise risks of “lock-in” to an energy system conﬁguration that
meets the near-term target but is unsuitable for a long-term 1.5 °C roadmap.
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